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It is my privilege to present BC Safety Authority’s (BCSA) State of Safety Report for 2016. This report provides an  
overview of the activities BCSA has undertaken over the last year to enhance safety in the province, as well as analysis  
of trends and learnings. 

I am very pleased with the efforts BCSA has made to strengthen our relationships with the public, clients and industry 
stakeholders in 2016. The organization maintained a high profile, participating in a number of national committees and 
working groups. BCSA’s focus on collaboration helps us share best practices, optimize resources and work together  
to manage emerging technical safety risks. 

I also commend BCSA for diligence in seeking out unsafe and unpermitted activity through compliance and enforcement 
initiatives. While learning and education continue to be a strong pillar of BCSA’s programming, it is important that duty 
holders recognize that if they repeatedly work outside the safety system, BCSA will take progressive enforcement action  
to protect public safety. 

To learn more about BCSA and its activities, I encourage readers to review our annual reports, business plans and 
technical newsletters, all which are available at www.safetyauthority.ca/about/publications.

On a personal note, this is my last year as chair of BCSA as I will be retiring. I have served on the Board since 2008,  
and as chair since 2014. I have been continually impressed with the progressive and innovative ways BCSA’s executive 
team and employees continue to raise the bar for safety in British Columbia. I wish the organization a long and  
prosperous future. 

Message
from the Chair

Richard Ballantyne  |  P. Eng., ICD.D  |  Chair of the Board
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In 2016, BC Safety Authority (BCSA) enhanced our focus on incident investigations to better understand the root causes  
of incidents and then share that information with clients, stakeholders and the public. Incident investigations can be 
complex and multifaceted, requiring significant BCSA resources. However, the outcomes from larger, multidisciplinary 
explorations have proven highly valuable. For example, in 2016, BCSA led an in-depth boiler incident investigation that 
resulted in widespread industry changes (see page 7 for more information). 

We are working to make these investigation outcomes more directly available to everyone in the safety system, by pushing 
out the findings through education and awareness programs, as well as using them to inform our assessment priorities. 
Used together with the hazard information collected through more than 40,000 annual assessments, these investigation 
outcomes, along with both our employees’ and stakeholder partners’ expertise, form the core of our knowledge base.

Our understanding of the importance of incident data drives us to continue to improve our data management capabilities. 
BCSA uses this information to refine the algorithms that drive the Resource Allocation Program (RAP) which helps us 
prioritize safety officer resources based on potential risk. We are also working hard to leverage data in new and innovative 
ways through emerging technologies such as open-source data, machine learning and predictive analytics. These tools 
are all helping us advance our goal of understanding and managing risk.

I am also very pleased with the momentum we continue to see with our Accident Prevention Model. This is a  
multifaceted approach to safety oversight that is comprised of four elements: assessment, education and outreach, 
enforcement, and research. Driven by data, BCSA strives to provide duty holders and the public with the information  
they need to work within the safety system. However, if those efforts fail, we will take the necessary actions through 
enforcement. The information we gather helps us manage safety risk, providing us with continuous feedback on the 
success of our initiatives.

We’re pleased with our accomplishments over the last year, as detailed in this year’s State of Safety Report. As always,  
we welcome your input into how we can continue to improve the knowledge-sharing process that enriches our safety 
system in support of our vision: Safe technical systems. Everywhere. 

Message
from the President and Chief Executive Officer

Catherine Roome  |  P. Eng., FEC, ICD.D  |  President and Chief Executive Officer
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BC Safety Authority (BCSA) is an independent, self-funded organization mandated to oversee the safe installation and 
operation of technical systems and equipment. In addition to issuing permits, licences and certificates, we work with 
industry to reduce safety risks through assessment, education and outreach, enforcement, and research. 

About

What We Do 

BCSA delivers safety services across the province in the 
following technologies: 

• Electrical equipment and systems 

•  Boilers, pressure vessels and refrigeration systems

•  Natural gas and propane appliances and systems,  
including hydrogen

•  Elevating devices, such as elevators and escalators

• Railways, including commuter rail

•  Passenger ropeways, such as aerial trams and ski lifts

• Amusement devices

•  Complex and integrated technical systems involving 
multiple technologies

Our Services 

To promote safe practices, our services include: 

•  Assessing technical work and equipment, including 
collecting information through inspection, incident 
investigation and registering new equipment  
and designs.

•  Certifying individuals and licensing contractors and 
operators to perform regulated work. 

•  Supporting clients in the development of alternative 
safety approaches and auditing their safety 
management plans or equivalent standard approaches.

•  Taking enforcement actions that promote an equitable 
safety system where all participants are compliant  
with regulations. 

•  Educating our clients and the public about technical 
safety to better control risks.

•  Conducting research, including contributing to  
provincial and national code development, and  
updating regulations for the technologies we serve.

Our Legislative and Regulatory Framework

BCSA operates within a legislative and regulatory 
framework that includes:

• Safety Authority Act

• Safety Standards Act and Regulations

•  British Columbia Railway Act, Railway Safety Act  
and Regulations

• Administrative Tribunals Act

•  Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act

• Ombudsperson Act

• Offence Act

For further information, including our 10-Year Strategy, 
Annual Report and Business Plan, visit our website at 
www.safetyauthority.ca.

BC Safety Authority

Our Vision   Safe technical systems. Everywhere. 

Our Mission  We build your confidence in safety systems for life –  
    through a focus on risk and support for innovation. 
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BCSA receives reports of incidents and conducts assessments of regulated equipment and work1. Through investigation, 
inspection and audit, BCSA advances the knowledge of safety risks and focuses attention toward managing those risks.

BCSA produces an annual State of Safety Report in accordance with the administrative agreement between the  
Province of British Columbia and BCSA.

The State of Safety Report provides:

•  analysis of incident and injury trends in all sectors regulated by BCSA;

•  explanations for incident and injury trends, particularly significant deviations;

•  comparisons, where possible, between BC incidents and those of other jurisdictions;

•  responses to information gathered from investigations, including understanding causes and taking necessary action  
to resolve systemic problems;

•  a summary of risk reduction initiatives to educate and communicate with the general public, clients and stakeholders  
who participate with and benefit from BCSA safety services; 

•  a summary of national committees and inter-provincial working groups where BCSA has participated  
and provided leadership; and

•  a listing of enforcement actions taken by BCSA.

This report aims to provide an understanding of safety hazards observed in 2016, followed by the efforts led by  
BCSA to facilitate duty holder management of those hazards. 

The State of Safety Report is organized into two main parts. Understanding and Managing Safety Risks in BC provides  
an overall summary of hazards and safety management efforts at an organizational level. We then provide analysis and 
specifics for each industry sector regulated by BCSA. Supplementary information is provided in the various appendices.

About
The State of Safety Report

Note 1  Certain municipalities administer portions of the Safety Standards Act in lieu of BCSA. These municipalities and their scope of administration  
are detailed in Appendix H



safety stories
The State of Safety provides an account of BCSA’s efforts in the oversight of the Safety Standards Act in BC during 2016. 
There were many activities in 2016 that supported the collective understanding and management of safety. Some were 
isolated, some were directly connected to each other in their effort, while others represented a network of efforts spanning 
years, jurisdictions, organizations and borders.

Each activity accounted for in this report is part of a safety story. In this section, we share a few stories that illustrate our 
approach to safety oversight and showcase our connected and collaborative efforts toward our vision:  
Safe technical systems. Everywhere.
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BCSA-led boiler investigation influences global standards 

Have you ever waited a moment too long to light a barbecue and been surprised by the “whoosh”  
as built-up gas ignites? Safety professionals call this a “hard light-off” or delayed ignition and, if you 
are outside, the result is typically a yelp followed by jokes about singed eyebrows. But in many 
circumstances, it’s no laughing matter.

Several hard light-off incidents at commercial and 
industrial buildings around British Columbia were reported 
to BCSA between 2011 and 2015. Owners of specific 
models of gas-fired hot water boilers reported hearing a 
loud bang or pop during start-up or operation, often with 
associated damage to the boiler venting system.

“One of these delayed ignitions actually blew the venting 
off and the boiler continued to operate,” recalls BCSA’s 
Jeff Coleman, Leader, Engineering and Incident 
Investigations. “It was no longer venting properly and  
the products of combustion, including carbon monoxide, 
were staying inside the building.”

Thanks to the data reported to BCSA through past 
incidents, a trend became apparent. “Each time was a 
little different but we noticed it was the same manufacturer 
and same boiler model series in all the cases,” Coleman 
says. After an incident at a public athletics centre in 
Burnaby in October 2015, BCSA kicked off an in-depth 
investigation to prevent future occurrences. 

BCSA brought together the manufacturer of the affected 
boiler, the boiler certification body and the facility owner to 
collaborate on an investigation and possible improvements. 
Building trust and communication between the parties 
was key and BCSA worked hard to keep the emphasis  
on mutual co-operation, collaboration and public safety. 

BCSA guided the team through a number of activities 
including a review of the past incidents; interviews with 
witnesses, operators and maintenance contractors; and 
an examination of the boiler installation, components,  
gas supply and venting systems. 

“The investigation quickly identified some commonalities 
among all the boilers that had malfunctioned,” says Chris 
Jorgenson, BCSA's Administrator of Gas Equipment 
Approvals. The first was the presence of a “white-potted” 
igniter that functions as part of an igniter-injector assembly. 
A particular design feature of these older igniters caused 
the metal tip to snap or the ceramic tube to crack when 
heated. The location of the igniters also contributed to 
carbon deposit build-up, preventing a clean ignition  
every time.

Another issue involved the purge system, which is 
responsible for clearing out gas if lighting doesn’t happen 
immediately. The purge cycle was found to be too short 
and weak to clear gas out of longer chimneys. The 
damaged igniter tip, combined with a low blower speed 
during purge, likely caused the ignition of an increased 
amount of gas within the boiler, forcing gas through and 
damaging the venting system.

Under the Safety Standards Act, a provincial safety 
manager can issue a safety order to prevent, avoid or 
reduce risk of personal injury or damage to property. 
BCSA's Gas Safety Manager, Brad Wyatt, issued a  
safety order that mandated an adjustment to the purge 
cycle, upgrade of the igniter, and regular service and 
maintenance requirements for these types of boilers in  
BC. “It is so important that these types of gas-burning 
equipment are installed to the manufacturer’s requirements 
as well as regularly inspected, cleaned and maintained by 
qualified gas fitters,” reminds Wyatt.

The manufacturer also noted several instances of 
maintenance neglect believed to be related to the 
incidents. It issued an updated technical service bulletin  
to alert owners of the potential issue and how to  
remedy it.

The manufacturer also facilitated repairs to the damaged 
boilers and the replacement of white-potted igniters with 
the safer black-potted ones. All boilers of this type 
installed in BC are now required to have the igniters and 
the equipment serviced and maintained annually by a 
qualified gas fitter. 

The implications of this investigation extend beyond BC. 
Underwriters Laboratories Inc., the certification body that 
certifies equipment of this kind, is currently clarifying the 
technical standards for gas-assist ignition system design 
and certification. When implemented, these changes will 
affect boiler certification standards at an international level.

This is just one example of how incidents reported to 
BCSA are resulting in wide-reaching changes to industry 
that are improving safety in the province and beyond. 



BCSA takes leading role to prevent carbon monoxide poisoning 

Each year in BC, numerous carbon monoxide (CO) incidents are reported to the authorities. Some 
come via 911 from panicked homeowners who have been alerted by their CO detector sounding. 
Others come from contractors, technicians and utility employees who have identified fuel-burning 
appliances such as furnaces, boilers, water heaters or fireplaces that are not working properly. 

BCSA investigates approximately 10 serious CO incidents 
that take place in areas within our jurisdiction each year.  
We also respond to a multitude of reported equipment 
hazards that present a risk of CO exposure and we work 
to ensure the hazards are remedied before they lead to an 
incident. According to our findings, most incidents occur 
in residences and involve residential furnaces, boilers or 
water heaters.

In July 2016, BCSA was alerted by natural gas provider 
FortisBC that a CO poisoning incident had occurred at a 
West Vancouver home. One individual had died and three 
family members had been admitted to hospital. 

BCSA launched an investigation to understand the cause 
of the CO poisoning. We learned that the family had been 
running a boiler to heat their pool at the same time as  
the air handler for the air conditioner was operating. An 
opening in the ducting supplying the air handler within the 
boiler room created a negative pressure condition inside 
the room that contained the boiler. As a result, CO and 
other combustion products produced by the boiler did  
not vent outside but instead were circulated throughout 
the home by the air conditioning system. With all the 
doors and windows closed and no CO detectors installed, 
the residents had no way of knowing the home was filling 
with the colourless, odourless and tasteless toxic gas.

WorkSafeBC defines safe eight-hour exposure levels to 
CO as 25 parts per million (ppm). Home CO detectors  
are typically set to provide warnings at 30-70 ppm.  

Exposure to concentrations of 800 ppm is known to 
cause death within hours. The fire department reported 
measuring up to 900 ppm of CO within the home’s 
ambient air. 

After BCSA released our incident report, FortisBC asked 
BCSA gas safety officers to share the lessons learned 
from the investigation with its employees. In September 
2016, BCSA attended three workshops for more than  
100 FortisBC technicians to discuss CO hazards, incident 
investigations, the importance of incident reports, and 
what issues to look for in their day-to-day work.

“One of our roles is to investigate reported incidents, 
determine the cause and contributing factors, and 
recognize trends,” says BCSA’s Liam McKearney, Gas 
Safety Officer. “But where we can really make a difference 
is when we share our learning with others to try and 
improve safety outcomes for the future.”

By working collaboratively with FortisBC, BCSA is taking 
the information gleaned from incident investigations and 
sharing it with the contractor community to help spread 
awareness of important safety risks. BCSA also works  
to educate BC residents of the risks of carbon monoxide 
exposure through an annual awareness campaign that 
includes a paid advertising campaign, media outreach  
and social media. 

More information about CO safety is available on BCSA's 
website at www.safetyauthority.ca/carbon-monoxide.

Inspections

Certificates

Research

Audits

Assessments 

Licences

https://www.safetyauthority.ca/sites/default/files/ga_5603269_f.pdf


Enforcing compliance with safety regulations: A shared responsibility 

It was like finding a ticking time bomb: a 240-volt electrical distribution panel with no safety cover 
under the back deck of a suburban home. Anyone accessing the panel would need to stand in an 
inch of water that saturated the ground under the deck. There was no lighting in this dark, damp  
area, so the danger was difficult to spot. It was also completely accessible through an unlocked  
door, posing a severe shock hazard to anyone who might come in contact with the panel. 

A tenant in the home who was having electrical issues 
submitted a hazard notification to BCSA, and an electrical 
safety officer made arrangements with the property owner 
to conduct a safety assessment of the home’s electrical 
system. In addition to the distribution panel issue, the 
officer found numerous other hazards on the property 
including broken outlets and fixtures. All the work had 
been done by an unknown individual without the proper 
permits. Luckily these hazards were identified early, before 
a serious incident had taken place. The owner hired a 
licensed contractor and work was remediated under 
permit, with the appropriate declarations to BCSA.

While this was a concerning situation, BCSA safety 
officers are all too familiar with potential threats to lives 
and property due to hazards and non-compliance with 
safety regulations. In 2016, BCSA received over 400 
notifications of hazards and people working without  
the proper certifications and permits.

“Our statistics show that work performed without a permit 
is approximately three times more likely to result in a 
serious hazard,” says BCSA’s Eric Samuelson, Safety 

Manager, Compliance & Enforcement. Hazards found  
by safety officers range from insignificant to severe and 
provide a good indication of how well duty holders 
independently understand and fulfil their safety obligations 
within the safety system. 

BCSA spends considerable time working with duty 
holders to help them understand their obligations.  
“We work hard to provide education, awareness and 
guidance,” Samuelson says. “But when the law is 
ignored—particularly in the case of repeat offences— 
we will take enforcement actions to protect public safety.” 

Safety is a shared obligation and lies not only with the 
person who performs the work, but also with equipment 
owners, contractors, operators and homeowners. Says 
Samuelson, “It’s everyone’s responsibility to ensure that 
work undertaken in the province is compliant with the  
law and is done safely and securely, in the manner laid  
out within the Safety Standards Act.”

More information about enforcement, permits and 
compliance is available on BCSA's website at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/enforcement.

Communications

Education

Enforcement 

Incident investigations

Stakeholder engagement

Outreach



Understanding Safety  
Risks in BC

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION

BCSA collects a wide range of data to help understand safety risks in the 
province. While the number of incidents year-over-year gives a sense of how 
safely work is being performed and helps identify trends, this information 
reflects just a part of the bigger picture. 

For example, a lower number of incidents can be seen as a positive indicator that regulated work is being done more  
safely. However, it can also suggest that certain types of incidents are being under reported, which is undesirable. 
Positively influencing safety requires more than just understanding the number of incidents in a given year or even over 
time. Instead, we must look deeper, exploring all the connections and linkages which contribute to safe and unsafe 
behaviour, then determine how we can influence outcomes. 

To understand safety risks and the inter-relationships between the various pieces that influence them, BCSA uses the 
safety pyramid (shown below) to guide our work.

At the core of the safety system is the basic infrastructure BCSA provides. Participants (contractors, workers and 
equipment owners) contact BCSA to obtain the required licences and permits to perform regulated work or operate 
regulated equipment) in the province. These transactions are the entry point for ongoing dialogue between BCSA and 
participants, providing opportunities to share knowledge about safety issues, technical requirements and legal 
requirements so that work can be done correctly and safely. In 2016, BCSA issued 220,000 permits.

better  
behaviour

more knowledge

better connections

more participants

supporting infrastructure, processes and people

Safety
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The permit process also informs BCSA data, giving us 
information about the type of work being completed most 
often and the location. This data feeds into the predictive 
computer algorithms which are the basis of our Resource 
Allocation Program (RAP). From here, our safety officers 
are supported in prioritizing assessments based on areas 
of highest risk to public safety. For example, physical 
assessments of electrical work in hospitals and shopping 
malls will be prioritized above installations in isolated 
commercial facilities where risk to the public is lower.



Once on site, our safety officers conduct inspections using a standardized tool that allows them to rate safety hazards  
on a five-point scale. Of the 46,605 pieces of equipment inspected in 2016, BCSA found that 77% of the technical work 
substantially meets the requirements. 

In 2016, safety officers observed the following hazards most frequently:

• Bare conductors, inappropriate grounding and incorrectly installed outlets leading to risk of electric shock or fire.

• Missing, non-functional or incorrectly set pressure relief devices leading to risk of overpressure situation and explosion.

• Poor combustion and inadequate venting of gas appliances leading to risk of carbon monoxide poisoning.

• Improperly set or wired primary and back-up safety devices, leading to risk of uncontrolled elevator movement.

• Poor start/stop controls on amusement devices, or locking bars not properly functioning.

The information gathered by safety officers further feeds into our algorithms and influences how we conduct our work.  
For example, we know that safety issues are found in existing electrical equipment twice as often compared with new 
installations. As a result, BCSA can target our oversight to maximize resources and focus our attention on areas that 
provide the greatest chance of risk to the public. We also know that those individuals who have not obtained the required 
licences, certificates and/or permits are approximately three times more likely to produce or leave hazards in their work.  
A strong field presence is required to collect data and enforce requirements. 

Another element of our work is using knowledge to influence behaviour. As discussed in the next section, ”Managing 
Safety Risks in BC,” BCSA roughly doubled our enforcement effort compared to 2015. BCSA used this opportunity to 
obtain better insight into the effectiveness of our interventions. For example, the 2016 enforcement activities resulted in  
a greater than 20% increase in the number of permits issued in the targeted area. 

BCSA also completed a pilot study and found that clients are motivated to improve their safety management practices 
when they see a summary of their safety performance. As a result, BCSA is increasingly providing access to this type  
of data — including benchmarking of safety performance with comparable firms — to help influence safety decisions.

The hazard observations made by our safety officers are telling. In 7% of the cases, there are moderate safety deficiencies 
which often speak to poor work habits that need to be changed. In 2% of the cases, there are major safety deficiencies, 
such as back-up safety devices not working. In less than 0.5% of the inspections, safety officers find that the only barrier 
preventing a severe incident was chance. These are literally the incidents waiting to happen. 

Incidents are clearly the most challenging aspect of safety management failures, and affect both stakeholders and BCSA 
employees. In 2016, nine people lost their lives in incidents involving regulated equipment or work. The value of incident 
reporting and investigation is in understanding why these events happened, what caused them and how they could be 
prevented. The incident investigation process, and subsequent communication of our learnings, are a key part of this 
process. Continued vigilance is needed to prevent immediate incidents or the incubation of latent defects that affect  
future years.
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Figure 1-1: Incident Reports  
[Note 1, 2, 3]
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Figure 1-2: Incident Reports by Regulated Industry Sector
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Understanding Safety Risks in BC

Incidents

Incidents involving work or equipment regulated by the Safety Standards Act are required to be reported to the 
appropriate provincial safety manager. BCSA investigates many of these incidents to gain an understanding of safety 
hazards in BC and what actions can be taken to manage those hazards. Figures 1-1 and 1-2 below show the total 
number of incidents assessed by BCSA in 2016 and in previous years.

Table 1-1: Severe and Major Incidents in 2016

SEVERE INCIDENTS MAJOR INCIDENTS

Qty Type Qty Type

5 Fire incidents 4 Miscellaneous railway incidents

2 Carbon monoxide exposure 4 Fire incidents 

1 Component failure 2 Falls from passenger ropeway carriers

1 Train-human collision 2 Tube leaks in recovery boilers

1 Railway rule violation 2 Railway run through switches 

  2 Railway rule violations

  1 Ammonia release

  1 Arc blast

  1 Component failure on a zipline

  1 Ignition explosion

  1 Low-water boiler incident

  1 Pressure piping rupture

  1 Propane leak

  1 Derailment

  1 Railway crossing collision

n Not rated   n Minor   n Major   n Severe

n Under Investigation   n Insignificant  
n Minor   n Moderate   n Major   n Severe

Note 1:  Incidents identified as UNDER INVESTIGATION were open at the time of report compilation.  
Note 2:  Prior to 2014, railway accidents and incidents were not given a rating and are identified as NOT RATED in Figure 1-1.  
Note 3:  In 2016, the incident scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years. 
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The overall number and type of incidents reported to BCSA in 2016 is comparable to previous years. Differences in each 
sector are discussed in technology-specific sections of this report. Severe incidents involved electrical fires and carbon 
monoxide poisoning where regulated equipment was either found to be or suspected to be the cause. There was one 
railway incident where an employee was struck by a moving railcar in a railyard. One component failure resulted in 
significant damage to a high-voltage switch and its associated ski lift electrical control system. 

In 2016, BCSA began implementing significant changes to our incident investigation program. Incident ratings are now 
better aligned to the resulting injury and damage on a new five-point scale that is aligned to our hazard rating scale.  
Those investigations are also published on BCSA’s website to improve learning and engagement opportunities with  
the public and regulated workers. As a result, incident investigation summaries have been featured in many BCSA 
newsletters and communications. These may be viewed at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data.

Injuries

Injuries reported as a result of incidents are an important indicator of impacts experienced from hazards inherent to the 
operation of regulated equipment. Injuries resulting from the incidents reported are summarized below.

Table 1-2: Fatal and Major Injuries 2016

FATAL  MAJOR

Qty Type Qty Type

4 Fatal injuries from collisions with trains 7 Injuries from collisions with trains

3 Injuries from fire incidents  1 Head injury, possible internal injury

2 Carbon monoxide exposure 1 Multiple fractures

  1 Injuries from falling at a railway site

Note 1:  BCSA changed injury ratings to a five-point scale in 2016 to better reflect the scope and nature of injuries reported.  
 This compares to three selections in previous years. 
Note 2:  Injuries associated with incidents UNDER INVESTIGATION are excluded.  
Note 3:  BCSA receives injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following, the incident.  
 Injuries may develop after the initial reports were made to BCSA and the long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of BCSA’s investigation. 

Figure 1-4: Injury Reports by Regulated Industry Sector
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Figure 1-3: Injuries Reported 
[Note 1, 2, 3]
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There were nine fatal injuries in 2016 resulting from incidents involving regulated equipment and work as compared to  
four in 2015. Four of the fatalities were suicides involving railways. While in each instance, the regulated equipment was 
found not to have malfunctioned, BCSA remains vigilant for prevention opportunities with this serious social challenge. 

Three deaths were related to residential fires where electrical equipment was identified as a possible cause. These 
suspected electrical fires are a persistent incident type and BCSA is working to improve awareness of the hazards  
that lead to these failures in homes. 

Another persistent incident type is carbon monoxide poisoning relating to gas equipment failures, which caused two 
deaths in 2016 and numerous exposure injuries. BCSA began publishing incident investigations in 2016, one of which  
was related to a carbon monoxide poisoning death. BCSA is using this investigation to improve awareness of carbon 
monoxide hazards with technicians in the gas service and maintenance industry. As well, BCSA maintains a multi-year 
summary of carbon monoxide exposures at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data.

Major injuries were associated with falls from, and contact with, regulated equipment. Two major injuries resulted from  
a zipline failure causing a rider to fall to the ground and an employee at the loading area to be struck by the released  
cable. More information about injuries resulting from closed incidents is available in Appendix A and at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data. 

Scope of Regulated Work 

BCSA oversees the safe installation and operation of technical systems and equipment. Our oversight is based largely on 
permits issued for regulated work and equipment as well as certificates and licences issued to those performing regulated 
work. BCSA also uses management plans and agreements with some organizations to facilitate oversight of regulated 
work and equipment. The volume of installation and operating permits issued and the number of active and management 
plans provides an indication of the amount of regulated work being conducted within the safety system.

Table 1-3: Permits in 2016 Figure 1-5: Permits
  New Operating  
  installation permits permits 
  [Note 1] [Note 2]

Amusement Devices 44 640

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration 1,385 67,904

Electrical 60,649 12,557

Elevating Devices  1,894 25,011

Gas 47,368 1,809

Passenger Ropeways  32 235

Railways 0 149

Alternative Safety Approaches (ASA) [Note 3] N/A 47

BC Stats reported an approximate 4% increase in BC building permits in 2016 and the five-year trend of building permits 
is reflected in BCSA permit trends. BCSA influenced additional operating permits in 2016 through an enforcement focus 
on unpermitted activity as well as a focus on propane tank safety.

Understanding Safety Risks in BC

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

         108,352

     94,472

  92,609

92,373

   93,323

n n Installation Permits 
n n Operating Permits

     111,372

   102,271

   94,850

85,761

    98,348

Note 1:  New installation permits include permits issued new in 2016 only. This number does not include permits that were issued in previous years and may have been  
 assessed in 2016. 
Note 2:  Operating permits include new permits issued in 2016 plus active permits that were issued in previous years.  
Note 3:  ASAs are not operating permits, but have some similar characteristics. In 2016, there were 11 Safety Management Plans and 36 Equivalent Standard Approaches. 

https://www.safetyauthority.ca/sites/default/files/ga_5603269_f.pdf
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Assessment of Regulated Work

BCSA assesses regulated activities within the safety system to evaluate and enforce duty holders’ obligations under the 
Safety Standards Act and regulations. BCSA issues licences and certificates of qualification to businesses and individuals 
who conduct “hired” work under issued permits or on regulated equipment. Safety officers conduct physical assessments 
of permitted and regulated work and audits of management plans. These physical assessments and audits provide BCSA 
and our stakeholders with an understanding of strengths and weaknesses within the safety system and inform priorities for 
prevention, assessment and audit efforts.

Compliance Assessments

Figure 1-6: Compliance of Duty Holders’ Work 2016

Figure 1-6 compares the compliance outcomes of physical assessments relative to the total physical assessments in  
each regulated industry sector. The values have been normalized as a percentage of the overall assessment volumes to 
accommodate the vast differences between the assessment volumes in each industry sector. Compliance outcomes are 
PASS, CONDITIONAL PASS or FAIL and are defined in the glossary of this report (Appendix I). 

The specific quantities of the assessments completed are presented in Table 1-4 on the following page. Table 1-4 also 
presents the assessment outcomes as a percentage of the total assessments in each sector.

Amusement Devices

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration

Electrical

Elevating Devices

Gas

Passenger Ropeways

Railways [Note 1]

Alternative Safety Approaches

n Pass  n Conditional Pass  n Fail

10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100%

Note 1:  Railways audits are not given compliance outcomes of PASS, CONDITIONAL PASS or FAIL.

1
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Table 1-4: Compliance of Duty Holders’ Work 2016

Physical 
Assessment 
Compliance Amusement Boilers, PV,    Passenger   TOTAL 
Outcome [Note 1] Devices Refrigeration Electrical Elevating Gas Ropeways Railways ASA 2016

 # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %

Fail 6 2 1,400 23 4,958 19 430 15 2,065 20 4 2  [Note 2] 2 13 8,865 19

Conditional Pass 313 79 0 0 4 0 1,170 40 0 0 136 84   13 87 1,636 4

Pass 76 19 4,734 77 21,725 81 1,291 45 8,257 80 21 13   0 0 36,104 77

TOTAL 395 100 6,134 100 26,687 100 2,891 100 10,322 100 161 100   15 100 46,605 100

Overall, 77% of duty holder work was found to have passed compliance assessments by safety officers. Compliance  
rates of duty holders’ work in 2016 are consistent with previous years. Differences observed between industry sectors  
are largely influenced by the degree to which safety officer assessments and data collection have been standardized 
between groups of safety officers.

Hazard Assessments

During each physical assessment of regulated work, safety officers will identify hazards found and document the single 
highest hazard. These are referenced to be as-found hazards as they reflect what the safety officers discovered when they 
initially observed the duty holders’ work or equipment and not the condition following completion of the interaction with  
the safety officer. As-found hazards are important as they provide an indication of how well duty holders independently 
understand and fulfil their safety obligations under the safety system. Hazard rating assignments range from INSIGNIFICANT 
to SEVERE and are identified in Figure 1-7. Definitions of these assignments are contained in the glossary of this report 
(Appendix I). 

Figure 1-7: As-Found Hazard Assessments 2016

Figure 1-7 compares the hazard ratings observed by safety officers relative to the total hazard rating in the same period  
in each regulated industry sector. The values have been normalized as a percentage of the overall assessments to 
accommodate the vast differences between the assessment volumes in each industry sector. A list of SEVERE and 
MAJOR hazard examples found in 2016 is provided in Appendix B, along with the hazard rating scale. A listing of all 
SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found in 2016 is available at www.safetyauthority.ca/hazard-data. 

Understanding Safety Risks in BC

Amusement Devices

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration

Electrical

Elevating Devices

Gas

Passenger Ropeways

Railways

Alternative Safety Approaches

n Severe  n Major  n Moderate  n Minor   
n Insignificant  n Compliant  n No rating/Not applicable

10      20      30      40      50      60      70      80      90      100%

Note 1:   Physical assessments include all physical assessment activity performed by BCSA safety officers in 2016 for all new or active installations,  
new or active operating permits and inspections of unpermitted work.

Note 2:   Railways audits are not given compliance outcomes of PASS, CONDITIONAL PASS or FAIL.
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The quantities of the hazard ratings are presented in Table 1-5. Table 1-5 also presents the hazard ratings as a  
percentage of the total assessments in each sector.

Table 1-5: As-Found Hazard Assessments Recorded 2016

Hazard Amusement Boilers, PV,  Elevating  Passenger   TOTAL 
Rating Devices Refrigeration Electrical Devices Gas Ropeways Railways ASA 2016

  # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # %

Severe 0 0 18 0 77 0 3 0 41 0 0 0 4 1 4 3 147 0

Major 7 2 97 2 720 3 42 1 93 1 1 1 14 3 15 11 989 2

Moderate 21 5 735 12 1,737 7 122 4 464 4 13 8 65 15 21 15 3,178 7

Minor 158 40 650 11 1,193 4 756 26 866 8 77 48 49 11 36 26 3,785 8

Insignificant 114 29 74 11 398 1 228 8 306 3 36 22 33 8 63 45 1,852 4

Compliant 93 24 3,737 61 22,413 84 1,686 58 8,503 82 31 19 0 0 0 0 36,463 77

No rating/  

Not applicable 2 1 223 4 149 1 54 2 49 0 3 2 275 63 0 0 755 2

TOTAL 395 100 6,134 100 26,687 100 2,891 100 10,322 100 161 100 440 100 139 100 47,169 100

Overall, BCSA discovered MAJOR or SEVERE hazards during 2.4% of the occasions that duty holder work was assessed. 
Differences observed between industry sectors are largely influenced by the degree to which safety officer assessments 
and data collection has been standardized between groups of safety officers.

1
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Risks in BC

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION

An effective safety system is one where standards for regulated equipment 
are balanced with standards for regulated work. It's also one with clear 
guidelines to help duty holders understand their roles and responsibilities 
around their qualifications to practice and where they are accountable for 
the work they perform. 

In 2016, a number of codes and standards were adopted in the province. 
BCSA developed various online and in-person learning events to provide 
information and interpretation of the code changes for contractors, 
operating permit holders, certified individuals and clients. To further aid in 
clarifying requirements, existing directives were reviewed for content and 
relevance, which resulted in a number of repeals and publication of new 
directives and information bulletins. 

We continued to improve our safety oversight by expanding education for 
newly certified individuals and licensees on their responsibilities. We launched 
“A Great Start” — a pilot orientation program that provides an overview  
of the safety system including information on certification and licensing 
pathways, how to manage permits and stay connected with BCSA, as well 
as the consequences of non-compliance, namely enforcement sanctions. 
We also developed specific consultations and industry advisory panels to 
focus on enhancing certification programs in the various technologies.
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In 2016, the compliance and enforcement team led a number of initiatives 
aimed at raising awareness for contractors and the public regarding their 
obligations and the consequences of not participating in the safety system. 
We continue to place a strong focus on unpermitted work and the safety 
hazards associated with it. BCSA collected valuable data and lessons from 
three significant compliance audits and is developing an auditing program 
based on this information.

Collaboration with other bodies, including the Technical Standards & Safety 
Authority, the Alberta Boilers Safety Association, the Electrical Safety 
Authority, and agencies such as WorkSafeBC, is essential in improving 
BCSA’s ability to manage emerging technical safety risks. In the year ahead, 
we will continue to share knowledge with other safety system regulators  
and agencies to collect data, identify best practices and develop learning 
opportunities in an effort to find efficient and effective strategies for technical 
safety system oversight.
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Managing Safety Risks in BC

Stakeholder Engagement

BCSA is committed to bringing clients and stakeholders into processes that build and refine the safety system, and we 
design our stakeholder engagement programs to accomplish this goal.

For the past 11 years, Technology Advisory Committees (TACs) have been a cornerstone of the standing consultation 
bodies that provide advice to BCSA. In 2016, BCSA began to streamline engagement with the TACs, resulting in three 
committee meetings per year instead of the standard quarterly meetings. This allowed for more time between meetings for 
each committee to achieve their outcomes as well as greater emphasis on ongoing engagement with committee members 
through channels other than the meetings. In addition, fewer TAC working groups were established, as advisory panels 
were used instead to provide greater resources toward resolving industry-specific issues.

In 2016, there was a significant shift in the number and type of stakeholder engagement activities performed year-over-
year. Overall there was a decrease in the number of TAC meetings and associated working groups as described above. 
However, the number of formal consultations conducted, which includes dozens of stakeholder meetings and interviews 
for each consultation throughout the year, increased over the prior year.

Six issue-specific consultations were active in 2016, all of which focused on enhancing certification programs and 
sustainability. The power engineering Phase 1 consultation involved BCSA’s first implementation of the advisory panel 
model of stakeholder engagement, and resulted in a proposed model for recognizing credentials of internationally trained 
workers. The certification principles consultation explored issues posed by the non-standardized certification models  
and possible solutions, such as greater efficiency of enforcement, and more accurate predictions of labour market and skill 
set shortages or surpluses. Industry associations commented on how these issues affect their members and where they 
stand on aspects of certification such as renewals, exams, ongoing education and tracking specialized skills.  
This consultation set the framework for the next phase of the power engineering consultation, which invited stakeholder 
feedback on internationally trained worker credential recognition, certification renewal and registration of plant 
configurations. In addition, three consultations sought stakeholder feedback on sustainability of our safety programs  
for alternative safety approaches and the passenger ropeways and amusement devices technologies.

Details of safety issues addressed through stakeholder engagement processes are provided in Appendix D.

Table 1-6: Stakeholder Engagement Activities

Activity  Qty Meetings

BCSA Standing Committees  
 Safety Standards Administrators’ Group 6

 Technology Advisory Committees 13

  Inter-Technology and Administration meetings 1

BCSA Advisory Panels 
 Advisory Panel of Stakeholders 1

 Power Engineering Advisory Panel 2

Railway Annual Regional Meetings 3

National Public Safety Advisory Committee 2
Number of Active Working Groups, Sub-committees and Standards committees  

(excluding standing committees listed above) Qty

Technology Advisory Committees 2

Active Associations and National Codes and Standards Committees  51

Formal Consultations Initiated 6
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Client Education 

BCSA facilitates learning that leads to safety by sharing knowledge of hazards, safety best practices and changes  
to industry regulations and standards. Client education activities include presentations, discussions and conferences,  
as well as digital channels such as webinars, videos and courses. Table 1-7 summarizes client education program 
activities and results in 2016.

Table 1-7: Client Education Activities in 2016 [Note 1]
  Boiler, 
  Pressure    
  Vessels,  Elevating    TOTAL 
Measure  Refrigeration Electrical Devices Gas  Railway Multi-Industry 2016

Direct Reach 26 1,854  0 667  0 461 3,008

Activities (Conferences, Forums,  
Tech Talks, Panels, Tradeshows) 2 54  0 32  0 8 96

New Courses 1 2  0 0  0 0 3

Videos 1 2  0 0  0 0 3

Collaborations 0 1  0 2  0 0 2

Client Education Highlights

•  In 2016, BCSA focused on streamlining the coordination and delivery of Tech Talk events, webinars, Wake Up & Learn 
events and regional open houses, where safety officers and client service representatives deliver educational materials 
directly to clients. New policies and procedures were implemented and roles and responsibilities were redefined in 
co-operation with regional business leaders and regional coordinators to simplify the event management process  
and build capacity for regional coordination of events.

•  We delivered 95 learning events, a 13% increase over the number of events delivered in 2015 (84). In the last quarter  
of 2016, the team focused on the development and delivery of the online, video and live training versions of the  
2015 Gas Code Change curriculum and shifting the focus of growth to expanding the online course library including 
developing digital content.

•  We have also grown our capacity to offer webinar events by establishing an internal, multi-technology safety officer  
team and a regular delivery schedule that focuses on sharing as-found hazard trends and safety incident data with 
clients through the year. In webinar sessions, clients participate in a discussion with safety officers by connecting to  
the facilitated session by phone and computer. Webinars will continue to be offered in 2017.

•  BCSA continues to develop strategies to broaden educational reach for clients through digital means and successfully 
launched the first Electrical Code Change online course in the new BCSA Online Learning Centre for clients. The team 
launched a free 2015 Electrical Code Change video series in BCSA's Online Learning Centre and, in Q4 of 2016, 
launched the 2015 Gas Code Change Training in video, online course and live training formats.

Note 1:  Definitions and descriptions of education terms are available in Appendix E. 

1
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Client Education Highlights continued

•  In collaboration with regional teams, client education continued to produce external training for the 2015 Electrical Code 
Change including an eight-hour instructor-led format and delivered 24 sessions in Q1 2016 alone. This included private 
sessions with corporate clients such as Houle Electric, BC Ferries and Rio Tinto Alcan and partnered delivery of five 
co-hosted events with the BC Electrical Association. In Q4 of 2016, again in collaboration with the regional teams, 
BCSA delivered external training for the 2015 Gas Code Change in a three-hour instructor-led format. Client Education 
delivered 18 of these sessions, including two private sessions to corporate clients. 

•  We developed and launched learning tools for two new client segments. The first resource (an interactive web resource 
and a video) is targeted at asset owners and explores the role and responsibilities of operating permit holders and the 
role of Resource Allocation Program scores in inspection frequency. The second resource (an online course) targeted 
newly licensed and certified individuals to support their understanding of how to manage their permits, how to stay 
connected with updates in their technology and the compliance and enforcement process.

•  Another big step for BCSA in 2016 included a shift to an evidence-based approach to learning. In Q3, we began  
putting methodologies in place to better support the gathering and analysis of data, which will help the department 
determine the impact of client learning on safety by linking compliance and enforcement statistics of individual and 
corporate participants with learning engagement. Data-driven approaches will also continue to be used to evaluate  
client education opportunities.

• Mid- to long-term strategic themes for Client Education include:
 –  exploring alternative product development and licensing methods to increase efficiency and extend the life  
     of high-value training content and resources;
 –  conducting comparative market analysis in order to define our unique value proposition to clients and determine  
     an appropriate cost-recovery and revenue-generation strategy for the department; and
 –  using evidence-based approaches and leading performance indicators to identify effective safety-related learning  
     opportunities and to demonstrate program success and industry safety gains.

Managing Safety Risks in BC
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Media Relations and Communications

BCSA handles media requests and issues proactive media releases to warn of specific hazards, advise the public of  
steps they can take to reduce their risk of injury and provide comment and context to safety issues that are of interest  
to the media. In 2016, BCSA responded to media inquiries and managed media relations in all eight industry sectors  
as follows in Table 1-8.

Table 1-8: Media Relations Summary
    Boilers,  
    Pressure       ASA/ 
   Amusement Vessels,   Elevating  Passenger  Complex TOTAL 
   Devices Refrigeration Electrical Devices Gas Ropeways Railways Systems 2016

Media releases/ 
statements issued  
or interviews conducted  
2016 [Note 1]  10 10 12 14 16 9 8 4 83

Media relations activity  
in all of 2015  9 6 23 10 23 13 6 4 94

BCSA also prepares, publishes and distributes online technical newsletters to clients to promote safe behaviour and  
share relevant technical safety information. All of BCSA’s 2016 newsletters included incident investigation summaries, 
enforcement information and case studies about hazards found during assessments. In 2016, BCSA produced 
newsletters relating to the following industry sectors:

Table 1-9: Newsletter Distribution 2016
     Boilers,  
     Pressure       Equipment/ 
    Amusement Vessels,   Elevating  Passenger  Asset  TOTAL 
    Devices Refrigeration Electrical Devices Gas Ropeways Railways Owners 2016

Technology newsletters 
distributed directly to 
clients and published online  1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 11

Number of recipients   318 1,848 5,864 1,549 3,235 531 559 3,193 17,907

BCSA shared safety information on Twitter through 530 tweets and retweets. We gained 277 new followers in 2016, 
increasing from 383 in 2015 to 624 this year. We averaged 17,035 impressions a month, peaking at 55,500 in October. 
We were also mentioned 182 times in posts by members of the public, affiliated organizations and industry players.

Table 1-10: Social Media Postings 2016
   Boilers,  
   Pressure  
  Amusement Vessels,   Elevating  Passenger  Asset Non- Corporate  TOTAL 
  Devices Refrigeration Electrical Devices Gas Ropeways Railways Owners BCSA & Careers 2016 
          [Note 2] [Note 3]

Safety information  
tweeted or retweeted 
per technology [Note 1] 13 59 244 28 228 24 49 40 150 127 962

Note 1:   In several cases, a media relations action may relate to two or more technologies. For example, a media release about enforcement actions could relate  
to all technologies, excluding Railways. Details of each media relation action are provided in Appendix F. 

Note 2:   In several cases, a tweet or retweet may relate to two or more technologies. For example, a tweet about an event or disaster preparedness could relate  
to several technologies. 

Note 3:  This category covers all safety information retweeted in support of other organizations not related to BCSA. 
Note 4:  This category includes tweets about BCSA’s corporate and client services or career opportunities.

1
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Licensing and Certification

BCSA issues licences to businesses that perform regulated work. BCSA also issues certificates of qualification to 
individuals who demonstrate a required level of knowledge and experience. Licensing and certification assures that 
minimum standards of knowledge and proficiency are maintained regarding the completion of regulated work. 

Table 1-11: New Licences and Certificates of Qualification 2016
   New Certificates 
  New Licences of Qualification

Amusement Devices 14 0

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration 90 925

Electrical 474 697

Elevating Devices  14 265

Gas 300 725

Passenger Ropeways  5 3

Railways [Note 1] [Note 1]

Alternative Safety Approaches  [Note 2] [Note 2]

Exam Results

In addition to obtaining the required experience, individuals must pass the relevant exam(s) to obtain a certificate of 
qualification. These exams help to reinforce the importance of duty holders demonstrating they have appropriate  
safety knowledge before working in areas where their decisions have the potential to affect the safety of others.  
These requirements are detailed in the Safety Standards Act and regulations. 

BCSA is including the distribution of exam marks relative to the pass/fail grade to inform discussions and planning  
around qualifications of workers subject to the Safety Standards Act. 

Table 1-12: Exams Taken in 2016

Regulated Industry Sector Quantity  Pass rate (%) Distribution of results

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration 2,437 76% 

Electrical  890 77% 

Elevating Devices 251 92% 

Gas 873 82% 

Managing Safety Risks in BC

Figure 1-9: New Licences and 
Certificates of Qualification

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

         2,615

                 3,262

  2,387

   2,432

       2,529

n n Licences 
n n New Certificates of Qualification

    897

  801

692

715

  842

Note 1:  The Railway Safety Act does not define the use of licences or certificates of qualification. 
Note 2:  The Alternative Safety Approaches Regulation does not define the use of licences or certificates of qualification.
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In Table 1-12, the blue area represents the distribution of the quantity of exams written and marked in 2016 relative to  
the pass/fail grade (red line) by regulated industry sector. The range of the x-axis is from 0% to 100% and is divided 
equally in 5% increments. The pass/fail grade is either 70% (for electrical, gas and elevating device exams) or 65%  
(for power engineering, boilers, pressure vessels and refrigeration exams). Result distributions for each exam type are 
available in the individual industry sections. A noticeable shift around the pass/fail line can be observed resulting from  
a degree of review and allowance for errors in the examination process.

Compliance and Enforcement

BCSA compels compliance with the Safety Standards Act where safety hazards are found, or individuals have resisted 
attempts to make their work or equipment compliant or have chosen to operate outside the safety system. Safety officers 
work with industry to establish compliance and address unsafe conditions. In some cases, as-found conditions result  
in the safety officer determining that the physical assessment has resulted in a failed condition, which requires the duty 
holder to correct certain non-compliances before proceeding with additional work. In some cases, a safety order may  
be issued to address safety hazards. However, where those efforts do not achieve results, BCSA may issue a compliance 
order or warning notice and, eventually, a sanction (such as a monetary penalty or discipline order) in accordance with  
the Safety Standards Act. A listing of all enforcement actions taken by BCSA is included in Appendix C.

Table 1-13: Compliance and Enforcement Activity [Note 1]
   Boilers,  
   Pressure       Alternative 
  Amusement Vessels,   Elevating  Passenger  Safety TOTAL Reference  
  Devices Refrigeration Electrical Devices Gas Ropeways Railways Approaches 2016 2015

Failed physical  
assessments [Note 2]  6 1,400 4,958 430 2,065 4 0 2 8,865 8,063

Safety orders [Note 3]  0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 4 5

Warning notices  0 5 28 0 74 0 0 0 107 163

Compliance orders  0 24 50 3 53 0 [Note 4] 0 130 56

Sanctions  0 0 5 3 10 0 [Note 4] 0 18 19

Note 1:  Failed physical assessments, safety orders and warning notices are compliance actions. Compliance orders and sanctions are enforcement actions.
Note 2:   Physical assessments where the safety officer has assessed that the regulated work was found NOT sufficiently compliant with the Safety Standards Act,  

regulations and/or applicable technical code(s) and that require the duty holder to correct non-compliances.
Note 3:   Safety orders may require one or several duty holders to address and resolve safety hazards. Details on safety orders issued are included in Appendix G  

or online at www.safetyauthority.ca/regulations. 
Note 4:  Listed categories of enforcement actions are not defined in the Railway Safety Act.
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Table 1-14: Enforcement Actions by Category

Action Category   TOTAL 2016 Reference 2015

Compliance order No contractor licence   33 16

 Expired contractor licence   5 4

 No permit   40 11

 Use of unqualified worker(s)  8 4

 Outstanding non-compliance(s)  27 10

 Tampering or unsafe use of regulated equipment 1 5

 Use or disposal of uncertified product(s) 3 1

 Provide records   4 2

 Failure to provide access  4 1

 Performing work beyond scope of qualification 2 3

 No valid BC certificate of qualification  1 0

 Failure to request inspection  1 0

 Failure to report an incident  1 0

Sanction  Monetary penalty – Failure to comply with a compliance order 8 9

 Monetary penalty – Using a regulated product  
 without the required permit  0 5

 Monetary penalty – Performing regulated work  
 without the required permission  4 1

 Monetary penalty – Failure to comply with a safety order 3 4

 Discipline order – Failure to comply with a compliance order 1 0

 Discipline order – Failure to comply with a safety order 2 0

Managing Safety Risks in BC
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Regulatory Instruments and Amendments

BCSA uses regulatory instruments to assist with the administration of the Safety Standards Act and the Railway Safety 
Act. Safety orders are issued to prevent or reduce the risk of personal injury or damage to property. Directives are 
instruments that clarify or provide an interpretation of a regulation or code. Compliance with safety orders and directives  
is mandatory and enforceable by BCSA. Information bulletins provide helpful information and clarification on existing 
regulations or codes. BCSA also works with the Province of British Columbia to amend the acts and regulations. 
Amendments have been initiated by BCSA through a recommendation for amendment submission to the provincial 
government. A list of regulatory instruments issued and recommendations for amendments made by BCSA is included  
in Appendix G.

Table 1-15: Regulatory Instruments and Amendments
   Boilers,   
   Pressure        
  Amusement Vessels,  Elevating  Passenger  TOTAL Reference 
  Devices Refrigeration Electrical  Devices Gas Ropeways Railways  2016 2015

Safety orders 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 4 5

Directives 0 3 10 0 29 0 0 42 12

Bulletins 0 2 14 0 1 1 1 21 12 
         [Note 1] [Note 2]

Recommendations  
for amendment 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 4 4

Amendments 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 3 
         [Note 3]

Code and Standard Development

BCSA employees participate with and lead many technical code and standard developments. Participation in these 
processes brings BCSA’s focus on risk to the discussion and assures that challenges facing BC industries are presented 
and considered. A listing of all industry associations and national codes and standards committees in which BCSA 
participated during 2016 is included in Appendix D. 

Note 1:  Includes railway safety advisories.
Note 2:   Includes two information bulletins issued by the provincial safety manager - Alternative Safety Approaches on Pending Amendments to the Safety Standards Act  

Under Bill 13 – Safety Standards Amendment Act, 2016 and Transitional Requirements Under Bill 13 – Safety Standards Amendment Act, 2016 for Equipment  
Located in Pipelines and Oil and Gas Facilities.

Note 3:   Includes Safety Standards Act amendments Under Bill 13 – Safety Standards Amendment Act, 2016 given royal assent on May 29, 2016.  
and coming into force on a date to be determined by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

1



Electrical

SAFETY MANAGER’S DISCUSSION

The Electrical Safety Program at BCSA is responsible for overseeing the 
safety of electrical systems across British Columbia in accordance with the 
Safety Standards Act and the Electrical Safety Regulation. Municipalities  
that have separate administrative agreements with the provincial 
government are identified in Appendix H.

A key focus in 2016 was the adoption of the 2015 BC Electrical Code. This involved 
the development of seven new directives, eight new bulletins and revisions to five 
bulletins and three directives. BCSA also developed numerous online and in-person 
learning events to provide information and interpretation of the code changes for 
contractors, operating permit holders, apprentices, electrical workers and clients.  
The in-person training events were led by BCSA electrical safety officers and were  
well received by attendees. 

Field safety representatives (FSRs) are responsible for monitoring that electrical work is 
only performed or supervised by qualified individuals and that all electrical equipment 
and work is compliant with electrical safety standards. Ongoing education is a key 
component of our FSR program and we continue to focus on enhancing and optimizing 
education opportunities to provide FSRs with the necessary skills to safely complete 
work in the province. We are undertaking a review of examinations and competencies 
and will continue to refine this program in the year ahead. 

In 2016, we identified those contractors responsible for work causing MODERATE, 
MAJOR and SEVERE incidents, as well as those who have repeat violations. In the  
year ahead, we will continue to improve our ability to identify and correct this behaviour 
using a combination of targeted education and, where necessary, enforcement. 
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BCSA implemented the use of an electrical hazard map tool in 2014 to improve our 
understanding of safety hazards. We continue to refine this system in order to identify 
not just which individuals pose the highest risks, but also the location and the type of 
system with the highest risks (e.g., grounding, branch circuit, etc). This information is 
fed into our Resource Allocation Program algorithm, which is used to assess electrical 
operating permits and to prioritize physical site inspections and audits by safety officers 
in those areas deemed the highest risk.

While we continue to see a decline in the number of electrical incidents reported to 
BCSA, our 2016 data indicates a higher number of activities rated as MODERATE, 
MAJOR and SEVERE. We continue to see issues related to arc flash and unintended 
contact with energized equipment, grounding, and incorrectly installed outlets. 

In 2016, BCSA continued to monitor sawmills and facilities that produce wood dust, 
which poses a serious risk of combustion. 

 

Ulrich Janisch  |  Electrical Safety Manager
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Incidents

The following summarizes incidents reported to BCSA involving electrical equipment. 

Table 2-1: Severe, Major, and Moderate Electrical Incidents in 2016

Rating Qty Description

Severe 4 Fire incident

 1 Component failure

Major 3 Fire incident

 1 Arc blast

Moderate 7 Fire incident

 1 Damaged component

 1 Arc flash

 1 Contact with energized equipment

There has been a steady decline in the number of electrical incidents reported to BCSA. In 2016 BCSA introduced a 
number of changes to our incident investigation program that likely contributed to this reduction. These changes include:

• definition and training on incident versus hazard;

• improved assessment of incident notifications; and

• increased focus on causal investigation findings.

In 2016, seven SEVERE and MAJOR incidents were related to fires suspected of being caused by electrical equipment  
failures. A high voltage switch failure led to severe equipment damage and a manual evacuation of a ski lift. One arc blast 
resulted from a failed transformer. Most MINOR incidents were related to structure fires and equipment failures and 
damage. Examples of closed investigations are available in Appendix A and a full list of closed incident investigations  
is available at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data. 

Understanding Electrical Safety Risks

Figure 2-1: Electrical Incident Reports 
[Note 1]
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Note 1:  In 2016, the incident scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
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Injuries

Injuries reported as a result of electrical incidents are summarized below.

Table 2-2: Fatal and Moderate Injuries Reported in 2016 [Note 1]

Rating Qty Description

Fatal 3 Fatal injuries from fire-related incidents

Moderate 1 Contact with energized equipment

Three FATAL injuries occurred due to fires where electrical equipment either  
caused or was suspected of being related to the fire. One MODERATE injury  
was related to electric shock when an electrical worker contacted high voltage  
lines. One INSIGNIFICANT injury resulted from contact with a live circuit.

2
Figure 2-2: Electrical Injuries Reported 
[Note 2]
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Note 1:   BCSA receives injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following, the incident. Injuries may develop  
after the initial reports were made to BCSA and the long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of BCSA's investigation.

Note 2:  In 2016, the injury scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
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Assessments of Regulated Work

Electrical safety officers assess new installations as well as operating equipment as part of BCSA’s enforcement of the 
Safety Standards Act. These physical assessments provide BCSA and our stakeholders with an understanding of 
strengths and weaknesses within the safety system and inform priorities for prevention, assessment and audit efforts. 
During each physical assessment of regulated work, safety officers identify if the work complies with the Act, its regulations 
and technical codes, and they also identify hazards found. These as-found hazards reflect what the safety officers 
discovered when they initially observed the duty holders’ work or equipment, and not the condition following completion  
of the interaction with the safety officer. 

An example of SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found in 2016 is provided in Appendix B, along with the hazard rating scale. 
A list of all SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found is available at www.safetyauthority.ca/hazard-data. 

Safety officers assess each inspection request and prioritize inspections according to various factors. Risk is one of the 
primary considerations for prioritizing inspections. The Resource Allocation Program (RAP) employs both analytical and 
judgment functions to assess risks and to improve our understanding of risk. The RAP score is one of the risk assessment 
tools that provides safety officers with a preliminary assessment for each inspection request. The RAP score is generated 
through an algorithm that uses historical data such as past history of compliance, scope of electrical work and type of 
inspection. The resulting RAP score provides safety officers with a consistent and quantifiable result that can be used  
during their assessments to prioritize the need for site inspections. 

Over the past few years, BCSA has been developing our electrical hazard map as an additional tool to help quantify and 
understand relative hazards with respect to electrical equipment and work. The electrical hazard map provides safety 
officers with a tool to assess hazards during site inspections. The resulting scores are used to inform the RAP algorithm 
and assist BCSA in identifying duty holders who generate the highest risks at their sites and facilities.

Understanding Electrical Safety Risks

Figure 2-4: Electrical Inspection 
Results in 2016
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Figure 2-3: Electrical Permits
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Electrical safety officer assessments accurately document as-found conditions in a detailed inspection report.  
The documented conditions include an inventory of electrical equipment or systems being assessed and whether  
the as-found condition is compliant or non-compliant. All non-compliances recorded during a physical assessment  
are supported with the applicable code, Act or regulation reference. 

Of the permits issued in 2016,  65% of the permits issued were for residential single-family dwellings, and 24% were  
for electrical work at commercial or industrial facilities. Homeowner permits made up approximately 2% of all electrical 
installation permits issued in 2016. 

In 2016, 100% of all electrical permits were assessed using RAP. Safety officers carried out 26,687 inspections. Of those 
inspections, 74% were performed on permits issued to contractors, 12% were performed on permits issued to 
homeowners, 9% were performed on operating permits and 5% were performed at sites where no permit was present.

Overall, failed inspections were associated with the following permit holder types: 

• electrical contractors: 54% 

• homeowners: 11% 

• asset owners: 11% 

In 16% of the cases, the failed inspections were found to be unpermitted sites.
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Managing Electrical Safety Risks

Stakeholder Engagement

The Electrical Technology Advisory Committee met three times in 2016 and continued its work in regulatory improvement 
through one working group.

•  The Electrical Field Safety Representatives Working Group was tasked with improving the electrical field safety 
representative program, including identifying the tools and knowledge necessary for field safety representatives to 
perform their regulatory duties effectively. In order to better align the outcomes of this working group to the outcomes  
of BCSA’s consultation on overarching principles of certification in 2016, this working group was converted into an 
advisory panel. The advisory panel is anticipated to begin its work in 2017.

•  A working group on photovoltaic issues was created by the larger committee and tasked with discussing issues and 
risks related to the growing field of photovoltaic installations and equipment. The working group is anticipated to begin 
its work in 2017.

The electrical safety managers of the Safety Standards Administrators’ Group met twice in 2016 to discuss how to 
improve consistency among the authorities having jurisdiction over electrical safety in BC. The group supported the 
creation of a committee to review BC Electrical Code issues and make recommendations to the National Code Committee 
for consideration in the next edition of the code. The group also provided consistency in interpretation of code sections 
regarding locations of panelboards and rules around common service loads on panels, which will be used in future 
information bulletins.

Collaborating with Clients on Safety

In 2016 BCSA's client education team partnered with a number of organizations, including British Columbia Electrical 
Association (BCEA), on delivery of programs. We delivered five 2015 Electrical Code Change training sessions with BCEA 
in 2016. New opportunities for collaboration and cross-promotion with industry partners such as Electrical Contractors 
Association and Canadian Standards Association are being identified for 2017 and beyond.

Client Education Events

BCSA conducted 54 electrical learning events throughout the province in 2016, covering eight topics for 1,854 stakeholders. 
More details of each event can be found in Appendix E.

Table 1-3: Electrical Education Events Conducted in 2016

Title/Topic Qty Participants

2015 Electrical Code Changes 1,174

2015 Electrical Code Changes (Overview) 12

Low-Voltage Services 1 188

Generator Systems 20

Electrical Operating Permits and the Field Safety Representative 59

Introduction to BCSA – First-Year Apprentices 163

Temporary Construction Services Webinar 68

Most Common Code Violations 170

TOTAL 1,854
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Communications and Media Relations

BCSA took 12 media relations-related actions and produced two newsletters in 2016 regarding electrical safety.  
A listing of all media relations activities can be found in Appendix F. We also shared information about the electrical 
technology via 244 tweets.

Licensing and Certification

BCSA requires that electrical equipment be installed, operated and maintained by qualified and knowledgeable 
professionals. In 2016, 474 new contractor licences and 697 certificates of qualification were issued.

Table 2-4: New Electrical Licences and Certificates of Qualification Issued 

    TOTAL Reference 
Type Document   2016 2015

Licence Contractor Licence   474 407

Certificate of Qualification Field Safety Representative, Class A  109 90

 Field Safety Representative, Class B  441 302

 Field Safety Representative, Class C  4 0

 Field Safety Representative, Full Entertainment 13 15

 Field Safety Representative, Low Energy Systems 31 33

 Field Safety Representative, Power Line Technician 1 4

 Field Safety Representative, Refrigeration Mechanic 52 49

 Field Safety Representative, Security Alarms Installer 22 26

 Field Safety Representative, Underground Raceway Installer 9 30

 Field Safety Representative, Water Well Installer 1 0

 Provincial and Local Government Safety Officer 14 0
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Exam Results

In addition to obtaining the required experience, individuals must pass the relevant exam(s) to obtain a certificate of 
qualification. These exams help to reinforce the importance of duty holders demonstrating they have appropriate safety 
knowledge before working in areas where their decisions have the potential to affect the safety of others. These 
requirements are detailed in the Safety Standards Act and regulations. In 2016, 890 electrical exams were taken.

Table 2-5: Electrical Exam Results Distribution 2016

Exam Type Quantity  Pass rate (%) Distribution of results

All Electrical exams taken 890 77% 

FSR Class A 162 66% 

FSR Class B 552 80% 

FSR Full Entertainment 31 42% 

FSR Low Energy Systems 36 83% 

FSR Refrigeration Mechanic 55 94% 

FSR Security Alarms Installer 25 84% 

FSR Underground Raceway Installer 10 90% 

FSR Class C, FSR Power Line Technician, 
FSR Water Well Installer, Local Electrical Safety Officer, 19 84% 
Provincial Electrical Safety Officer [Note 1] 

In Table 2-5, the blue area represents the distribution of the quantity of exams written and marked in 2016 relative to the 
pass/fail grade (red line). The range of the x-axis is from 0% to 100% and is divided equally in 5% increments. The pass/
fail grade is 70% for electrical exams. A noticeable shift around the pass/fail line may be observed as a result of allowances 
for errors in examination results.

Note 1:  BCSA is subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Provincial legislation restricts the information that may be published where individuals 
may be identified. Accordingly, where there are nine or fewer exams written in an exam type, the results and distribution are combined with other exam types.
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Compliance and Enforcement Actions

The following table summarizes the compliance and enforcement actions taken in the electrical sector in 2016.  
A listing of all compliance orders and sanctions is included in Appendix C.

Table 2-6: Electrical Compliance and Enforcement Actions

 Warning Notices Compliance Orders Sanctions

Expired contractor licence 0 4 0

Failure to comply with a compliance order 0 0 1

Failure to comply with a safety order  0 0 2

No contractor licence 0 8 0

No permit 23 15 0

Outstanding non-compliance(s) 0 11 0

Performing regulated work without the required permission 0 0 2

Unauthorized person performing regulated work 3 0 0

Use of unqualified worker(s) 0 5 0

Use or disposal of uncertified product(s) 2 2 0

Failure to provide access 0 2 0

Failure to request inspection 0 1 0

Failure to report an incident 0 1 0

No valid BC certificate of qualification 0 1 0

TOTAL 28 50 5
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Regulatory Instruments and Amendments

BCSA issues safety orders, directives and information bulletins to stop unsafe activity and to provide  
clarification of regulatory requirements and interpretations. Additional details can be found in Appendix G or at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/regulations. 

Table 2-7: Electrical Regulatory Instruments

Type Document Number Title/Description

Safety order SO-EL-2016-01 Safe Work Practices and Compliance Plan Requirements  
  for Working on Energized Electrical Equipment Issued To  
  Iberdrola Energy Projects Canada Corp

Directive D-EL 2016-01 BC Electrical Code Section 26 (Installation of Electrical Equipment)

Directive D-EL 2016-02 BC Electrical Code Section 2 General Rules

Directive D-EL 2016-03 BCEC Section 76 – Temporary Wiring

Directive D-EL 2016-04 BC Electrical Code Section 4 - Conductors

Directive D-EL 2016-05 BC Electrical Code Section 6 - Services and Service Equipment 

Directive D-EL 2016-06 Determining Minimum Service or Feeder Conductor Size for Single  
  Dwellings and Single Dwelling Units of Row Housing or Apartment and  
  Similar Buildings: Section 4 - Rule 4-004(23) - The Use of Table 39

Directive D-EL 2016-07 BC Electrical Code Section 14 - Protection and Control

Directive D-E3 040722 Qualified Persons Working Under an Electrical Installation Permit  
 Revision 1  Issued to a Homeowner (Rescinded)

Directive D-E3 060509 2 Supervision Requirements Under Electrical Installation Permits 
 Revision 

Directive D-E3 070115 1 Incident Reporting Requirements with Respect to Electrical Technology 
 Revision 4 

Information bulletin IB-EL 2016-01 Guidelines for Determining Hazardous Area Classifications

Information bulletin IB-EL 2016-02 High-Voltage Installations

Information bulletin IB-EL 2016-03 Temporary and Permanent Services for Construction Power

Information bulletin IB-EL 2016-05 Section 2 – General Rules

Information bulletin IB-EL 2016-06 Section 4 – Conductors

Information bulletin IB-EL 2016-07 Determining Minimum Service or Feeder Conductor Size for Single  
  Dwellings and Single Dwelling Units of Row Housing or Apartment and  
  Similar Buildings: Section 4 - Rule 4-004(23) - The Use of Table 39

Information bulletin IB-EL 2016-08 Homeowner Permit – Scope of Work (Rescinded)

Information bulletin IB-EL 2015-03 Operating Permits 
 Revision 1 

Information bulletin IB-EL 2012-03 Services and Service Equipment 
 Revision 1 

Information bulletin B-E3 070327 1 Application of Polyurethane Spray Foam Insulation  
 Revision 1  on Non-Metallic Sheathed Cables

Information bulletin B-G5 E3 040924 3 Procedures for Issuing a Certificate of Inspection  
 Revision 1  Following Gas or Electrical Installations or Alterations

Managing Electrical Safety Risks
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Type Document Number Title/Description

Information bulletin B-E3 060609 1 Responsibilities of Field Safety Representatives 
 Revision 1 

Information bulletin B-E3 090312 1 Overhead Lines Guideline 
 Revision 1 

Information bulletin B-E3 071019 3 Approved Certification Marks for Electrical Products  
 Revision 6 

Request for N/A Exempt the Repair, Replacement or Maintenance of Class 2  
amendment  Extra-low Voltage Security Alarm Devices from Permitting Requirements  
  and Prescribe Combustible Dust Management Requirements

Table 2-7: Electrical Regulatory Instruments continued



SAFETY MANAGER’S DISCUSSION

Boilers, Pressure Vessels 
and Refrigeration
The Boilers, Pressure Vessels and Refrigeration (BPVR) Safety Program at BCSA 
is responsible for overseeing the design, construction, installation and operation 
of boilers, pressure vessels and refrigeration plants throughout British Columbia  
in accordance with the Safety Standards Act and the Power Engineers, Boiler, 
Pressure Vessel and Refrigeration Safety Regulation.

In 2016, over 35,000 previously unpermitted propane tanks were registered and 
issued operating permits by BCSA. This significant achievement was a result of 
an ongoing effort between BCSA and industry stakeholders, propane companies, 
owners and users. Over the past two years, BCSA has continued to improve 
awareness related to the safe operation of propane tanks. This has been achieved 
through consultation with industry representatives and publication of information 
pamphlets, newsletter articles and a video. The boiler and gas technologies 
teamed up to release a number of directives that provided clear direction on  
the requirements for operating permits, tank inspections, pressure relief valve 
servicing and qualification of people who perform regulated work on propane 
tanks. In addition, a simplified administrative process was put in place that 
enabled owners of multiple propane tanks to report their data inventory in an 
equipment listing and receive a consolidated operating permit.

Knowledge that has been gained through this process (including tank location, 
capacity, age, pressure rating and pressure relief valves) is the most important 
factor that will enable owners to ensure these tanks are in a safe operating 
condition. This data is important for BCSA to accurately assess, report and  
make informed decisions regarding the delivery of effective safety oversight  
of this equipment.
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In late 2015, BCSA embarked on a joint initiative with Ministry of Natural Gas 
Development and Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training, to conduct 
industry consultation on options for establishing a process to assess the 
qualifications of internationally trained workers seeking a power engineering 
certificate of qualification in BC.

Phase 1 consultation took place from November 2015 through March 2016 
resulting in the development of a proposed assessment and recognition model. 
Phase 2 consultation took place during June-August 2016 and included the 
proposed model, as well as associated recommendations for certificate of 
qualification renewals and the requirement for plant registration. Following 
consultation, BCSA submitted a formal recommendation in August 2016  
for amendment to both the Power Engineers, Boiler, Pressure Vessel and 
Refrigeration Safety Regulation and Safety Standards General Regulation.  
The amendments were accepted and BCSA has subsequently initiated a  
number of projects to implement these changes by the end of 2017. 

We’ve also initiated a process to review the various training programs  
currently available to people who apply for power engineer, operator and  
safety awareness certification. This assessment will help provide assurance  
that these training programs are current, up to date and are being delivered  
in an effective and consistent manner across the province.

Tony Scholl  |  Boilers, Pressure Vessels and Refrigeration Safety Manager
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Incidents

The following summarizes incidents reported to BCSA involving Boilers,  
Pressure Vessels and Refrigeration (BPVR) equipment. 

Table 3-1: Major and Moderate BPVR Incidents in 2016

Rating Qty Description

Major 2 Tube leaks

 1 Ammonia release

 1 Low water incident

 1 Explosion

 1 Piping rupture

Moderate  3 Damaged components/component failures

 2 Refrigerant release (ammonia and R-134a)

In 2016, a total of 21 incidents were reported, six of which were categorized as MAJOR. Two tube leaks occurred in the 
same recovery boiler where water was discharged into the smelt bed. An ammonia release and piping rupture discharged 
harmful or toxic substances into the environment. A boiler low-water event occurred as a result of an undetected water 
leak. A boiler explosion resulted from a possible failure of the burner management system. MODERATE, MINOR and 
INSIGNIFICANT incidents involved component and seal failures, leaks of ammonia and natural gas as well as a fire 
resulting from the auto-ignition of pressurized oil. Examples of closed investigations are available in Appendix A and  
a full list of closed incident investigations is available at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data.

Ammonia releases are a persistent type of incident in the refrigeration industry. BCSA has published an update to our 
multi-year summary of ammonia releases at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data.

Injuries

Injuries reported as a result of BPVR incidents are summarized in Figure 3-2.

Two MINOR injuries were reported to be associated with workers being  
exposed to fumes from the release of an acid slurry solution at an industrial site.

Understanding Boilers, Pressure Vessels  
and Refrigeration Safety Risks

Figure 3-1: BPVR Incident Reports 
[Note 1]
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Figure 3-2: Injuries Reported [Note 2, 3]
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Note 1:   In 2016, the incident scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
Note 2:   BCSA receives injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following the incident. Injuries may develop  

after the initial reports were made to BCSA and the long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of BCSA's investigation.
Note 3:   In 2016, the injury scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
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Assessments of Regulated Work

BPVR safety officers assess new installations as well as operating equipment as part of BCSA’s enforcement of the  
Safety Standards Act. These physical assessments provide BCSA and our stakeholders with an understanding of  
strengths and weaknesses within the safety system and inform priorities for prevention, assessment and audit efforts. 
During each physical assessment of regulated work, safety officers identify if the work complies with the Act, regulations 
and technical codes, and they also identify hazards found. These as-found hazards reflect what the safety officers 
discovered when they initially observed the duty holders’ work or equipment, and not the condition following completion  
of the interaction with the safety officer. An example of SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found in 2016 is provided in 
Appendix B, along with the hazard rating scale. A list of all SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found is available at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/hazard-data.

The BPVR safety program conducts installation assessments on boilers, pressure vessels and refrigeration plants as well 
as periodic assessments throughout the operating life of the equipment. Equipment that is determined to be at relatively 
higher risk is prioritized for assessment to ensure continued safe operation. The number of permits issued for both 
installation and operation of pressure equipment has increased at a steady pace over the past three years, with an  
overall increase of approximately 28% since 2014.

A total of 6,134 physical assessments were performed in 2016. The results of the assessments performed indicate a 
failure rate of approximately 30%, which represents an increase over the 18% failure rate reported in 2014.

As-found hazards that are rated as SEVERE represent a significant risk for damage to equipment or personal injury.  
In the past year, a total of 18 severe hazards were reported by BPVR safety officers while performing assessments of 
pressure equipment. 

A number of these as-found hazards categorized as SEVERE are related to pressure relief devices (PRDs). A number of 
pressure vessels have been found to be in operation (i.e., pressurized over 15 psig) but are not adequately protected by  
a PRD. Common situations found by BPVR safety officers include pressure vessels in operation with PRDs that have a  
set pressure that exceeds the maximum allowable working pressure of the equipment or pressure vessels in operation 
without a PRD. In these circumstances, the equipment may not be adequately protected against an over-pressure 
condition. Without adequate over-pressure protection, equipment may be subject to pressures that may increase to  
a level where the equipment cannot retain the pressure safely and equipment failure can occur.

Figure 3-4: BPVR Inspection Results  
in 2016
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Figure 3-5: Hazards Recorded  
in 2016
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Figure 3-3: BPVR Permits
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Managing Boilers, Pressure Vessels  
and Refrigeration Safety Risks

Stakeholder Engagement 

In 2016, BCSA continued work that began in late 2015 to engage stakeholders in discussion of how to assess the 
credentials of internationally trained workers in the boilers, pressure vessels and refrigeration technology.

Through a joint consultative and policy initiative between BCSA, the Ministry of Natural Gas Development and the Ministry 
of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training, Phase 1 of the power engineer consultation explored the issues of a potential 
shortage of higher classes of power engineers, barriers and solutions to progression to higher classes of certification and 
how internationally trained workers affect these issues. Ongoing feedback with an established stakeholder Power Engineer 
Advisory Panel was combined with comprehensive interviews with leadership of power engineering and plant owner 
associations and focus groups with key industry representatives. The outcome of this phase was a proposed model for 
assessing the credentials and qualifications of internationally trained workers by industry peers and by the regulator.

The proposed model resulting from Phase 1 was put forward for broader consultation in Phase 2 of the power engineer 
consultation, and included two other issues—certification renewal and plant configuration registration.

•  Currently, the qualifications of individuals coming to work in Canada with international training and credentials in power 
engineering are assessed by the provincial safety manager for eligibility to write a fourth- or fifth-class power engineering 
exam, regardless of the years of experience abroad. The proposed model would allow for assessments of credentials  
for Canadian workers who have gained work experience abroad and workers in fields of related expertise to have their 
qualifications assessed for power engineering certification.

•  Following the certification principles consultation, this consultation included a proposal to implement renewal every three 
years for all power engineer certificates. Currently, BC is the only jurisdiction in Canada that issues power engineering 
certificates without expiry. Certification renewal would help BC power engineers provide proof that they remain current  
in the industry, as well as help forecast future skills shortages or surpluses.

•  To address concerns about inefficiencies and safety oversight with the current practice of registration of only individual 
boiler and pressure vessel units, it was also proposed that plant owners register the configuration of their plants.

In addition to providing their input into the two phases of power engineering consultation, the Boiler Technology Advisory 
Committee met three times in 2016 and had three working groups:

•  The scope of work of the Education Subcommittee was refocused into a review and standardization of how certification 
courses in the boilers, pressure vessels and refrigeration technology are approved by the provincial safety manager.  
As this work would require more intensive resourcing, this working group was converted into an advisory panel reporting 
directly to BCSA. The Course Approvals Advisory Panel is scheduled to begin meeting in 2017.

•  The Quality Control Manuals for Refrigeration Contractors Using Steel Piping Working Group was put on hold and  
did not meet in 2016, awaiting the effects of an overall review of the quality control manual program.

•  The Power Engineers, Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Refrigeration Safety Regulation Review Working Group was put on 
hold and did not meet in 2016, awaiting the impacts of an internal review of the BPVR safety program and regulations.
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Client Education Events

BCSA conducted two Boiler Tech Talks in 2016. The technology reached 26 stakeholders. More details of each session 
can be found in Appendix E.

Table 3-3: BPVR Education Events Conducted in 2016

Title/Topic Qty Participants

BPVR Contractor Licensing 26

Total 26

Communications and Media Relations

BCSA took 10 media relations-related actions and produced one newsletter in 2016 regarding boiler, pressure vessel  
and refrigeration safety. A listing of all media relations activities can be found in Appendix F. We also shared information 
about the BPVR technology via 59 tweets.

Licensing and Certification

BCSA undertakes activities to verify that regulated equipment is installed by licensed contractors and operated and 
maintained by qualified individuals.

Table 3-4: New BPVR Licences and Certificates of Qualification Issued

    TOTAL Reference 
Type Document   2016 2015

Licence Contractor Licence  90 64

Certificate of Qualification First Class Power Engineer  13 9

 Second Class Power Engineer  60 47

 Third Class Power Engineer  189 153

 Fourth Class Power Engineer  379 442

 Fifth Class Power Engineer  46 53

 Ice Facility Operator  36 37

 Refrigeration Operator  43 42

 Boiler Safety Awareness  26 20

 Refrigeration Safety Awareness  62 93

 Antique Show Boiler Operator – Traction Engine 1 3

 Oilwell Boiler Operator  65 76

3
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Managing Boilers, Pressure Vessels  
and Refrigeration Safety Risks

Exam Results 

In addition to obtaining the required experience, individuals must pass the relevant exam(s) to obtain a certificate of 
qualification. These exams help to reinforce the importance of duty holders demonstrating they have appropriate safety 
knowledge before working in areas where their decisions have the potential to affect the safety of others. These 
requirements are detailed in the Safety Standards Act and regulations. In 2016, 2,437 BPVR exams were taken.

Table 3-5: BPVR Exam Results Distribution 2016

Exam Type Quantity  Pass rate (%) Distribution of results

All BPVR exams taken  2,437 76% 

First Class Power Engineer 86 62% 

Second Class Power Engineer 355 70% 

Third Class Power Engineer 767 86% 

Fourth Class Power Engineer 909 74% 

Fifth Class Power Engineer 62 77% 

Boiler Safety Awareness (BC) 21 86% 

Ice Facility Operator 40 88% 

Refrigeration Operator 96 53% 

Refrigeration Safety Awareness (BC) 101 66% 

In Table 3-5, the blue area represents the distribution of the quantity of exams written and marked in 2016 relative to the 
pass/fail grade (red line). The range of the x-axis is from 0% to 100% and is divided equally in 5% increments. The pass/
fail grade is 65% for BPVR exams. A noticeable shift around the pass/fail line may be observed as a result of allowances 
for errors in examination results.
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Compliance and Enforcement Actions

The following table summarizes the compliance and enforcement actions taken taken in the BPVR sector in 2016.  
A listing of all compliance orders is included in Appendix C.

Table 3-6: BPVR Enforcement Actions

  Warning Notices Compliance Orders Sanctions

No contractor licence 0 12 0

No permit 5 4 0

Tampering or unsafe use of regulated product  0 1 0

Outstanding non-compliance(s) 0 2 0

Performing regulated work without the required permission 0 2 0

Failure to provide access 0 2 0

Provide records 0 1 0

TOTAL 5 24 0

Regulatory Instruments and Amendments

BCSA issues safety orders, directives and information bulletins to stop unsafe activity and provide clarification of regulatory 
requirements and interpretations. Additional details can be found in Appendix C or at www.safetyauthority.ca/regulations.

Table 3-7: BPVR Regulatory Instruments

Type Document Number Title/Description

Directive D-BP/GA-2016-01 Personnel Inspection and Maintenance Certification Requirements  
  for Propane Storage Tanks

Directive D-BP-2016-01 Propane Storage Tank Pressure Relief Valve Servicing  
  and Inspection Intervals

Directive D-BP-2016-02 Propane Storage Tanks with a Maximum Allowable Working Pressure  
  of 200 psig

Information bulletin IB-BP-2016-01 Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes Adopted

Information bulletin IB-BP-2016-02 Design Registration – Registration Process Improvements

Request for amendment N/A Internationally Trained Worker Qualification Recognition;  
  Certificate Renewals; and Plant Registration

Request for amendment N/A Adoption of Updated Code Editions

Request for amendment N/A Adoption of Updated Code Editions

3



The Gas Safety Program at BCSA is responsible for overseeing industrial 
and commercial use of natural gas, propane, digester gas, manufactured 
gas, liquefied petroleum gas, landfill gas and hydrogen throughout British 
Columbia in accordance with the Safety Standards Act and the Gas Safety 
Regulation. We are responsible for delivering gas safety services to 
approximately 1.2 million homes in the province. Municipalities that have 
separate administrative agreements with the provincial government to 
oversee low pressure gas systems and work are identified in Appendix H.

In 2016, BCSA expended considerable time and effort to adopt seven gas 
technology codes and propose amendments specific to BC. This required 
undertaking a review of existing directives for content and relevance and 
involved a number of repeals, substitutions and adoption of new editions  
of codes. To assist in the adoption, BCSA developed a number of training 
resources for clients including a video series, an online course and live 
training events. New to the series is Annex D, “LNG vehicle fuelling stations” 
(CAN/CSA-Z276-15 Liquefied natural gas (LNG) – Production, Storage and 
Handling). This annex establishes specific requirements and minimum 
standards for the design, manufacturing, operation and maintenance of  
LNG mobile fuelling stations, providing industry with the necessary 
framework to safely deal with the rapidly evolving LNG industry in BC. 

Technological change continues to drive the need for enhanced safety 
officer training and development. BCSA is working on a training program  
to provide safety officers with the right skill set to support future advances. 
Longterm, we hope to provide opportunities to expand the pool of qualified 
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candidates at a new entry-level point. This aligns with BCSA’s 10-year 
strategic goal of accessing talent from previously untapped areas.

Enhancing assessment processes for portable heating appliances  
(e.g., construction heaters) and their suppliers was a key focus in 2016.  
To promote education on this topic, BCSA developed and delivered a 
training module to gas safety officers. The module covered the full industry 
spectrum including installation, use of portable heaters on a site, facility 
maintenance procedures, review of supply establishment logs, and auditing 
an establishment’s procedures for providing technical and safety instructions 
to the equipment’s end user. 

The need to improve and grow data collection related to emerging technical 
system risks continues to be a high priority. In 2016, the Gas Safety Program 
increased our collaboration with other provinces and territories, including 
in-person meetings with Ontario’s Technical Standards & Safety Authority. 
We will continue our knowledge sharing with other safety system regulators 
to enhance understanding of best practices, improve learning opportunities 
and, where practical, find efficiencies related to safety system oversight.

Brad Wyatt  |  Gas Safety Manager
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Incidents

The following summarizes incidents involving regulated gas equipment  
reported to BCSA.

Table 4-1: Severe, Major and Moderate Gas Incidents in 2016

Rating Qty Description

Severe 2 Carbon monoxide exposure

 1 Fire incident

Major 1 Propane leak

Moderate 3 Carbon monoxide exposure

 1 Fire incident

There has been a steady decline in the number of gas incidents reported to BCSA. In 2016, BCSA introduced a number  
of changes to our incident investigation program that likely contributed to this reduction. These changes include:

• definition and training on incident versus hazard;
• improved assessment of incident notifications; and
• increased focus on causal investigation findings.

In 2016, two SEVERE incidents were related to residential carbon monoxide (CO) poisonings. One CO incident  
involved a hazardous furnace operation and the other involved a negative pressure event within a residential boiler  
room. One SEVERE incident resulted when a gas pressure regulator was damaged and leaked fuel into an existing fire.  
Examples of closed investigations are available in Appendix A and a full list of closed incident investigations is available at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data. 

CO exposures and poisoning are a persistent type of incident in the gas  
industry. BCSA has published an update to our multi-year summary of CO  
exposures at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data. 

Injuries

Injuries reported as a result of gas incidents in 2016 are summarized below.

Table 4-2: Fatal and Moderate Injuries Reported in 2016 [Note 2]

Rating Qty Description

Fatal 2 Carbon monoxide exposure

Moderate 10 Carbon monoxide exposure

 3 Second- and third-degree burns

In 2016, two FATAL injuries occurred from two separate residential CO incidents. Ten MODERATE injuries were related  
to CO exposure and three were related to burns from an appliance malfunction. Of the MINOR injuries, three were  
related to CO exposure and one was related to a fire.

Understanding Gas Safety Risks

Figure 4-1: Gas Incident Reports  
[Note 1]
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Figure 4-2: Injuries Reported [Note 3]
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Note 1:  In 2016, the incident scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years. 
Note 2:   BCSA receives its injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following, the incident. Injuries may develop  

after the initial reports were made to BCSA and the long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of BCSA's investigation.
Note 3:  In 2016, the injury scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
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Assessments of Regulated Work

Gas safety officers assess new installations and operating equipment as part of BCSA’s enforcement of the Safety 
Standards Act. These physical assessments provide BCSA and our stakeholders with an understanding of strengths and 
weaknesses within the safety system and inform priorities for prevention, assessment and audit efforts. During each 
physical assessment of regulated work, safety officers identify if the work complies with the Act, regulations and technical 
codes, and they also identify hazards found. These as-found hazards reflect what the safety officers discovered when they 
initially observed the duty holders’ work or equipment, and not the condition following completion of the interaction with 
the safety officer. An example of SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found in 2016 is provided in Appendix B, along with the 
hazard rating scale. A list of all SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found is available at www.safetyauthority.ca/hazard-data.

In comparison to 2015, the number of as-found hazards rated as SEVERE increased by 80%. This increase can be 
attributed to a full complement of gas safety officers in the province and a new version of our mobile assessment 
application that allows as-found data to be collected in a more efficient, consistent and user-friendly manner. We believe 
the increase may also be related to enhancements made to the gas Resource Allocation Program (RAP) algorithm in 2016.

In 2016, the number of physical assessments completed related to an assigned MANDATORY rating through RAP 
remained the same as last year. Through a collaborative effort with the Compliance and Enforcement team, safety  
officers increased the number of site assessments where regulated work was being performed without the required 
permits in place. By using RAP to target high-risk sites and those contractors potentially working outside of the system, 
we continue to strengthen the integrity of technical gas systems in the province.

Gas safety officers carried out 10,322 onsite physical inspections in 2016. Of those inspections, 80% were found to  
be fully compliant and 20% were documented as non-compliant. While the majority of non-compliances were not 
considered high risk, safety officers identified 464 MODERATE, 93 MAJOR and 41 SEVERE risk hazards during their 
physical inspections. 

Figure 4-4: Gas Inspection Results  
in 2016
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Figure 4-5: Hazards Recorded  
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Figure 4-3: Gas Permits 
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Managing Gas Safety Risks

Stakeholder Engagement

The Gas Technology Advisory Committee met three times in 2016 and provided BCSA with regulatory improvement and 
technical safety advice and recommendations through the following working groups:

•  The Small Gas Distribution Systems Working Group presented its final recommendations to the larger committee, 
recommending changes to the terms and conditions for a utility operating permit directive. The committee reviewed and 
accepted the working group’s recommendations, which are now with BCSA. Due to Canadian Standards Association’s 
(CSA) new code on oil and pipeline systems set to come into force in 2017, further changes to the directive may be 
required.

•  It was recommended that a Wood-Frame Building Shrinkage Working Group be formed to review the risk posed  
by the natural shrinkage that occurs in wood-frame buildings, resulting in distorted and damaged piping.

•  The Gas Safety Regulation Review Working Group disbanded as no issues of immediate regulatory concern were put 
forward by the larger committee to examine. The larger committee will continue to monitor regulatory issues for review.

The gas safety managers of the Safety Standards Administrators’ Group met twice in 2016 to discuss how to improve 
consistency among the authorities having jurisdiction over gas safety in BC. The group reviewed impacts of adopting  
the 2015 edition of the CSA natural gas and propane installation code (B149.1) for use in BC. The group has expressed 
interest in working toward consistency in gas safety officer skills training in 2017, based on a proposed safety officer 
certification program designed by BCSA.

Client Education Events

BCSA conducted three Gas Tech Talks and nine Gas Wake Up & Learns covering six topics and reaching 667 
stakeholders. More details of each Tech Talk can be found in Appendix E.

Table 4-3: Gas Education Events Conducted

Title/Topic Qty Participants

Introduction to BCSA – for fourth-year apprentices 26

Corrugated Stainless Steel Piping and Plastic Venting 69

A Great Start – Orientation Course 30

CIPHEX Conference 2016/IPEX Guest Speaker 116

Ask a Gas Safety Officer Wake Up & Learn 72

New Gas Fitters and Contractors 33

2015 Gas Code Change Training 321

TOTAL 667
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Communications and Media Relations

BCSA took 16 media relations-related actions and produced two newsletters in 2016 regarding gas safety. A listing of all 
media relations activities can be found in Appendix F. We also shared information about the gas technology via 228 tweets.

Licensing and Certification

BCSA requires that gas equipment be installed, operated and maintained by qualified and knowledgeable professionals.  
In 2016, 300 new contractor licences and 725 certificates of qualification were issued.

Table 4-4: New Gas Licences and Certificates of Qualification Issued
    TOTAL Reference 
Type Document   2016 2015

Licence Contractor Licence  300 306

Certificate of Qualification Class A Gas Fitter  58 72

 Class B Gas Fitter   391 351

 Class B Gas Fitter – GP   93 136

 CNG Automotive Technician  50 46

 CNG/LPG Automotive Technician  3 7

 Gas Appliance Service Technician 43 55

 LPG Automotive Technician  15 6

 Gas Utility Technician  8 10

 RV Gas Installation and Service Technician 5 14

 Special Purpose Gas Certificate  48 59

 Local and Provincial Safety Officers 11 0
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Managing Gas Safety Risks

Exam Results 

In addition to obtaining the required experience, individuals must pass the relevant exam(s) to obtain a certificate of 
qualification. These exams help to reinforce the importance of duty holders demonstrating they have appropriate safety 
knowledge before working in areas where their decisions have the potential to affect the safety of others. These 
requirements are detailed in the Safety Standards Act and regulations. In 2016, 873 gas exams were taken.

Table 4-5: Gas Exam Results Distribution

Exam Type Quantity  Pass rate (%) Distribution of results

All Gas exams taken  873 82% 

Class A Gas Fitter 72 83% 

Class B Gas Fitter 554 86% 

Class B Gas Fitter GP 56 84% 

CNG Automotive Technician 70 74% 

Gas Appliance Service Technician 72 61% 

LPG Automotive Technician 17 88% 

CNG and LPG Automotive Technician, Gas Utility Technician,  
RV Installation and Service Technician, Local Gas Safety  32 66% 
Officer, Provincial Gas Safety Officer [Note 1]

In Table 4-5, the blue area represents the distribution of the quantity of exams written and marked in 2016 relative to  
the pass/fail grade (red line). The range of the x-axis is from 0% to 100% and is divided equally in 5% increments.  
The pass/fail grade is 70% for gas exams. A shift around the pass/fail line may be observed as a result of allowances  
for errors in examination results.

Note 1:  BCSA is subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Provincial legislation restricts the information that may be published where individuals  
may be identified. Accordingly, where there are nine or fewer exams written in an exam type, the results and distribution are combined with other exam types.
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4
Compliance and Enforcement Actions

The following table summarizes the compliance and enforcement actions taken in the gas sector in 2016.  
A listing of all compliance orders and sanctions is included in Appendix C.

Table 4-6: Gas Enforcement Actions

 Warning Notices Compliance Orders Sanctions

Expired contractor licence 0 1 0

Failure to comply with a compliance order 0 0 8

No contractor licence 0 14 0

No permit 70 20 0

Outstanding non-compliance(s) 0 14 0

Unauthorized person performing regulated work 4 0 0

Provide records 0 1 0

Performing work without the required permission 0 0 2

Use or disposal of uncertified product(s) 0 1 0

Use of unqualified worker(s) 0 2 0

TOTAL 74 53 10
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Regulatory Instruments and Amendments

BCSA issues safety orders, directives and information bulletins to stop unsafe activity and provide  
clarification of regulatory requirements and interpretations. Additional details can be found in Appendix G or at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/regulations. 

Table 4-7: Gas Regulatory Instruments

Type Document Number Title/Description

Safety order SO-GA 2016-01 Service and Maintenance of Aerco Benchmark Boilers

Directive D-BP/GA-2016-01 Personnel Inspection and Maintenance Certification Requirements  
   for Propane Storage Tanks

Directive D-G5 070628 5 Revision: 4 Plastic Venting  

Directive D-G5 091104 5 Revision: 01 Responsibilities of Building Owners and Gas Contractors 

Directive D-G5 050728 1 Revision: 02 Hydrogen Regulation Under the Gas Safety Regulation  
   and Power Engineers, Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Refrigeration  
   Safety Regulation

Directive D-G5 051206 5 Revision: 02 Gas-Fired Pottery Kilns

Directive D-G5 051206 6 Revision: 02 Guidelines for Temporary Propane Installations 

Directive D-G5 071121 8 Revision: 01 Requirements for a Gas Appliance in a Bedroom

Directive D-G5 070330 4 Revision: 02 Terms and Conditions for a Gas Utility Operating Permit

Directive D-G5 081117 1 Revision: 01 Gas Appliance in Mobile Homes

Directive D-G5 101230 1 Revision: 01 Truck-to-Truck Transfer of Propane

Directive D-GA 2012-01 Revision: 02 Replacement Appliance Permit Decals

Directive D-GA 2012-02 Revision: 01 Requirements for Connection of Fuel Supply to Mobile and  
   Manufactured Housing, and Recreational Vehicles

Directive D-GA 2012-03 Revision: 01 Propane Regulator Installation

Directive D-GA 2012-05 Revision: 01 Propane Regulator Operational Requirements

Directive D-GA 2013-01 Revision: 01  Requirements for Installation of Gas Meters  
    on Customer-owned Piping Systems

Directive D-G5 071106 7 Revision: 01  Outdoor Gas Connector and Hose Requirements

Directive D-G5 070103 1 Revision: 01  Internal Combustion Engines, Turbines, and Other Prime Movers

Directive D-G5 070628 5 Revision: 05  Plastic Venting

Directive D-G5 071030 6 Revision: 01  Vent and Chimney Sizing

Directive D-G5 070215 3 Revision: 01  Requirements for Vented and Ventless Construction/  
    Temporary Heaters

Directive D-G5 051201 2 Revision: 05  Approved Certification Marks for Gas Appliances

Directive D-GA 2014-01 Revision: 01  Safety Standards Act and Gas Regulation -  
    Liquid Natural Gas Dispensing Site Requirements

Directive D-GA 2014-03 Revision: 01  Compressed Natural Gas Fueling Site Requirements

Directive D-GA 2014-04 Revision: 01  Appliance Air Intake Clearance From Regulator/  
    Over-Pressure Relief Device Vent Outlet
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Type Document Number Title/Description

Directive D-GA 2014-05 Revision: 02  Obsolete/Replacement - Gas Appliance Parts/Components

Directive D-GA 2015-01 Revision: 01  Custom-Built Gas Fire Displays and Uncertified Outdoor Fireplaces

Directive D-GA 2015-02 Revision: 01  Utilization of Gas Appliances in Show Rooms

Directive D-GA 2015-03 Revision: 1  Gas Contractor Responsibilities and Gas Notification Requirements  
    for Completion, Installation or Alteration

Directive D-GA-2015-04 Revision: 01  Filling of Propane Cylinders at Card/Key Lock Only Locations

Information IB-GA-2016-01  Gas Safety Regulation Amendments 
bulletin   and New Gas Safety Codes Adopted

Request for  N/A  Adoption of Updated Code Editions 
amendment

Amendment N/A  Adoption of Updated Code Editions

Table 4-7: Gas Regulatory Instruments continued
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Elevating Devices
The Elevating Devices Safety Program at BCSA is responsible for overseeing 
the safety of elevators, escalators, moving walkways, dumbwaiters, lifts and 
construction hoists in accordance with the Safety Standards Act and the 
Elevating Devices Safety Regulation.

In 2016, we continued our work related to single-bottom cylinder elevators after 
we identified a second cohort of 88 elevators in violation of a safety order. Prior to 
1977, the elevator code for hydraulic cylinders did not require the use of double-
bottom cylinders. Single-bottom cylinder elevators are problematic because the 
cylinders were installed directly into the ground, without any protection from 
corrosion. As the equipment ages, there is increased risk of corrosion that can 
lead to the release of hydraulic fluid and cause an uncontrolled descent that could 
seriously injure or kill passengers. In 2012, we issued a safety order to owners of 
these elevators requiring they replace the cylinder, install a plunger gripper or 
remove the elevator from service by October 2015. 

Owners of the units in the second cohort have been given until August 31, 2017 
to comply with the safety order. In the interim, the owners of the affected units  
are required to engage a licensed elevator contractor to monitor the level of 
hydraulic oil on a bi-weekly basis. The owners of all affected units have submitted 
compliance plans. We continue to monitor that these plans are being adhered to. 
If timelines are not met, BCSA will pursue compliance and enforcement action.

The mechanic certification program came into effect in 2015. First year mechanics- 
in-training (MITs) went through the renewal process in 2016. This involved  
MITs providing evidence of enrolment in a BCSA-recognized training program.  
We want to ensure individuals working on elevating devices have the knowledge, 
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skill and ability to perform the required work. As such, we have identified the 
potential need for a BCSA-led education program to supplement the mechanic 
certification program. We will be exploring this option in 2017 and will continue  
to monitor and measure the overall effectiveness of this program to ensure it is 
achieving its objectives.

Keeping elevating devices properly maintained is essential to minimizing risk.  
It is the owner’s responsibility to have a maintenance contract in place with a 
BCSA-licensed contractor who will act on behalf of the owner to maintain and 
test all units in accordance with the Elevating Devices Safety Regulation and 
adopted codes. In 2017, we will be undertaking compliance audits to determine  
if contractors are completing maintenance at the legislated intervals. 

The adoption of the recently published ASME A17.1 2016/CSA B44-2016 will be 
a major focus in 2017. Two working groups are being formed to bring together 
industry leaders, consultants and building owners to review the substantial 
changes from the current ASME A17.2007/CSA B44-2007. One group will focus 
on the main body of the code, while the other will look at the section related to 
maintenance and maintenance control programs. We intend to have the new 
code adopted by the early part of 2018.

Nav Chahal  |  Acting Elevating Devices, Passenger Ropeways and Amusement Devices Safety Manager
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Incidents

The following summarizes incidents reported to BCSA involving regulated  
elevating devices. 

Table 5-1: Elevating Devices Moderate Incidents in 2016

Rating Qty. Description

Moderate 1 Elevator car not level – passenger trip

 1 Passenger slip when entering elevator

 1 Passenger struck by closing elevator doors

 1 Passenger fall on escalator

There was a noted increase in the number of elevating device incidents reported  
to BCSA in 2016. BCSA introduced a number of changes to our incident  
investigation program that likely contributed to this increase. These changes include:

• definition and training on incident versus hazard;
• improved assessment of incident notifications; and
• increased focus on causal investigation findings.

In 2016, four MODERATE incidents were related to doors closing on an elevator passenger, an elevator not leveling,  
a slip entering an elevator and escalator rider behaviour. Most MINOR and INSIGNIFICANT incidents were related to slips 
and to falls entering elevators and escalators. There were also numerous incidents resulting from component failures. 
Examples of closed investigations are available in Appendix A and a full list of closed incident investigations is available  
at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data. 

There were a number of instances of injuries resulting from elevator cars that did  
not level appropriately with the landing area. Elevating leveling is a persistent  
type of incident in the industry. BCSA has published an update to our multi-year  
summary of elevating leveling incidents at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data. 

Injuries

Injuries reported as a result of elevating device incidents are summarized below.

Table 5-2: Elevating Devices Moderate Injuries in 2016 [Note 2]

Rating Qty Description

Moderate 1 Broken nose, sprained wrist

 1 Broken finger

 1 Separated shoulder

 1 Cuts, hematoma, dizziness

In 2016, four MODERATE injuries involved broken bones, separated joints, cuts and dizziness related to contact and falls 
from elevating and escalating equipment. There was an increase in the number of INSIGNIFICANT and MINOR injuries, 
likely resulting from increased overall incident reporting. 

Understanding Elevating Devices  
Safety Risks

Figure 5-1: Elevating Devices 
Incident Reports [Note 1]
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Figure 5-2: Injuries Reported [Note 3]
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Note 1:  In 2016, the incident scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years. 
Note 2:   BCSA receives injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following, the incident. Injuries may develop  

after the initial reports were made to BCSA and the long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of BCSA's investigation.
Note 3:  In 2016, the injury scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
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Assessments of Regulated Work

Elevating devices safety officers assess new installations as well as operating equipment as part of BCSA’s enforcement  
of the Safety Standards Act. These physical assessments provide BCSA and our stakeholders with an understanding of 
strengths and weaknesses within the safety system and inform priorities for prevention, assessment and audit efforts. 
During each physical assessment of regulated work, safety officers identify if the work complies with the Act, regulations 
and technical codes, and they also identify hazards found. These as-found hazards reflect what the safety officers 
discovered when they initially observed the duty holders’ work or equipment, and not the condition following completion  
of the interaction with the safety officer. An example of SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found in 2016 is provided in 
Appendix B, along with the hazard rating scale. A list of all SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found is available at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/hazard-data.

Out of 2,891 physical inspections completed in 2016, 528 were of operating permits. The Resource Allocation Program 
was used to assist safety officers in identifying high-risk occupancy buildings. In 2015 we witnessed an increase in 
installation permits (new and alteration) due to two safety orders (single-bottom cylinders and Griffin controllers).  
The volume for 2016 returns to the average year-to-year increase. New installations account for 45% of the installation 
permits issued in 2016; the remainder were issued for major and minor alterations on existing installations. 

Figure 5-4: Elevating Devices 
Inspection Results in 2016
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Figure 5-3: Elevating Devices Permits
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Stakeholder Engagement 

The Elevating Devices Technology Advisory Committee met three times in 2016. The direction changed on two issues  
that were addressed through working groups:

•  The Private Residences Elevating Devices Working Group was disbanded as the resources required to establish safety 
oversight and an accompanying regulatory framework would be untimely.

•  The B44-13 Code Adoption Working Group will be converted into an advisory panel structure to review the 2016 edition 
of the Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators (CSA B44) instead of the 2013 edition, as well as the 2015 edition of the 
Lifts for Persons with Physical Disabilities Code (CSA B355), with the exception of private residences elevators.

Communications and Media Relations

BCSA took 14 media relations-related actions and produced one newsletter in 2016 regarding elevating devices safety.  
A listing of all media relations activities can be found in Appendix F. We also shared information about the electrical 
technology via 28 tweets.

Licensing and Certification

BCSA requires that elevators are installed, operated and maintained by qualified and knowledgeable professionals.  
In 2016, 14 contractor licences and 265 certificates of qualification were issued.

Table 5-3: New Elevating Devices Licences and Certificates of Qualification Issued 

    TOTAL Reference 
Type Document   2016 2015

Licence Contractor Licence  14 22

Certificate of Qualification Car Switch and Construction Elevator Operator 142 121

 Personnel Hoist and Construction Elevator Operator 87 58

 Class A Elevator Mechanic  28 727

 Class C Elevator Mechanic  1 19

 Class H Elevator Mechanic  0 44

 Class MR Elevator Mechanic  7 12

Managing Elevating Devices  
Safety Risks
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Exam Results

In addition to obtaining the required experience, individuals must pass the relevant exam(s) to obtain a certificate of 
qualification. These exams help to reinforce the importance of duty holders demonstrating they have appropriate  
safety knowledge before working in areas where their decisions have the potential to affect the safety of others. These 
requirements are detailed in the Safety Standards Act and regulations. In 2016, 251 elevating devices exams were taken.

Table 5-4: Elevating Devices Exam Results Distribution 2016

Exam Type Quantity  Pass Rate (%) Distribution of results

All Elevating Devices exams taken  251 92% 

Class A Elevator Mechanic 20 85% 

ED Operator – Car Switch and Construction Elevator 138 97% 

ED Operator – Personnel Hoist and Construction Elevator 92 86% 

In Table 5-4, the blue area represents the distribution of the quantity of exams written and marked in 2016 relative to the 
pass/fail grade (red line). The range of the x-axis is from 0% to 100% and is divided equally in 5% increments. The pass/
fail grade is 70% for elevating devices exams. A noticeable shift around the pass/fail line may be observed as a result of 
allowances for errors in examination results.

Compliance and Enforcement Actions

The following table summarizes the compliance and enforcement actions taken in the elevating devices sector in 2016.  
A listing of all compliance orders and sanctions is included in Appendix C.

Table 5-5: Elevating Devices Compliance and Enforcement Actions

 Warning Notices Compliance Orders Sanctions

Use of unqualified worker(s) 0 1 0

Provide records 0 2 0

Failure to comply with a safety order 0 0 3

TOTAL 0 3 3

5



The Railway Safety Program at BCSA regulates railways that operate solely 
within British Columbia and have a certificate issued by the BC Ministry  
of Transportation and Infrastructure. Provincial railways are subject to the 
British Columbia Railway Act, Railway Safety Act and adopted federal 
railway safety legislation. In the Railway Safety Program, we regulate five 
classes of railways: common carrier, heritage, commuter, industrial and 
industrial sidings and spurs. 

As we transition into 2017 and set goals for the Railway Safety Program, we must 
consider how our new vision will align with the activities that brought us to where 
we are today. In 2016, BCSA’s Railway Safety Program continued our efforts to 
build strong relationships with industry. These efforts can be demonstrated by the 
solid partnerships established over time. For example, last year BCSA’s Railway 
Safety Program worked with a provincial technical institute to create a series of 
safety videos that establish best practices for safe railway switching operations. 
These videos will now set the standard for the training of provincial railway 
employees. It is these types of connections with industry that will continue to 
foster participation, awareness and a healthy safety system.

In 2016, the Railway Safety Program had our first full year with a new data 
collection system that allowed the program to identify, understand and manage 
hazardous conditions that may threaten safe railway operations. The knowledge 
that is now available has already begun to influence our railway audits. For 
example, the tracking of derailments in the new system allows for a better 
understanding of the root cause of the accidents and has influenced audit plans 
already established for the 2017 assessment year.

SAFETY MANAGER’S DISCUSSION

Railways
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There was steady growth in the railway sector (there are now 180 certified 
railways in the province) and the Railway Safety Program will continue to adapt  
to support the needs of industry. This growth continues to offer the program 
opportunities on how to efficiently deliver safety services. BCSA believes that 
auditing remains the most effective tool for understanding risk and behaviour  
and advancing safety knowledge.

Unfortunately, with all the positive outcomes and successes in 2016, British 
Columbia’s railway industry experienced its first critical, though non-fatal, injury  
to a railway worker since 2006. The incident, which is still under investigation, 
involved a provincial railway worker who was run over by a train and lost two 
limbs. It is a sombre reminder that railway equipment is dangerous and, in any 
moment, can change lives. 

BCSA’s Railway Safety Program will never take our eye off the human factors  
that cause accidents and incidents. However, in 2017, there will be an increased 
focus on the quality and maintenance of railway track. The program is also 
looking to establish a technical working group to review new safety management 
system legislation to determine how adoption will impact industry. 

By all indications, 2017 looks to be full of opportunities to develop new programs 
and relationships, and to maintain the strong ties that have made this program 
successful. 

Eric Samuelson  |  Railways Safety Manager 
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Accidents and Incidents

Railway accidents and incidents are reported in accordance with adopted federal regulations. Figure 6-1 summarizes  
the accidents and incidents reported to BCSA involving railway equipment. Typically, these accidents and incidents are  
low speed and low risk. Many of the accidents can be attributed to human error and violations to rules and procedures. 
The Railway Safety Program focuses our assessments and audits on employee training and the requirements for railway 
operators to perform proficiency testing of their railway employees. 

Table 6-1: Severe and Major Railway Incidents

Rating Qty Description

Severe 1 Collision (Train-human)

 1 Rules violation

Major 4 Other (miscellaneous)

 2 Run-through switches

 2 Rules violations

 1 Fire/explosion

 1 Derailment

 1 Crossing collision

Understanding Railway Safety Risks

Figure 6-1: Railway Incidents Figure 6-2: Railway Incident Ratings
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Injuries

Provincial railways are required to report injuries that are a result of railway operations to BCSA. This includes injuries  
to workers performing train operations or injuries to the public on railway property as a result of train operations.

 

Assessments and Audits of Regulated Work

Railway safety officers assess and audit all operating railways as part of regular oversight. Assessments may result with 
non-compliances where the railway is found not to comply with the applicable acts, regulations, rules and guidelines. 
Railway operations are also audited against their safety management systems, which are required for all railways.  
The Railway Safety Program issues recommendations as a result of these audits.

The Railway Safety Program’s 2015 work plan for assessing railway safety activity was determined and directed  
by findings revealed in non-compliances from assessments, audits, accidents and incidents that occurred in 2014.  
The Railway Safety Program continued with our comprehensive risk-based approach to safety with a continued focus  
on employee training and proficiency testing in 2016. 

6
Figure 6-3: Railway Injuries Reported [Note 1]

Figure 6-6: As-Found Conditions
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Fig 6-5: Audit Compliance and Recommendations
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Note 1:   BCSA receives injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following, the incident. Injuries may develop  
after the initial reports were made to BCSA and the long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of a BCSA's investigation. 
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Managing Railway Safety Risks

Stakeholder Engagement

The Railway Safety Program holds annual town halls across the province where all railway operators are invited to learn, 
listen and discuss how they can improve safety at their sites. In 2016, three railway town hall meetings were held in  
New Westminster, Prince George and Kamloops. Discussions included:

•  observations from safety officers’ assessments this year, including track defects not being corrected and switch 
inspections not being performed to an adequate standard;

•  the creation of two industry working groups to design and implement new rules, such as the requirement to have a 
general operating instructions document similar to the existing safe work procedures manuals, and adopting the  
new federal safety management system as a provincial requirement; and

•  plans for 2017, such as sharing more information regarding specific causes of accidents and incidents, and refining  
the as-found hazard maps to identify the severity of non-compliances.

Communications and Media Relations

BCSA took eight media relations-related actions and produced one newsletter in 2016 regarding railway safety. A listing  
of all media relations activities can be found in Appendix F. We also shared information about the rail technology via  
49 tweets.

Compliance and Enforcement Actions

The following table summarizes the compliance and enforcement actions take in the Railways sector in 2016.

Figure 6-7: Railways Enforcement
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Regulatory Instruments

BCSA issues safety orders, directives and information bulletins to stop unsafe activity and to provide clarification  
of regulatory requirements and interpretations. Additional details can be found in Appendix C or at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/regulations. 

Table 6-2: Railway Regulatory Instruments

Type Document Number Title/Description

Safety order R2016-06-20 Pursuant to Transport Canada Order MO 16-02 Revision of  
  Canadian Rail Operating Rules (CROR) Removal of Rules 103 (d)  
  and 103.1 (e)

Safety order R2016-06-21 Pursuant to Transport Canada Order MO 16-01 Suspension of  
  Canadian Rail Operating Rule (CROR) 862.1

Information bulletin R2016-03-24 Risk-Based Audits: Result of Gaps in Railway Supervision 



SAFETY MANAGER’S DISCUSSION

Passenger Ropeways
The Passenger Ropeways Safety Program at BCSA is responsible for 
overseeing the safety of passenger ropeways throughout British Columbia  
in accordance with the Safety Standards Act and the Elevating Devices 
Safety Regulation. Passenger ropeways include tramways, gondolas, 
chairlifts, rope tows and passenger conveyors.

In 2016, we saw an increase in the number of incidents over 2015. 
However, 2015 was an unusually warm and short season with low snow 
packs in many parts of the province. As such, the total number of incidents 
in 2016 was more in line with those of previous, more typical, years. 

Over the last year, we continued our activities to learn from incidents and 
hazards in the field to make improvements to the safety system. In particular, 
we continue to improve the Resource Allocation Program (RAP) that we 
introduced in 2014. We will continue to work on data gathering related to  
RAP and our as-found hazards program in 2017.

In 2016 we initiated a survey to collect details of aging ropeways (i.e., all 
above-surface lifts built prior to 1992). This activity will continue in the early 
part of 2017. Once complete, we will assess and share this data and 
commence industry consultation. The goal of this proactive surveying is  
to determine what, if any, measures need to be taken to mitigate risks 
associated with older ropeways. 
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Incidents related to distracted riders continue to be an issue and we are 
seeking to increase our understanding of this risk. Cell phone usage during 
loading and unloading seems to be a contributing factor; we will continue  
to monitor this issue. 

Over the past year we have noticed a trend towards replacement of older 
handle-tow devices with passenger conveyors (also known as carpet lifts). 
These devices are typically considered to be more user-friendly by beginner 
skiiers and snowboarders. We are watching this development closely to  
see if incidents decrease.

We also added two safety officers to our team, which will help BCSA 
increase our presence, visibility and the number of physical inspections  
in the year ahead. 

Nav Chahal  |  Acting Elevating Devices, Passenger Ropeways and Amusement Devices Safety Manager
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Incidents

The following summarizes incidents reported to BCSA involving passenger  
ropeway equipment.

Table 7-1: Major and Moderate Passenger Ropeways Incidents in 2016

Rating Qty Description

Major 2 Passengers fell from the carrier

Moderate 5 Falls during loading (4) and unloading (1) of ski carriers

 2 Passengers fell from carrier

 1 Electrical safety circuit failures of ski lift

The type and number of incidents reported in 2016 is comparable to  
previous seasons. Two MAJOR incidents involved ski passengers falling a  
number of metres from carriers. MODERATE, MINOR and INSIGNIFICANT  
incidents were predominantly related to falls from carriers, incorrect loading  
and component failures. Examples of closed investigations are available in  
Appendix A and a full list of closed incident investigations is available at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data.

In 2016 there were six minor or insignificant deropements of surface and aerial ropeways. Deropements are a persistent 
type of incident in the passenger ropeway industry. BCSA has published an update to our multi-year summary of 
deropements at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data.

Injuries

Injuries reported as a result of passenger ropeway incidents in 2016  
are summarized below.

Table 7-2: Major and Moderate Injuries Reported in 2016 [Note 2]

Rating Qty Description

Major 1 Head injury, possible internal injuries

 1 Multiple fractures

Moderate 3 Fractured and/or sprained ankles and wrists

 2 Concussion

 1 Broken femur

 1 Pain

In 2016, two MAJOR injuries involved fractures and possible internal and head injuries resulting from falls from carriers. 
MODERATE injuries included fractures, a concussion and soft tissue damage resulting from falls from carriers and incorrect 
loading. MINOR and INSIGNIFICANT injuries were predominantly associated with passenger loading and unloading 
activities. 

Understanding Passenger Ropeways  
Safety Risks

Figure 7-1: Passenger Ropeways 
Incident Reports [Note 1]
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Figure 7-2: Injuries Reported  
[Note 3]
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Note 1:  In 2016, the incident scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
Note 2:   BCSA receives injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following, the incident. Injuries may develop  

after the initial reports were made to BCSA and the long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of BCSA's investigation.
Note 3:  In 2016, the injury scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
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Assessments of Regulated Work

Passenger ropeways safety officers assess new installations as well as operating equipment as part of BCSA’s 
enforcement of the Safety Standards Act. These physical assessments provide BCSA and our stakeholders with an 
understanding of strengths and weaknesses within the safety system and inform priorities for prevention, assessment  
and audit efforts. During each physical assessment of regulated work, safety officers identify if the work complies with  
the Act, regulations and technical codes, and they also identify hazards found. These as-found hazards reflect what the 
safety officers discovered when they initially observed the duty holders’ work or equipment, and not the condition  
following completion of the interaction with the safety officer. An example of MAJOR hazards found in 2016 is provided  
in Appendix B, along with the hazard rating scale. A list of all SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found is available at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/hazard-data. 

 

Installation permit volumes were slightly higher than 2015; this brings the 2016 volumes in line with those from previous 
years (2013 and 2014). Out of the total number of install permits, six were for new conveyor lifts and 23 were for alterations 
to existing ropeways. Of the 161 passenger ropeway inspections conducted in 2016, 136 were given a status of 
CONDITIONAL PASS. This indicates non-compliances were found at these inspections but they were not posing major  
or severe hazards and the contractor was relied upon to file a declaration to state the non-compliances were corrected. 
Twenty-one inspections received an outcome status of PASS where no non-compliances were issued and four inspections 
received an outcome status of FAIL.

Figure 7-4: Passenger Ropeways 
Inspection Results in 2016

Figure 7-5: Hazards Recorded  
in 2016
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Managing Passenger Ropeways  
Safety Risks

Stakeholder Engagement

In 2016, BCSA engaged the passenger ropeway stakeholders in a consultation on improving safety program  
sustainability. A one-time 2.3% fee increase was proposed for 2017, along with fee structure changes.

The Passenger Ropeways Technology Advisory Committee met once in 2016 and officially disbanded to give greater focus 
on two major industry issues that were being addressed through working groups. BCSA has also committed to regular 
town hall sessions at industry conferences to create opportunities for engagement and collaboration. The passenger 
ropeways working groups will be converted into advisory panels and will continue to progress in 2017.

•  The Aging Ropeways Working Group began collecting information on maintenance records of passenger ropeways  
older than 25 years through an online form distributed to all affected ski hills. Analysis of the data gathered and further 
progress on mitigating risks will be guided by the Aging Ropeways Advisory Panel.

•  The Passenger Ropeway Mechanic Certification Working Group awaited the outcomes of the consultation on 
certification principles conducted by BCSA. Further work on establishing a certification program for passenger ropeway 
maintenance personnel will be conducted by the Passenger Ropeway Mechanic Certification Advisory Panel.
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7
Communications and Media Relations

BCSA took nine media relations-related actions and produced one newsletter in 2016 regarding passenger ropeways 
safety. A listing of all media relations activities can be found in Appendix F. We also shared information about passenger 
ropeways via 24 tweets.

Regulatory Instruments and Amendments

BCSA issues safety orders, directives and information bulletins to stop unsafe activity and provide clarification 
of regulatory requirements and interpretations. Additional details can be found in Appendix G or at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/regulations. 

Table 7-3: Passenger Ropeways Regulatory Instruments

Type Document Number. Title/Description

Information bulletin B-PR 2016-01 Adoption of the CSA Z98 – 14 Passenger Ropeway  
  and Passenger Conveyor Safety Standard



SAFETY MANAGER’S DISCUSSION

Amusement Devices
The Amusement Devices Safety Program at BCSA is responsible for 
overseeing the safety of amusement device installation and operation 
throughout British Columbia in accordance with the Safety Standards Act 
and the Elevating Devices Safety Regulation. The types of regulated 
amusement devices range from small waterslides and inflatable play 
equipment to larger rides such as roller coasters.

The number of incidents involving amusement devices remained steady  
in 2016. BCSA continues to remind contractors of the importance of 
submitting incident data promptly so we can learn from these occurrences 
and identify strategies to mitigate them. In 2016, BCSA added two safety 
officers to the team, which will help increase our presence and the number 
of physical assessments we are able to conduct. 

BCSA continues to review the potential adoption of the new ASTM F2783 
(Standard Practice for Design, Manufacture, Operation, Maintenance, and 
Inspection of Amusement Rides and Devices, in Canada). After completion 
of our review, an industry-wide consultation will be held. 

The amusement devices sector continues to grow and evolve. In 2016, 
BCSA inspected a mountain coaster, the first of its kind in the province. 
BCSA also worked with municipalities and communities for several large-
scale public events involving waterslides and inflatables to verify compliance 
and safe operation. 
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A focus on unpermitted devices continues to be an ongoing effort in this 
sector. We continue our efforts to educate those operating outside of the 
safety system on the importance of obtaining necessary permits so that  
we can work together to prevent incidents. 

Nav Chahal  |  Acting Elevating Devices, Passenger Ropeways and Amusement Devices Safety Manager
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Incidents

The following summarizes incidents reported to BCSA involving regulated amusement devices.

Table 8-1: Major and Moderate Amusement Devices Incidents 2016

Rating Qty Description

Major 1 Component failure on zipline

Moderate 2 Sledding fall (skeleton sled) and riding injury (bobsleigh)

 1 Bouncy castle fall

 1 Fainting during ride

There were no significant changes to the number and types of incidents  
reported to BCSA in 2016 as compared to previous years. One MAJOR incident  
occurred when a zipline anchor failed, causing the rider to fall and the employee  
supervising loading to be struck by the cable. MODERATE, MINOR and  
INSIGNIFICANT incidents tended to be rider injuries associated with use of  
the amusement device without any equipment failure. Examples of closed  
investigations are available in Appendix A and a full list of closed incident  
investigations is available at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data.

Injuries

Injuries reported as a result of amusement device incidents are summarized below. 

Table 8-2: Moderate Amusement Devices Injuries 2016 [Note 2]

Rating Qty Description

Moderate 3 Broken wrist, clavicle, arm

 1 Concussion

 1 Soft tissue damage

 1 Pain

There were no significant changes to the number and type of injuries resulting  
from incidents occurring in 2016. MODERATE injuries were broken bones and  
soft tissue damage from rider falls. MINOR injuries were cuts and reported pain  
associated with amusement ride usage. 

Understanding Amusement Devices  
Safety Risks

Figure 8-1: Amusement Devices 
Incident Reports [Note 1]
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Figure 8-2: Injuries Reported [Note 3]
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Note 1:  In 2016, the incident scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes 5 selections as opposed to 3 in previous years.
Note 2:   BCSA receives injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following, the incident. Injuries may develop  

after the initial reports were made to BCSA and the long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of BCSA's investigation.
Note 3:  In 2016, the injury scale changed to align with our hazard scale and includes five selections as opposed to three in previous years.
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Assessments of Regulated Work

Amusement devices safety officers assess new installations as well as operating equipment as part of BCSA’s 
enforcement of the Safety Standards Act. These physical assessments provide BCSA and our stakeholders with an 
understanding of strengths and weaknesses within the safety system and inform priorities for prevention, assessment and 
audit efforts. During each physical assessment of regulated work, safety officers identify if the work complies with the Act, 
its regulations and technical codes, and they also identify hazards found. These as-found hazards reflect what the safety 
officers discovered when they initially observed the duty holders’ work or equipment, and not the condition following 
completion of the interaction with the safety officer. A list of SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found in 2016 is provided in 
Appendix B, along with the hazard rating scale.

Volumes for new installation permits have remained steady over the last three years. This can mostly be attributed to 
continued registration of inflatable amusement devices such as slides and bouncy castles. There has been a decline  
in installation permits, but the number of operational permits has remained consistent.

8

Figure 8-4: Amusement Devices 
Inspection Results in 2016
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Managing Amusement Devices  
Safety Risks
Stakeholder Engagement Program

In 2016, BCSA engaged the amusement devices technology in a consultation to improve safety program sustainability 
through a one-time 2.3% increase to fees for 2017.

Communications and Media Relations

BCSA took 10 media relations-related actions and produced one newsletter in 2016 regarding amusement devices  
safety. A listing of all media relations activities can be found in Appendix F. We also shared information about amusement 
devices via 13 tweets.



SAFETY MANAGER’S DISCUSSION

Alternative Safety 
Approaches  
An Alternative Safety Approach (ASA) enables an owner or primary operator to 
address the undertaking of particular regulated work, or the use of a particular 
regulated product, through an alternative approach to traditional prescriptive 
requirements that remain consistent with the safety objectives of the Safety 
Standards Act. 

ASAs are being developed with owners and operators in the oil and gas, propane, 
bio-energy and institutional sectors.

BCSA’s ASA Safety Program is responsible for overseeing the acceptance of ASAs  
for all technologies under the Safety Standards Act in accordance with the Act and  
the Alternative Safety Approaches Regulation.

The 47 ASAs that have been accepted for use request alternatives within the following 
three major areas of regulation: 

• Safety Standards General Regulation; 

• Power Engineers, Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Refrigeration Safety Regulation; and

• Electrical Safety Regulation.

The audit process BCSA uses to assess compliance focuses on procedures and 
processes identified in the ASA that may lead to a hazardous installation or operation. 
From 2014 to 2016, BCSA has performed 57 conformance audits (audits of sites 
operating with an accepted ASA). BCSA has identified 438 non-conformances during 
these audits, of which 70 were considered MODERATE, MAJOR or SEVERE. The 2016 
findings were consistent with past years, in that the majority of non-conformances 
represent operator failure to follow procedures. For the two sites with the SEVERE 
findings, the audits were deemed as a FAIL and immediate corrective action was 
required. At neither site did the findings represent an imminent hazard, but rather  
the lack of control that could lead to imminent hazard. 
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While the ASA program is still new, we are starting to see some trends. For example, 
the number and rating of non-conformances is generally higher for operators with  
new ASA programs and these operators also tend to have a larger variety of hazard 
categories observed. In 2014, a large number of the audits were done on existing  
ASAs that had three years of operation, while in 2016 many of the audits were for new 
operators. The 2016 audits focused on procedures used by operators to manage  
their ASA. For example, a number of findings in the category “inadequate procedure” 
were around improper car-seal process for isolation valves for pressure relief devices. 
Additionally, turnover of staff at operator sites revealed weaknesses in training incoming 
staff, particularly management personnel who oversee the ASA program. Both of these 
items will remain an area of focus for conformance audits in 2017.

An ASA, and in particular auditing of the safety management system used by the 
operator, is proving to be an effective method to meet the safety objectives of the 
Safety Standards Act. This approach to managing safety is providing the operator with 
a safety oversight model that gives them greater flexibility to meet their operational 
needs. At the same time, operators are recognizing the value of the model in assisting 
them to achieve better safety oversight by focusing on the leading behaviours, rather 
than the direct safety outcome.

Stephen Hinde P.Eng.  |  Alternative Safety Approaches Safety Manager
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What is an ASA? There are two types of ASAs: an Equivalent Standard Approach (ESA) and a Safety Management Plan (SMP). An ESA is a limited-
scope ASA that applies to a limited aspect of an installation or operation, while an SMP is a broader-scope ASA that may include the safety of all 
regulated products, equipment or work at a facility. An ASA proposal must address the specific risks that may be associated with regulated work or 
products and demonstrate how the alternative approach meets or exceeds the objectives of the Safety Standards Act. 

The benefit of an ASA is that it allows the proponent to use the most suitable methods for efficient and safe operation of their specific business. In cases 
where innovation has outpaced the development of standards and regulations, industry can integrate new technology and new approaches through an 
effective safety management system. The safety management system that the operator uses to manage safety outcomes supports the ASA, so regulatory 
oversight of the ASA includes formal audit and investigation of that safety management system, rather than individual regulatory requirements with 
traditional inspection processes. This allows for more comprehensive management of safety risks.
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Incidents

No incidents were reported in 2016 in relation to Alternative Safety Approaches.

Assessments of Regulated Work

As a performance-based approach to achieving compliance with the Safety Standards Act, assessment of that 
performance is done using standard audit processes consistent with the International Standards Organization standard 
ISO19011— Guidelines for Auditing Management Systems. Audit findings for sites operating with an accepted ASA are 
categorized in a manner similar to as-found conditions for traditional inspection-based assessments. 

Table 9-1: Hazard Categories in 2016

Number Hazard Category Definition/Description

11 Inadequate procedure Procedure does not provide clear or accurate process to adequately  
  mitigate hazards (does not include internal review/audit).

7 Failure to follow procedure Procedure was not followed (does not include internal review/audit).

5 Improper internal review/audit Internal quality control on procedures does not adequately mitigate risk.

3 Currency of records Records, such as training records or maintenance records, are not accurate  
  or are incomplete.

2 Improper equipment Equipment does not meet required standards, or is improperly maintained.

1 Improper training Workers have not been adequately trained in the appropriate procedure.

1 Unqualified workers Workers do not have required education or experience as outlined in the  
  regulations or procedures (does not include improper training).

Understanding Alternative Safety 
Approaches Safety Risks

Figure 9-1: Alternative Safety Approaches

Figure 9-3: Alternative Safety Approaches Hazards Recorded 

Figure 9-2: Assessment and Audit Results 
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Stakeholder Engagement

In 2016, BCSA engaged proponents and clients of ASAs in a consultation to improve safety program sustainability  
through a one-time 1.8% increase to fees for 2017, as well as on how to improve the fee schedule.

Communications and Media Relations

BCSA took four media relations-related actions in 2016 regarding ASAs. A listing of all media relations activities can be 
found in Appendix F.

Regulatory Instruments

BCSA issues safety orders, directives and information bulletins to stop unsafe activity and to provide  
clarification of regulatory requirements and interpretations. Additional details can be found in Appendix C or at  
www.safetyauthority.ca/regulations. 

Table 9-2: ASA Regulatory Instruments

Type Document Number Title/Description

Information bulletin IB-A1-2016-01 Pending Amendments to the Safety Standards Act Under Bill 13 –  
  Safety Standards Amendment Act, 2016

Information bulletin IB-A1-2016-02 Transitional Requirements Under Bill 13 – Safety Standards Amendment  
  Act, 2016 for Equipment Located in Pipelines and Oil and Gas Facilities 
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Appendix A:  
Incident Summaries

Table A-4: Examples of Severe, Major and Moderate Incidents

INJURY DAMAGE

Industry 
sector

IncIdent 
date cIty

IncIdent 
ratIng

reported 
# persons 
Injured

Injury 
descrIptIon

Injury 
ratIng

damage 
descrIptIon

damage 
ratIng IncIdent descrIptIon

Amusement 
Devices

4-Aug-2016  Victoria Major 2 1-concussion; 
1-broken 
wrist and 
back injury

Moderate Failure of zipline 
anchor bolt. 
Damaged zip  
line cable

Major It was reported to BCSA that a 
zipline tension anchor bolt failed. The 
failure caused the complete release 
of the zipline cable. One person was 
riding the zipline at the time of the 
failure and the release of the cable 
caused this person to fall to the 
ground several meters. A second 
person was holding on to the zipline 
cable at the loading area deck of the 
zipline when the failure occurred 
causing them to be thrown several 
meters off of the loading area deck 
to the ground.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

28-Jan-2016 Trail Major 2 Undetermined 
respiratory 
injuries

Minor Major A piping rupture released an acid 
slurry solution at an industrial site. 
The rupture occurred on a discharge 
line that connects a pressure vessel 
to a let-down station.

Electrical 3-Jan-2016 Golden Severe 0 N/A None Components 
(switch, insulating 
plates) damaged

Moderate A high voltage switch failed.  
The fault was contained within  
the high voltage enclosure.

An example of a SEVERE, MAJOR or MODERATE incident in each regulated industry sector in 2016 is included in Table A-4.  
A full listing of closed incidents is available at www.safetyauthority.ca/incident-data.

Table A-1: Injury rating scale [Note 1]

ratIng descrIptIon

Insignificant There are typically no residual 
effects of these injuries and  
a full recovery is typically 
expected. Examples include,  
but are not limited to, temporary 
pain and discomfort.

Minor There are typically no residual 
effects of these injuries and a full 
recovery is typically expected. 
Examples include, but are not 
limited to, bruises, cuts or minor 
disorientation (confusion).

Moderate The residual effects of these 
injuries are unlikely to have a 
significant effect to long-term 
quality of life. Examples include, 
but are not limited to: temporary 
loss of conciousness, fractures, 
concussions, etc.

Major The residual effects of these 
injuries are likely to have a 
significant effect to long-term 
quality of life. Examples include, 
but are not limited to: loss of 
conciousness, repiratory 
impairment, multiple fractures, 
fractures of prominent bones  
(e.g., skull, vertebral column/
spine, pelvis, femur, etc.).

Fatal An injury causing dealth.

Table A-2: Damage rating scale

ratIng descrIptIon

Insignificant Single component failed (or destroyed) but shut down safely and contained  
by system controls.

Minor Multiple component failures, potentially cascading, but system controls contained  
damage to the regulated system/components.

Moderate Damage that results with exposure to non-lethal energy; damage that releases  
non-toxic or non-lethal substances in a controlled or limited manner; damage that 
releases toxic, lethal or combustible substances in small amounts or areas where 
exposure is limited.

Major Damage that results with exposure to lethal amounts of energy at the site of  
equipment or system installation; damage that releases toxic, lethal or combustible 
substances in an unplanned and uncontrolled manner but is contained at the  
equipment site or system installation.

Severe Damage from exposure to lethal amounts of energy beyond the equipment site  
or system installation; damage releases toxic, lethal or combustible substances  
in an unplanned and uncontrolled manner but is not contained at the equipment site  
or system installation.

Table A-3: Incident rating scale

ratIng descrIptIon

Insignificant An incident that resulted with insignificant injury and/or insignificant damage.

Minor An incident that resulted with minor injury and/or minor damage.

Moderate An incident that resulted with moderate injury and/or moderate damage.

Major An incident that resulted with major injury and/or major damage.

Severe An incident that resulted with a fatal injury and/or severe damage.

Note 1:   BCSA receives injury reports and descriptions from operators or first responders at the time of, or immediately following, the incident. Injuries may develop after  
the initial reports were made to BCSA and long-term effects of a resultant injury may not be recorded as part of BCSA’s investigation.
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A
INJURY DAMAGE

Industry 
sector

IncIdent 
date cIty

IncIdent 
ratIng

reported 
# persons 
Injured

Injury 
descrIptIon

Injury 
ratIng

damage 
descrIptIon

damage 
ratIng IncIdent descrIptIon

Electrical 3-Oct-2016 Campbell 
River

Major 0 N/A N/A Voltage 
transformer (VT), 
insulating 
barriers, VT 
drawer assembly 
and enclosure 
door, male and 
female stab 
connectors, steel 
electrical room 
doors damaged

Major High voltage switch gear located in a 
building was involved in an arc blast. 

Elevating 
Devices

19-Jul-2016 Coquitlam Moderate 1 Broken nose, 
sprained wrist

Moderate N/A None When the elevator car stopped,  
it was not level with the floor and  
a passenger fell forward.

Gas 11-Mar-2016 Surrey Severe 1 Suspected 
carbon 
monoxide 
exposure

Fatal Heat scorch/
thermal damage

Moderate Emergency services responded  
to a 911 call. As the first responders 
entered the home, they were alerted 
to the presence of carbon monoxide 
by their gas monitors. The natural 
gas forced-air furnace was examined 
and found to be the source of the 
carbon monoxide spilling into the 
home. Incorrectly adjusted burners 
likely created residue (soot) to build 
up on the inside of the heat 
exchanger. Restriction in the flow 
from the combustion chamber to the 
venting system led to a condition 
where the burner flame and 
combustion products found another 
pathway to exit the combustion 
chamber. This resulted in what is 
termed "flame roll out." It caused 
heat damage to the controls,  
wiring and furnace panels and 
carbon monoxide being produced 
which subsequently migrated 
throughout the home.

Gas 24-Jan-2016 Pemberton Major 0 N/A None Major A 0.5” black iron gas line serving a 
bank of dorm trailers was bent 
causing the gas line to become 
partially separated from an elbow in 
the piping system. This separation in 
the line allowed the propane gas to 
escape from the piping system at a 
pressure of 10 psi to atmosphere. 
Due to the snow build up around the 
trailers, piping and propane tank the 
leak went unnoticed for some time 
and gas was unable to dissipate 
causing the propane gas to build up 
underneath the trailers until it began 
to enter the trailer through ventilation 
openings in the floor. The smell of 
gas was noticed by the cleaning staff 
in the trailer who notified the site 
safety personnel. The site safety 
personnel were able to isolate the 
leak and ventilate the trailer.

Passenger 
Ropeways

9-Jan-2016  - Major 1 Head injury, 
possible 
punctured 
lung

Major N/A None A passenger was preparing to unload 
from the carrier when the passenger 
fell from the carrier to the ground.  
The passenger fell approximately  
7 metres. The passenger was not 
sitting in the carrier correctly and the 
restraining device was raised early.

Table A-4: Examples of Severe, Major and Moderate Incidents (continued)
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Appendix B:  
As-Found Hazards
During each physical assessment of regulated work, safety officers identify hazards found and rate the hazards  
in accordance with the scale below.

Table B-1: Hazard rating scale

ratIng LabeL descrIptIon

0 Compliant No hazards were observed during the assessment and the  
work was found to comply with the codes and regulations.

1 Insignificant These hazards are considered to be typical and are not 
considered to present a significant concern to safety. Duty 
holders are encouraged to improve so as to prevent these  
from being created as a result of their work.

2 Minor

3 Moderate These hazards are considered to present an appreciable  
concern to safety. The safety system is considered compromised 
if duty holders do not take steps to understand and prevent  
these hazards. 

4 Major These hazards are known to present considerable safety risks. 
When hazards of this nature are found, the safety system of 
qualified and licensed professionals working under permit to 
recognized codes and standards is considered to have failed. 

5 Severe

An example of a SEVERE and/or MAJOR hazard identified in each regulated industry sector in 2016 is included in Table B-2.  
A listing of all SEVERE and MAJOR hazards found in 2016 is available at www.safetyauthority.ca/hazard-data. 

These hazards are published as directly entered by safety officers with changes made only to remove personal or professional  
identifiers as required for privacy protection.
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B
Table B-2: Examples of SEVERE and MAJOR hazards observed in 2016

reguLated Industry sector Hazard ratIng descrIptIon

Amusement Devices Major The restraint of a passenger carrier unit (PCU) is not engaging within the 
manufacturer's requirement of becoming fully locked (unable to lift restraint) 
within three clips of the pawl. This results in a hazard in which the restraint 
may inadvertently open during the ride cycle and the passenger may be  
being ejected from the PCU.

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration Severe The fuel gas scrubber does not have a safety relief valve installed. In the event 
of an overpressure situation the fuel gas scrubber pressure retaining boundary 
may rupture and/or explode.

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration Major Service valve is closed but not plugged off. Valve could be left open or 
vandalized allowing high pressure gas to escape. This could cause a fire 
resulting in property damage or loss of life.

Electrical Severe The damaged and energized teck cable is hanging on a pole accessible to 
people. This cable is protected by the 40-amp, 240-volt breaker at the main 
panel that feeds the overhead wiring to the south of the panel. This poses a 
shock hazard. 

Electrical Major Plates must be installed at electrical devices to avoid accidental contact with 
live parts. In this residential renovation no electrical devices and plates have 
been installed. 

Elevating Devices Severe Access gates at landings are installed for transferring persons and material. 
Gates are closed when elevator is not at that landing. In this case, gates were 
not adequately fastened and were exceptionally close to becoming 
disengaged from building structure. If a person leaned or bumped gate with 
cart etc., they could quite possibly dislodge gate and fatally fall. 

Elevating Devices Major Fire alarm initiating devices (smoke/heat detectors) are working in conjunction 
with the building's fire panel. If a smoke detector related to the elevator is 
triggered, the elevator should automatically return to the appropriate 
designated or alternate floor and take the occupants to a safe egress level. 
During an acceptance inspection in a five-storey residential building it was 
found that some smoke/heat detectors were not programmed to send the 
elevator away from the fire. If a fire occurred, the elevator would take 
occupants to affected levels which could cause serious injuries or fatalities. 

Gas Severe Commercial oven installed in an out-building not installed under approved 
exhaust canopy or independently vented to a safe location. Past practice  
was to operate oven only with roll up door open. Poses risk of products of 
combustion being present in the occupied space during use. 
Carbon monoxide and/or exposure to aldehydes due to products of 
combustion spilling into the structure.

Gas Major If the regulator relief valve vents gas, the vented gas can be readily ignited  
by the RTU's burner. This uncontrolled burning gas could catch fire risking 
property and life. 

Passenger Ropeways Major Conveyor was inoperable at time of inspection. Electric motor and drive 
controls were incompatible. 
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Appendix C:  
Enforcement Actions
A compliance order is an enforcement document issued to a person by BCSA. It specifies actions to be taken, stopped or modified 
where, in the opinion of BCSA, there exists a risk of personal injury or damage to property associated with work or products regulated 
by the Safety Standards Act. The following compliance orders were issued in 2016. 

Table C-1: Compliance Orders

Industry  
sector

compLIance  
order no. Issued to [note 1]

duty HoLder  
Has LIcence or 
QuaLIFIcatIon  
[yes/no] category descrIptIon

Electrical CO-2016-0001 Nutech Safety Ltd. Yes Expired 
contractor licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work  
that had been performed where a permit had not been obtained.  
The work identified involved the installation of regulated electrical 
equipment associated with a fire alarm system. The duty holder was 
identified as being responsible for this work and did not possess a 
valid electrical contractor's licence as required for this purpose. 

Gas CO-2016-0002 Fastgo System  
(2011) Inc.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified a non-compliance with respect  
to installed regulated gas equipment. The non-compliance identified  
was associated with an indoor gas fireplace installed in a new 
building. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's 
written and verbal notifications requesting a submission to confirm 
that the non-compliance had been corrected.

Boilers,  
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0003 Mercury Refrigeration  
Products and Services  
Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure  
vessel work that had been performed where a permit had not been 
obtained. The work identified involved the installation of a hot water 
boiler for a heating system in an existing building. The duty holder 
was identified as being responsible for the work found and did not 
possess a boiler contractor's licence as required for this purpose.  

Electrical CO-2016-0004 National Signcorp  
Investments Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-compliances  
identified were associated with an outdoor electrical sign installation.  
The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's written and 
verbal notifications requesting a submission to confirm that the 
non-compliances had been corrected.

Boilers,  
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0005 An Individual Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A boiler safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated boiler and pressure vessel equipment. The 
non-compliances identified were associated with the installation  
of a new hot water boiler in an existing building. The duty holder  
failed to respond to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications 
requesting a submission to confirm that the non-compliances had 
been corrected.

Gas CO-2016-0006 1038891 BC Ltd. No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of gas piping  
in a new home. The duty holder was identified as being responsible  
for the work found and did not possess a gas contractor's licence  
as required for this purpose.  

Electrical CO-2016-0007 Radian Mechanical  
Inc.

Yes No permit An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed. The work identified involved the installation of 
new wiring for purposes of control of heating and air conditioning 
equipment installed in a new building. The duty holder was identified 
as having been responsible for the performance of the work.  
No evidence of an electrical permit having been obtained for the  
work was found at the time of inspection.

Electrical CO-2016-0008 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that had 
been performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work 
identified involved the installation and new wiring and other electrical 
equipment in an existing home. The duty holder was identified as 
being responsible for the work found and did not possess an 
electrical contractor's licence as required for this purpose.  

Note 1: BCSA is subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Provincial legislation restricts the information that may be published with respect to 
individuals. Accordingly, BCSA may provide descriptions of enforcement actions taken but may not identify individuals by name.
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Table C-1: Compliance Orders

Industry  
sector

compLIance  
order no. Issued to [note 1]

duty HoLder  
Has LIcence or 
QuaLIFIcatIon  
[yes/no] category descrIptIon

Gas CO-2016-0009 An Individual Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

Gas safety inspections identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated gas equipment at two separate locations.  
The non-compliances identified were associated mainly with the 
piping and venting connected to various gas appliances in this 
circumstance. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's 
written and verbal notifications requesting a submission to confirm 
that the non-compliance had been corrected.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0010 Agaris Enterprises 
Ltd.

No Failure to provide 
access

A boiler safety inspection of regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
equipment in use under an operating permit was required to be done.  
A letter was sent to the permit holder requesting access for purposes  
of performing the inspection. The property owner failed to respond  
to the request within the timeframe provided in the letter.  

Electrical CO-2016-0011 Triple H Electric Ltd. Yes No permit An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that had 
been performed. The work identified involved the installation of new 
wiring and other electrical equipment in an existing building. The duty 
holder was identified as having been responsible for the performance 
of the work. No evidence of an electrical permit having been obtained 
for the work was found at the time of inspection. 

Gas CO-2016-0012 Ocean Dry  
Enterprises  
Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

Gas safety inspections identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated gas equipment at three separate locations.  
The non-compliances identified were associated mainly with the 
piping and venting connected to various gas appliances in this 
circumstance. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's 
written and verbal notifications requesting a submission to confirm 
that the non-compliances had been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0013 Robert Williams  
Holding Ltd.

Yes No permit An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that had 
been performed. The work identified involved the installation and 
connection of new fuel dispensers adjacent to an existing building.  
The duty holder was identified as having been responsible for the 
performance of the work. No evidence of an electrical permit having 
been obtained for the work was found at the time of inspection. 

Gas CO-2016-0014 Prima Plumbing Ltd. Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified a non-compliance with respect  
to regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-compliance 
identified was associated with the venting as connected to a gas 
furnace in this circumstance. The duty holder failed to respond  
to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications requesting a 
submission to confirm that the non-compliance had been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0015 An Individual Yes No permit An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed. The work identified involved the installation  
of electrical light fixtures and devices in an existing building. The duty 
holder was identified as having been responsible for the performance 
of the work. No evidence of an electrical permit having been obtained 
for the work was found at the time of inspection. 

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0016 Truong's  
Enterprises Ltd.

No Failure to provide 
access

A boiler safety inspection of regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
equipment in use under an operating permit was required to be done.  
A letter was sent to the permit holder requesting access for purposes  
of performing the inspection. The property owner failed to respond  
to the request within the timeframe provided in the letter.  

Electrical CO-2016-0017 An Individual Yes Failure to request 
inspection

An electrical safety inspection found electrical work that had been 
performed. The duty holder was identified as being responsible for  
the performance of this work. The work identified involved the 
installation of electrical service equipment and rough wiring. The 
service equipment had been connected to the utility supply system 
and the rough wiring had been concealed. No evidence of a request 
for inspection having been submitted in either case was found at  
the time of inspection.  

(continued)
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Appendix C:  
Enforcement Actions
Table C-1: Compliance Orders

Industry  
sector

compLIance  
order no. Issued to [note 1]

duty HoLder  
Has LIcence or 
QuaLIFIcatIon  
[yes/no] category descrIptIon

Gas CO-2016-0018 Evershine  
Fire Places Ltd.

Yes No permit A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a new gas 
fireplace and associated venting in a new building. The duty holder 
was identified as having been responsible for the performance of  
the work. No evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the 
work was found at the time of inspection.  

Gas CO-2016-0019 Simply Green  
Home Services  
(BC) Inc.

Yes No permit A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of gas 
appliances and associated piping and venting in an existing building. 
The duty holder was identified as having been responsible for the 
performance of the work. No evidence of a gas permit having been 
obtained for the work was found at the time of inspection.  

Electrical CO-2016-0020 Simply Green  
Home Services  
(BC) Inc.

No No contractor 
licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed where a permit had not been obtained.  
The work identified involved the installation and electrical connection 
of an air conditioning unit in an existing home. The duty holder was 
identified as being responsible for the work found and did not 
possess an electrical contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0021 Raif Holdings Ltd. No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-compliances 
identified were associated with certain aspects of the wiring and  
other electrical equipment in an existing building. The duty holder 
failed to respond to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications 
requesting a submission to confirm that the non-compliances had 
been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0022 An Individual No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-compliances 
identified were associated with certain aspects of the wiring and other 
electrical equipment in an existing building. The duty holder failed to 
respond to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications 
requesting a submission to confirm that the non-compliances had 
been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0023 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that had 
been performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work 
identified involved the installation of wiring and other electrical 
equipment in a new building. The duty holder was identified as being 
responsible for the work found and did not possess an electrical 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0024 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of gas piping 
and associated venting for a pool boiler in a new building. The duty 
holder was identified as being responsible for the work found and did 
not possess a gas contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0025 Gmoore Electric Ltd. Yes Use of unqualified 
worker(s)

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work being 
performed under a permit that had been obtained by a licensed 
contractor. The work identified involved the installation of underground 
electrical conduit and other regulated equipment. At the time of 
inspection, a worker was found performing this work. When 
requested by the safety officer, the worker was not able to provide 
evidence of qualification for the type of work being performed in  
this circumstance.   

Electrical CO-2016-0026 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed where a permit had not been obtained. The 
work identified involved the installation and connection of an electrical 
kitchen appliance in an existing building. The duty holder was 
identified as being responsible for the work found and did not 
possess an electrical contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0027 Comox Valley 
Refrigeration &  
Air Conditioning Ltd.

Yes Expired 
contractor licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed where a permit had not been obtained.  
The work identified involved the electrical connection of a rooftop 
heating and air conditioning unit. The duty holder was identified as 
being responsible for this work and did not possess a valid electrical 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose.  

(continued)
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Table C-1: Compliance Orders

Industry  
sector

compLIance  
order no. Issued to [note 1]

duty HoLder  
Has LIcence or 
QuaLIFIcatIon  
[yes/no] category descrIptIon

Gas CO-2016-0028 Comox Valley 
Refrigeration &  
Air Conditioning Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the connection of gas piping  
to a rooftop heating and air conditioning unit. The duty holder was 
identified as being responsible for the work found and did not 
possess a gas contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0029 Lightning  
Enterprises Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found a number of instances where 
regulated boiler and pressure vessel work had been performed  
under an operating permit. The duty holder was identified as being 
responsible for the work found and did not possess a boiler 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0030 Truong Holdings Inc. No Tampering or 
unsafe use of 
regulated 
equipment

A boiler re-certification assessment found significant non-compliances 
with respect to a boiler in operation in an existing building. The duty 
holder was ordered to stop operating the boiler until authorized by 
BCSA for this purpose.

Electrical CO-2016-0031 Mirax Lumber  
Products Ltd.

No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with  
respect to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-
compliances identified were associated with installed electrical 
equipment in operation under an operating permit. The duty holder 
failed to respond to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications 
requesting a submission to confirm that the non-compliances had 
been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0032 AM Sunshine  
Windoor 
Manufacturing Inc. 

No No contractor 
licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed where a permit had not been obtained.  
The work identified involved the installation and connection of two 
motorized gates outside of an existing building. The duty holder  
was identified as being responsible for the work found and did not 
possess an electrical contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0033 0746192 BC Ltd. Yes Use of unqualified 
worker(s)

A BCSA investigation resulted from an inspection of regulated gas  
work that had been performed under a permit obtained by a licensed 
contractor. The work identified was the installation of a new gas 
furnace in an existing home. The investigation determined that the 
work had been performed by two unqualified workers employed by 
the contractor.     

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0034 478156 BC Ltd. No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel  
work that had been performed where a permit had not been 
obtained. The work identified involved the installation of a hot water 
boiler for a heating system in an existing building. The duty holder 
was identified as being responsible for the work found and did not 
possess a boiler contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0035 Rapid Plumbing  
And Heating Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to regulated gas work that had been performed at two separate 
locations. The non-compliances identified were associated with 
permit and venting requirements associated with installed gas 
appliances. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's 
written and verbal notifications requesting submissions to confirm  
that the non-compliances had been corrected.

Elevating 
Devices

CO-2016-0036 Otis Canada Inc. Yes Provide records The duty holder was requested to provide data related to hydraulic 
elevator units that may be subject to a safety order. The duty holder  
did not respond within the timeframe provided by the provincial safety 
manager who requested the information in this circumstance.  

Elevating 
Devices

CO-2016-0037 Schindler Elevator 
Corporation

Yes Provide records The duty holder was requested to provide data related to hydraulic 
elevator units that may be subject to a safety order. The duty holder  
did not respond within the timeframe provided by the provincial safety 
manager who requested the information in this circumstance.  

Electrical CO-2016-0038 Sunshine Valley 
Mechanical Ltd.

Yes Expired 
contractor licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed where a permit had not been obtained. The 
work identified involved modifications to an electrical service in an 
existing home. The duty holder was identified as being responsible  
for this work and did not possess a valid electrical contractor's 
licence as required for this purpose.  
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Gas CO-2016-0039 Coastline Sales Inc. Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified a non-compliance with respect  
to regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-compliance 
identified was associated with the installation of unapproved gas  
fireplaces in an existing home. The duty holder failed to respond to 
the safety officer's written and verbal notifications requesting a 
submission to confirm that the non-compliance had been corrected.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0040 DJ Mac  
Maintenance  
Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel  
work that had been performed where a permit had not been 
obtained. The work identified involved the fabrication and installation 
of pressure piping in an existing building. The duty holder was 
identified as being responsible for the work found and did not 
possess a boiler contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0041 Snowcrest  
Foods Ltd.

No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A boiler safety inspection identified a non-compliance with respect  
to a certain regulatory requirement related to the operation of 
regulated pressure vessel equipment under an operating permit.  
A review of the duty holder's compliance history found repeated 
instances of non-compliance in this category of regulatory compliance. 
The permit holder was ordered to provide evidence of compliance with 
the applicable regulation within a specified period of time.   

Gas CO-2016-0042 Technicon  
Industries Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified a non-compliance with respect  
to regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-compliance 
identified was associated with the air supply ducting for a new gas  
furnace installed in an existing home. The duty holder failed to respond 
to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications requesting a 
submission to confirm that the non-compliance had been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0043 An Individual No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified a non-compliance with 
respect to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-
compliance identified was a faulty circuit breaker installed in an 
existing home. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's 
written and verbal notifications requesting a submission to confirm 
that the non-compliance had been corrected.

Gas CO-2016-0044 Ridge Meadows 
Mechanical Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of five hot water boilers in a new building.  
The duty holder was identified as being responsible for the work 
found and did not possess a gas contractor's licence as required  
for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0045 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of a gas furnace, dryer and associated gas 
piping in a new home. The duty holder was identified as being 
responsible for the work found and did not possess a gas 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0046 Sticks And Stones 
Furniture Corp.

No Use or disposal of 
uncertified 
product(s)

A gas safety inspection found an unapproved regulated gas product  
being offered for sale. The gas product identified was an outdoor fire 
bowl. The duty holder was ordered to stop displaying, or offering for 
sale, any gas equipment unless it bears evidence of approval.  

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0047 Clairmont Mechanical 
Contracting Ltd.

Yes Provide records A BCSA investigation found evidence of several instances where  
regulated boiler and pressure vessel work had been performed 
without permits having been obtained. The duty holder was ordered 
to submit to a regulatory compliance audit.     

Gas CO-2016-0048 R.J. Gas Ltd. Yes Provide records A BCSA investigation found evidence of several instances where 
permits obtained for regulated gas work had been done so 
improperly. The duty holder was ordered to submit to a regulatory 
compliance audit.     

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0049 Merit Mechanical Ltd. No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
work that had been performed where a permit had not been 
obtained. The work identified involved the installation and connection 
of hot water boilers in a new building. The duty holder was identified 
as being responsible for the work found and did not possess a boiler 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose. As well, the duty 
holder was ordered to submit to a regulatory compliance audit.          
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Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0050 Skyview Mechanical  
Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
work that had been performed where a permit had not been 
obtained. The work identified involved the installation and connection 
of hot water boilers in a new building. The duty holder was identified 
as being responsible for the work found and did not possess a boiler 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose. As well, the duty 
holder was ordered to submit to a regulatory compliance audit.            

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0051 Vanguard  
Mechanical  
Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
work that had been performed where a permit had not been 
obtained. The work identified involved the installation and connection 
of hot water boilers in a new building. The duty holder was identified 
as being responsible for the work found and did not possess a boiler 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose. As well, the duty 
holder was ordered to submit to a regulatory compliance audit.             

Gas CO-2016-0052 AZ Plumbing  
& Gas Inc.

Yes No permit A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a water 
heater, unit heater and associated gas piping in an existing home.  
The duty holder was identified as having been responsible for the 
performance of the work. No evidence of a gas permit having been 
obtained for the work was found at the time of inspection.  

Electrical CO-2016-0053 Ken Prachnau  
Electric Co. Ltd.

Yes No permit An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed. The work identified involved the installation  
of a new electrical service in an existing home. The duty holder was 
identified as having been responsible for the performance of the  
work. No evidence of an electrical permit having been obtained for 
the work was found at the time of inspection.  

Electrical CO-2016-0054 Vitrium Industries Ltd. No No permit An electrical safety inspection determined that an operating permit  
was required for the operation and/or maintenance of regulated 
electrical equipment in an existing building. The duty holder was 
ordered to obtain an operating permit.

Gas CO-2016-0055 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of gas piping  
and fuel conversion and connection of gas appliances in a mobile 
food truck. The duty holder was identified as being responsible for  
the work found and did not possess a gas contractor's licence as 
required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0056 An Individual No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-
compliances identified were associated with installation of a hot  
water boiler in a new home. The duty holder failed to respond to 
safety officer notifications stipulating a deadline for compliance.

Gas CO-2016-0057 Wedgeview Plumbing 
& Heating Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified a non-compliance with respect  
to regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-compliance 
identified was associated with the venting which had been installed 
for use with a tube boiler in an existing building. The duty holder failed 
to respond to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications 
requesting a submission to confirm that the non-compliance had 
been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0058 An Individual No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with  
respect to regulated electrical work that had been performed.  
The non-compliances identified were associated with wiring and  
other regulated electrical equipment installed in an existing home.  
The duty holder failed to respond to safety officer notifications 
stipulating a deadline for compliance.

Electrical CO-2016-0059 Simply Green Home 
Services (BC) Inc.

No No permit A BCSA investigation determined that electrical permits had not been  
obtained for electrical work performed by the duty holder. As the duty 
holder does not possess a contractor's licence, the order required the 
duty holder to secure the services of a licenced contractor and 
instruct the contractor to inspect all work that had been performed.  
The duty holder was also ordered to instruct the contractor to submit 
documentation indicating that the work performed was compliant 
with all applicable regulations in conjunction with the permits obtained 
by the contractor in each circumstance.   
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Electrical CO-2016-0060 0877270 BC Ltd. Yes Use of unqualified 
worker(s)

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work being 
performed under a permit that had been obtained by a licensed 
contractor. The work identified involved the installation of wiring  
and other regulated electrical equipment in a new home.  
At the time of inspection, a worker was found performing this work.  
When requested by the safety officer, the worker was not able  
to provide evidence of qualification for the type of work being 
performed in this circumstance.   

Electrical CO-2016-0061 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work  
that had been performed where a permit had not been obtained.  
The work identified involved the alteration of existing wiring as well  
as the installation of new wiring and other regulated electrical 
equipment in an existing home. The duty holder was identified as 
being responsible for the work found and did not possess an 
electrical contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0062 Gian's Business 
Centre Inc.

No No permit An electrical safety inspection determined that an operating permit 
was required for the operation and/or maintenance of regulated 
electrical equipment in an existing building. The duty holder was 
ordered to obtain an operating permit.

Electrical CO-2016-0063 Sun City Electrical  
Ltd.

Yes Use of unqualified 
worker(s)

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work being 
performed under a permit that had been obtained by a licensed 
contractor. The work identified involved the installation of wiring and 
other regulated electrical equipment in a new multi-residential facility.  
At the time of inspection, a worker was found performing this work. 
When requested by the safety officer, the worker was not able to 
provide evidence of qualification for the type of work being  
performed in this circumstance.   

Gas CO-2016-0064 Encore Fireplaces Ltd. Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the connection of a gas  
fireplace and associated venting. The duty holder was identified  
as having been responsible for the performance of the work. No 
evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the work was 
found at the time of the investigation.

Gas CO-2016-0065 MBBS Plumbing & 
Heating Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the connection of a gas 
boiler, range and related gas piping and venting. The duty holder was 
identified as having been responsible for the performance of the work.  
No evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the work was 
found at the time of the investigation.        

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0066 Haakon Industries 
(Canada) Ltd.

Yes No permit A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
work that had been performed. The work identified involved the 
installation of two domestic hot water boilers in an existing building. 
The duty holder was identified as having been responsible for the 
performance of the work. No evidence of a boiler permit having been 
obtained for the work was found at the time of inspection.  

Gas CO-2016-0067 S.T. Gas &  
Heating Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had  
been performed. The work identified involved the connection of gas 
appliances and associated piping and venting. The duty holder was 
identified as having been responsible for the performance of the  
work. No evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the  
work was found at the time of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0068 Rahelu Plumbing & 
Heating Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the connection of a new gas 
furnace. The duty holder was identified as having been responsible  
for the performance of the work. No evidence of a gas permit having  
been obtained for the work was found at the time of the investigation.   

Electrical CO-2016-0069 Westcastle Land 
Developments Corp.

No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified a non-compliance with 
respect to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-
compliance identified was a service pole found to be in poor 
condition. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's 
notifications stipulating a deadline for compliance.
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Electrical CO-2016-0070 Sun-Rype  
Products Ltd.

No Failure to report 
an incident

Upon receipt of a report indicating that an incident had occurred,  
an incident investigation was performed. The investigation determined  
that an incident had occurred involving a regulated electrical product  
that was being worked on at the time by an employee of the duty 
holder. No evidence was found to indicate that the incident had been 
reported to BCSA within the period of time as specified.  

Gas CO-2016-0071 An Individual Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

Gas safety inspections identified non-compliances with respect to 
regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-compliances 
identified were associated with gas work performed at three separate 
locations. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's 
written and verbal notifications requesting submissions confirming 
that the non-compliances had been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0072 Mid Island  
Electric Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-compliances 
identified were associated with certain aspects of the wiring and other 
electrical equipment in a new home. The duty holder failed to respond  
to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications requesting a 
submission to confirm that the non-compliances had been corrected.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0073 Active Air  
Industries Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
work that had been performed. The work identified involved the 
replacement of relief valves on pressure vessel equipment in an 
existing building. The duty holder was identified as being responsible 
for the work found and did not possess a boiler contractor's licence 
as required for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0074 This Enforcement 
Action Is Currently 
Under Appeal

No Failure to provide 
access

This enforcement action is currently under appeal.

Gas CO-2016-0075 An Individual Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect to 
regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-compliances 
identified were associated with the venting and installation location  
of a hot water boiler in an existing building. The duty holder failed to 
respond to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications 
requesting a submission to confirm that the non-compliance had 
been corrected.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0076 New Land Mushroom 
Farm Ltd.

No Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A boiler safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect to  
installed regulated boiler equipment. The non-compliances identified 
were associated with the operation of a high pressure steam boiler in 
an existing building. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety 
officer's written notification requesting a submission to confirm that 
the non-compliances had been corrected.

Electrical CO-2016-0077 An Individual No No permit A BCSA investigation found regulated electrical work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of wiring and 
other regulated electrical equipment in an existing building. The duty 
holder was identified as having been responsible for the performance 
of the work. No evidence of an electrical permit having been obtained 
for the work was found at the time of investigation.  

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0078 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure  
vessel work that had been performed. The work identified involved 
the replacement of a relief valve on a boiler in an existing building.  
The duty holder was identified as being responsible for the work 
found and did not possess a boiler contractor's licence as required 
for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0079 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of a gas furnace in an existing building.  
The duty holder was identified as being responsible for the work 
found and did not possess a gas contractor's licence as required  
for this purpose.   
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Gas CO-2016-0080 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of two propane gas cylinders along with 
associated changes to an installed gas system in an existing building.  
The duty holder was identified as having been responsible for the 
work performed and did not possess a gas contractor's licence as 
required for this purpose.           

Gas CO-2016-0081 Skymak  
Mechanical Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed at two separate locations. The work identified involved the 
installation of gas piping and other regulated gas equipment for 
purposes of connection to various gas appliances in new homes.  
The duty holder was identified as having been responsible for the 
performance of this work. No evidence of gas permits having been 
obtained for the work was found at the time of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0082 Country Heating &  
Air Conditioning Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of gas piping  
and other regulated gas equipment for purposes of connection to 
various gas appliances in a new home. The duty holder was identified  
as having been responsible for the performance of this work.  
No evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the work  
was found at the time of the investigation.

Electrical CO-2016-0083 An Individual Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated electrical work had 
been performed. The work identified involved the installation of wiring 
and other electrical equipment for purposes of use in a new building.  
The duty holder was identified as having been responsible for the 
performance of this work. No evidence of an electrical permit having  
been obtained for the work was found at the time of the investigation.        

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0084 Redpoint Mechanical 
Services Ltd.

Yes No permit A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
work that had been performed. The work identified involved the 
installation of a potable hot water heater in an existing building.  
The duty holder was identified as having been responsible for the 
performance of the work. No evidence of a boiler permit having been 
obtained for the work was found at the time of inspection.  

Electrical CO-2016-0085 Chris's Sign  
Service Inc.

Yes No permit An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that  
had been performed. The work identified involved electrical 
modifications to an illuminated sign. The duty holder was identified  
as having been responsible for the performance of the work.  
No evidence of an electrical permit having been obtained for the  
work was found at the time of inspection.  

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0086 PM Plumbing  
and Heating Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
work that had been performed. The work identified involved the 
installation of a pool hot water boiler in an existing building. The duty 
holder was identified as being responsible for the work found and did 
not possess a boiler contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0087 Prima Plumbing Ltd. Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a new gas 
furnace in an existing home. The duty holder was identified as having 
been responsible for the performance of this work. No evidence of a  
gas permit having been obtained for the work was found at the time  
of the investigation.        

Electrical CO-2016-0088 An Individual No Use or disposal of 
uncertified 
product(s)

An electrical safety inspection found an unapproved regulated 
electrical product in use at an existing building. The electrical product 
was an illuminated sign. The duty holder was ordered to stop selling 
regulated electrical equipment unless it bears evidence of approval.  

Electrical CO-2016-0089 An Individual Yes Use of unqualified 
worker(s)

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work being 
performed under a permit that had been obtained by a licensed 
contractor. The work identified involved the installation of wiring and 
other regulated electrical equipment in a new home. At the time of 
inspection, a worker was found performing this work. When 
requested by the safety officer, the worker was not able to provide 
evidence of qualification for the type of work being performed in  
this circumstance.   
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Electrical CO-2016-0090 Victoria Amped 
Electrical Contracting  
Ltd.

Yes Use of unqualified 
worker(s)

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work being 
performed under a permit that had been obtained by a licensed 
contractor. The work identified involved the installation of wiring and 
other regulated electrical equipment in a new home. At the time of 
inspection, a worker was found performing this work. When 
requested by the safety officer, the worker was not able to provide 
evidence of qualification for the type of work being performed  
in this circumstance.   

Electrical CO-2016-0091 An Individual Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-compliances 
identified were associated with certain aspects of the wiring and other 
electrical equipment in a new home. The duty holder failed to respond  
to the safety officer's written and verbal notifications requesting a 
submission to confirm that the non-compliances had been corrected.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0092 Wedgeview Plumbing  
& Heating Ltd.

Yes No permit A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel  
work that had been performed. The work identified involved the 
installation of two hot water boilers in an existing building. The duty 
holder was identified as having been responsible for the performance 
of the work. No evidence of a boiler permit having been obtained for 
the work was found at the time of inspection.  

Gas CO-2016-0093 Coastline Sales Inc. Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of gas fireplace  
in a new home. The duty holder was identified as having been 
responsible for the performance of this work. No evidence of a gas 
permit having been obtained for the work was found at the time  
of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0094 Lazar Plumbing  
& Heating Inc.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a 
commercial hot water heater in an existing building. The duty holder 
was identified as having been responsible for the performance of this 
work. No evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the work 
was found at the time of the investigation.        

Electrical CO-2016-0095 An Individual No No valid BC 
certificate of 
qualification

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that had 
been performed. The work identified involved the installation of new 
wiring in an existing building. The individual identified as having 
performed the work was not able to provide evidence of qualification 
for the type of work performed in this circumstance.   

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0096 Lazar Plumbing  
& Heating Inc.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated boiler and pressure 
vessel work had been performed. The work identified involved the 
installation of two hot water boilers in an existing building. The duty 
holder was identified as having been responsible for the performance 
of this work. No evidence of a boiler permit having been obtained for 
the work was found at the time of the investigation.        

Electrical CO-2016-0097 An Individual Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with  
respect to regulated electrical work that had been performed.  
The non-compliances identified were associated with new wiring  
and other regulated electrical equipment installed in an existing  
home. The duty holder failed to respond to safety officer notifications 
stipulating a deadline for compliance.

Gas CO-2016-0098 Lanes Mechanical  
Systems Ltd.

Yes No permit A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of gas piping  
for purposes of connection of a mobile home. The duty holder was 
identified as having been responsible for the performance of the work.  
No evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the work was  
found at the time of inspection.  

Gas CO-2016-0099 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of a gas hot water tank in an existing home. 
The duty holder was identified as being responsible for the work 
found and did not possess a gas contractor's licence as required  
for this purpose.

(continued)
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Appendix C:  
Enforcement Actions
Table C-1: Compliance Orders

Industry  
sector

compLIance  
order no. Issued to [note 1]

duty HoLder  
Has LIcence or 
QuaLIFIcatIon  
[yes/no] category descrIptIon

Gas CO-2016-
0100-A01

21 Degrees 
Mechanical Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the connection of a gas 
boiler, water heater and range in a new home. The duty holder was 
identified as having been responsible for the performance of this 
work. No evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the  
work was found at the time of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0101 Harji's Fire Place 
Manufacturing Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a gas 
fireplace in a new home. The duty holder was identified as having 
been responsible for the performance of this work. No evidence of a 
gas permit having been obtained for the work was found at the time  
of the investigation.        

Electrical CO-2016-0102 0959943 B.C. Ltd. Yes Expired 
contractor licence

A BCSA investigation found regulated electrical work that had been 
performed. Further investigation determined that the duty holder 
identified as being responsible for this work and did not possess a 
valid electrical contractor's licence as required for this purpose.  

Gas CO-2016-0103 An Individual Yes Expired 
contractor licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of gas piping  
to a pool heater in an existing building. The duty holder was identified  
as being responsible for the work found and did not possess a valid  
gas contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0104 This Enforcement 
Action Is Currently 
Under Safety  
Manager Review

Yes No permit This enforcement action is currently under safety manager review.

Gas CO-2016-0105 Gandy  
Installations Ltd.

Yes Use of unqualified 
worker(s)

A BCSA investigation found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a new gas 
furnace in an existing home. Further investigation determined that the 
work was performed by an individual who did not possess a certificate 
of qualification for the type of work performed in this circumstance.  

Electrical CO-2016-0106 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that had 
been performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work 
identified involved the installation of new wiring and other electrical 
equipment in an existing home. The duty holder was identified as 
being responsible for the work found and did not possess an 
electrical contractor's licence as equired for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0107 Sunrise Plumbing, 
Heating & Air 
Conditioning Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had  
been performed. The work identified involved the installation of a 
commercial water heater. The duty holder was identified as having 
been responsible for the performance of this work. No evidence  
of a gas permit having been obtained for the work was found at the 
time of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0108 John Mulder  
Heating Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of two radiant  
tube heaters. The duty holder was identified as having been 
responsible for the performance of this work. No evidence of a gas 
permit having been obtained for the work was found at the time  
of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0109 Sechelt  
Fire Place Ltd.

Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a new gas 
fireplace. The duty holder was identified as having been responsible  
for the performance of this work. No evidence of a gas permit having  
been obtained for the work was found at the time of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0110 An Individual Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a new gas 
furnace, range, water heater and barbecue outlet. The duty holder 
was identified as having been responsible for the performance of this 
work. No evidence of a gas permit having been obtained for the work 
was found at the time of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0111 This Enforcement 
Action Is Currently 
Under Safety  
Manager Review

Yes No permit This enforcement action is currently under safety manager review.

(continued)
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Table C-1: Compliance Orders

Industry  
sector

compLIance  
order no. Issued to [note 1]

duty HoLder  
Has LIcence or 
QuaLIFIcatIon  
[yes/no] category descrIptIon

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0112 Energy 1  
Services Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A boiler safety inspection found regulated boiler and pressure vessel 
work that had been performed. The work identified involved the 
installation of a two hot water boilers in an existing building. The duty 
holder was identified as being responsible for the work found and did 
not possess a boiler contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0113 An Individual Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated gas work had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a new gas 
furnace, piping and venting. The duty holder was identified as having  
been responsible for the performance of this work. No evidence of a 
gas permit having been obtained for the work was found at the time 
of the investigation.        

Gas CO-2016-0114 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of a new gas furnace in an existing home.  
The duty holder was identified as being responsible for the work  
found and did not possess a gas contractor's licence as required  
for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0115 Gandy  
Installations  
Ltd.

No No contractor 
licence

A BCSA investigation found regulated electrical work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a device 
box, receptacle and connection of a new furnace in an existing home.  
The duty holder was identified as being responsible for the work 
found and did not possess an electrical contractor's licence as 
required for this purpose.

Gas CO-2016-0116 Delco  
Fireplaces Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect to 
regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-compliances 
identified were associated with installed venting for use with two new 
gas fireplaces. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety officer's 
written and verbal notifications requesting a submission to confirm  
that the non-compliance had been corrected.

Gas CO-2016-0117 Vancouver Gas 
Fireplaces Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

A gas safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to regulated gas work that had been performed. The non-
compliances identified were associated with the installation of a 
custom fabricated gas fireplace. The duty holder failed to respond to 
the safety officer's written and verbal notifications requesting a 
submission to confirm that the non-compliance had been corrected.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0118 MPV Oilfield  
Services Inc.

Yes Performing 
regulated work 
beyond scope of 
qualification

A boiler safety inspection determined that regulated work had been 
performed beyond the scope of the duty holder's qualifications.  
The work identified involved the installation of a thermal fluid heater.  
The duty holder was ordered to stop performing regulated work  
unless the work can be demonstrated to be within the scope  
of the particular qualification.

Gas CO-2016-0119 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed. The work identified involved the installation of a gas 
regulator in an existing home. The duty holder was identified as  
being responsible for the work found and did not possess a gas 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0120 50th Parallel  
Estate Inc.

No No permit An electrical safety inspection determined that an operating permit 
was required for the operation and/or maintenance of regulated 
electrical equipment in an existing building. The duty holder was 
ordered to obtain an operating permit.

Electrical CO-2016-0121 Border Mechanical  
Services Ltd.

Yes No permit An electrical safety inspection found regulated electrical work that had 
been performed. The work identified involved the installation of new 
wiring and other electrical equipment in an existing home. The duty 
holder was identified as having been responsible for the performance 
of the work. No evidence of an electrical permit having been obtained 
for the work was found at the time of inspection.  

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

CO-2016-0122 Saxon  
Mechanical  
Ltd.

Yes Performing 
regulated work 
beyond scope of 
qualification

A boiler safety inspection determined that regulated work had been 
performed beyond the scope of the duty holder's qualifications.  
The work identified involved the installation of four pressure vessels 
and associated piping in an existing building. The duty holder was 
ordered to stop performing regulated work unless the work can be 
demonstrated to be within the scope of the particular qualification.

(continued)
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Appendix C:  
Enforcement Actions
Table C-1: Compliance Orders

Industry  
sector

compLIance  
order no. Issued to [note 1]

duty HoLder  
Has LIcence or 
QuaLIFIcatIon  
[yes/no] category descrIptIon

Gas CO-2016-0123 Four Brothers 
Plumbing and 
Drainage Inc.

No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of a natural gas hot water heater in an existing 
home. The duty holder was identified as being responsible for the 
work found and did not possess a gas contractor's licence as 
required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0124 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of a natural gas fireplace, piping and venting  
in an existing home. The duty holder was identified as being 
responsible for the work found and did not possess a gas 
contractor's licence as required for this purpose.   

Gas CO-2016-0125 An Individual No No contractor 
licence

A gas safety inspection found regulated gas work that had been 
performed where a permit had not been obtained. The work identified 
involved the installation of natural gas piping in an existing home.  
The duty holder was identified as being responsible for the work  
found and did not possess a gas contractor's licence as required  
for this purpose.   

Electrical CO-2016-0126 Individuals (2) No Failure to provide 
access

An electrical safety inspection of regulated electrical equipment being 
operated on a property was required. The property owners refused  
a verbal request by the safety officer to provide access for purposes  
of performing the inspection.     

Elevating 
Devices

CO-2016-0127 Western  
Elevator Ltd.

Yes Use of unqualified 
worker(s)

An elevating device safety inspection found regulated elevating device 
work being performed under a permit that had been obtained by a 
licensed contractor. The work being performed involved testing  
of the elevator equipment and was being performed by two workers  
at the time of the inspection. Further investigation determined that 
one worker did not possess a certificate of qualification for the type of 
work being performed in this circumstance.   

Electrical CO-2016-0128 Cellar-Tek  
Supplies Ltd.

No Use or disposal of 
uncertified 
product(s)

An electrical safety inspection found unapproved regulated electrical 
products in use in an existing building. The electrical products were 
being used for the purposes of wine production at this location.  
The duty holder was identified as having supplied this equipment and 
was subsequently ordered to stop selling regulated electrical 
equipment unless it bears evidence of approval.  

Electrical CO-2016-0129 0959943 B.C. Ltd. Yes No permit A BCSA investigation determined that regulated electrical work had 
been performed. The work identified involved the installation of new 
wiring and other electrical equipment in an existing home. Further 
investigation determined that the duty holder identified as being 
responsible for this work did not obtain a permit in this circumstance.  

Electrical CO-2016-0130 Cheema  
Electric Ltd.

Yes Outstanding 
non-compliance(s)

An electrical safety inspection identified non-compliances with respect  
to installed regulated electrical equipment. The non-compliances 
identified were associated with the installation of a new electrical 
service in a new home. The duty holder failed to respond to the safety 
officer's written and verbal notifications requesting a submission to 
confirm that the non-compliances had been corrected.

(continued)
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Table C-2: Sanctions

Industry 
sector type number Issued to [note 1]

duty HoLder  
Has LIcence or 
QuaLIFIcatIon   
[yes/no] category descrIptIon

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2015-0010 An Individual Yes Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A $5,000 monetary penalty was imposed on the duty 
holder for failure to comply with a compliance order.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0001 An Individual Yes Performing regulated 
work without the 
required permission

A $1,500 monetary penalty was imposed on  
the duty holder for failure to obtain a permit for 
regulated work.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0002 Topline Sheet Metal  
& Fabrication Ltd.

Yes Performing regulated 
work without the 
required permission

A $1,000 monetary penalty was imposed on  
the duty holder for failure to obtain a permit for 
regulated work.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0003 Cool Connection 
Mechanical Ltd.

Yes Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A $2,000 monetary penalty was imposed on the duty 
holder for failure to comply with a compliance order.

Elevating 
Devices

Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0005 CLC Commercial 
Lease Consultants 
Corp. Dba RE/MAX 
Commercial 
Advantage

No Failure to comply with 
a safety order

A $15,000 monetary penalty was imposed  
on the duty holder for failure to comply with  
a safety order.

Electrical Discipline 
Order

DO-2016-0001 An Individual Yes Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A discipline order was imposed on the duty holder  
for failure to comply with a compliance order.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0008 An Individual No Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A $2,000 monetary penalty was imposed on the  
duty holder for failure to comply with a compliance 
order.

Electrical Discipline 
Order

DO-2016-0002 North American 
Forest Products Ltd.

No Failure to comply with 
a safety order

A discipline order was imposed on the duty holder  
for failure to comply with a safety order.

Elevating 
Devices

Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0004 1015603 B.C. Ltd. 
Dba Mclean Holdings

No Failure to comply with 
a safety order

A $4,000 monetary penalty was imposed on the  
duty holder for failure to comply with a safety order.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0007 An Individual Yes Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A $7,500 monetary penalty was imposed on the duty 
holder for failure to comply with a compliance order.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0010 An Individual No Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A $2,000 monetary penalty was imposed on the duty 
holder for failure to comply with a compliance order.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0017 Vagabond 
Investments Ltd.

Yes Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A $2,000 monetary penalty was imposed on the duty 
holder for failure to comply with a compliance order.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0018 An Individual Yes Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A $2,000 monetary penalty was imposed on the duty 
holder for failure to comply with a compliance order.

Electrical Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-
0014-A01

Vanpro  
Electric Ltd.

Yes Performing regulated 
work without the 
required permission

A $1,500 monetary penalty was imposed on  
the duty holder for failure to obtain a permit for 
regulated work.

Electrical Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0022 An Individual No Performing regulated 
work without the 
required permission

A $450 monetary penalty was imposed on  
the duty holder for failure to obtain a permit for 
regulated work.

Electrical Discipline 
Order

DO-2016-0004 Absolute Lumber 
Products Ltd.

No Failure to comply with 
a safety order

A discipline order was imposed on the duty holder  
for failure to comply with a safety order.

Elevating 
Devices

Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0006 Leonic  
Investments Inc.

No Failure to comply with 
a safety order

A $7,500 monetary penalty was imposed on the  
duty holder for failure to comply with a safety order.

Gas Monetary 
Penalty

MP-2016-0021 An Individual No Failure to comply with 
a compliance order

A $2,000 monetary penalty was imposed on the duty 
holder for failure to comply with a compliance order.

A sanction is an administrative penalty levied by a safety manager to correct non-compliant behaviour.  The following 
sanctions were imposed by BCSA in 2016.  

Note 1:  BCSA is subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Provincial legislation restricts the information that may be published  
 with respect to individuals.  Accordingly, BCSA may provide descriptions of enforcement actions taken but may not identify individuals by name.
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Appendix D:  
Stakeholder Engagement
Table D1: Working Groups – Technology Advisory Committees

Issue type Issue Industry sector status

Regulatory improvement Electrical Field Safety Representatives Electrical Converted into Advisory Panel

Regulatory Improvement Gas Safety Regulation review Gas Closed

Regulatory Improvement Review of maintenance, operation and 
administration requirements for small gas 
distribution systems

Gas Complete

Technical Safety Wood-framed Building Shrinkage Causing 
Damage to Pipes

Gas In formation

Service Delivery Education (Subcommittee) Boiler Closed

Service Delivery Course Approvals Boiler Converted into Advisory Panel

Regulatory Improvement Power Engineers, Boiler, Pressure Vessel 
and Refrigeration Safety Regulation review

Boiler Inactive

Technical Safety Quality Control Manuals for Refrigeration 
Contractors Using Steel Piping

Boiler Inactive

Technical Safety Private Residences Elevating Devices Elevating Devices Closed

Regulatory Improvement Review of CSA B44 code Elevating Devices Converted into Advisory Panel

Technical Safety Mitigating Risks for Aging Ropeways in BC Passenger Ropeways Converted into Advisory Panel

Technical Safety Certification of Passenger Ropeway 
Maintenance Personnel

Passenger Ropeways Converted into Advisory Panel

Service Delivery Governance of Technology Advisory 
Committees

All Active

Table D2: Issue-Specific Consultations by Technology

Issue type Issue Industry sector status

Regulatory Improvement International Labour Mobility for Power 
Engineers

Boilers, Pressure Vessels,  
Refrigeration

Complete

Regulatory Improvement Principles of Certification All Complete

Service Delivery Improving Safety Program Sustainability 
Through Fee Increases

Amusement Devices Complete

Service Delivery Improving Safety Program Sustainability 
Through Fee Increases and Fee Structure 
Changes

Passenger Ropeways Complete

Service Delivery Improving Safety Program Sustainability 
Through Fee Increases and Fee Structure 
Changes

Alternative Safety Approaches Complete

Regulatory Improvement Power Engineering Phase II: International 
Labour Mobility and Certification Renewal 
for Power Engineers; Plant Registration

Boilers, Pressure Vessels,  
Refrigeration

Complete
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Table D3: Associations / National Codes and Standards Committees

Industry sector assocIatIons / natIonaL codes and standards commIttees

Amusement Devices •	 	ASTM	F24	–	Standards	Development	for	Amusement	Rides/Devices	(F2783	Standard	
Practice for Canada Co-Chair)

•	 NAARSO	(National	Association	of	Amusement	Ride	Safety	Officials)

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration •	 International	Pressure	Equipment	Integrity	Association	(IPEIA)
•	 Association	of	Chief	Inspectors	Technical	Committee	(ACI	TC)
•	 Association	of	Chief	Inspectors	annual	meeting	(ACI)	(Chair)
•	 CSA	B51	Code	Technical	Committee
•	 CSA	B52	Code	Technical	Committee
•	 ASME	Conference	Committee
•	 National	Board	of	Boiler	and	Pressure	Vessel	Inspectors
•	 Standardization	of	Power	Engineers	Examination	Committee	(SOPEEC)

Electrical •	 Committee	on	Canadian	Electrical	Code	Part	I	–	CSA
•	 Regulatory	Authority	Committee	–	Part	1	-	CSA
•	 CSA	Part	I,	Section	38	Subcommittee
•	 CSA	Part	I,	Section	70	Subcommittee
•	 CSA	Part	I,	Section	72	Subcommittee
•	 CSA	Part	I,	Section	74	Subcommittee
•	 CACES	Subcommittee	on	the	SPE-1000
•	 ULC	Advisory	Council
•	 	UL	Standards	Technical	Panel	2200,	Stationary	Engine	Generator	Assemblies
•	 	UL	2577	Ed.	1	-	Suspended	Ceiling	Grid	Low	Voltage	Systems	and	Equipment
•	 UL	1088	Ed.	7	(Proposed)	-	Proposed	Edition	-	UL	1088	Ed.	7
•	 TC1088,	addressing	Temporary	Lighting	Strings	(UL	1088/ULC	1088).	
•	 Canadian	Advisory	Council	on	Electrical	Safety	(CACES)
•	 International	Association	of	Electrical	Inspectors	(IAEI)
•	 BC	Electrical	Association	(Member,	Board	of	Directors)

Elevating Devices •	 CSA	B355	Lifts	for	Persons	with	Physical	Disabilities	Safety	Code
•	 CSA	Z185	Safety	Code	for	Personnel	Hoists
•	 CSA	B44/A17	Elevator	Safety	Code	
•	 Association	of	Provincial	Chief	Elevator	Inspectors
•	 APEGBC	Building	Codes	Committee
•	 ASME	A17	Standards	Committee	for	Elevators	and	Escalators
•	 National	Association	of	Elevator	Safety	Authorities	(NAESA)

Gas •	 CSA	B149.1	Code	Committee
•	 CSA	B149.2	Code	Committee
•	 CSA	B149.3	Code	Committee
•	 CSA	B149.5	Code	Committee
•	 CSA	B149.6	Code	Committee
•	 CSA	B109	Code	Committee
•	 Interprovincial	Gas	Advisory	Council

Passenger Ropeways •	 CAN/CSA	Z98	Technical	Committee	(Vice	Chair)
•	 Canada	West	Ski	Areas	Association
•	 	International	Meeting	of	Technical	Supervisors	in	Ropeway	Engineering	(ITTAB)

Railways •	 	Advisory	Council	on	Railway	Safety	(Canada	-	National	Provincial	Representative)
•	 Western	Provincial	Railway	Safety	Committee	(Co-chair)	
•	 Federal/Provincial	Working	Group	on	Railway	Safety	(Canada)
•	 BC	Provincial	Committee	on	Rail	Safety	Public	Outreach	(Co-chair)

General •	 BC	Common	Ground	Alliance	(Board	of	Directors)
•	 Institute	of	Public	Administration	Canada	(Board	member)
•	 BC	Policy	Community	of	Practice	(Executive	member)
•	 Inter-agency	Emergency	Preparedness	Council
•	 Inter-agency	Compliance	and	Enforcement	Committee
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Appendix E:  
Client Education 
Table E1: Education Activity Descriptions

type descrIptIons

Tech Talk Presentations and supporting documents that educate client groups about specific technical risks and issues.

Online Forum A live webinar hosted using web conferencing software and featuring technical content.

Open House/Barbecue A casual networking event featuring information booths, opportunities to connect with BCSA safety officers and client service representatives.

Wake Up & Learn A networking and learning event hosted in the morning and featuring a full breakfast. 

Table E3: Multi-technology Education Events Conducted in 2016

tItLe / topIc # partIcIpants

Open House & Barbecues (various locations) 461

Total 461

Table E2: Program Activity Definitions

type deFInItIon

Direct Reach  The number of clients, their employees, or members of the public reached directly by members of BCSA through targeted program activities 
(e.g., Tech Talks, conferences, forums, panels or other outreach events).

Activities  All forms of outreach used in support of education programs, including face-to-face, print media and online (e.g., Tech Talk sessions, print 
ads in targeted publications, web ads).

New Development Number of new program deliverables developed (e.g., new Tech Talks, new program materials).

Media Number of media resources developed (e.g., videos, online games, radio commercials, etc.).

Collaborations Number of industry groups that collaborated with BCSA to deliver education programs (e.g., CPA on the propane decals for 20 lb cylinders).
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Table E4: Formal Client Education in 2016

Industry sector tItLe / topIc descrIptIon

Electrical 2015 Electrical Code Changes This Tech Talk guides participants through key changes in the 2015 BC Electrical Code. Reviewed 
section by section, the talk highlights changes from CSA and BC Amendments. The presentation  
is offered in three formats: eight-hour full-day training, an online course or a free video series. 

2015 Gas Code Changes This Tech Talk takes participants through key changes in the 2015 BC Gas Code. The changes  
are reviewed section by section and explore both code interpretation and impact on end users.  
The presentation is offered in three formats: a three-hour live training, an online course,  
or a free video series.

Manufactured Homes and RVs This talk is oriented toward professionals (i.e., real estate agents) who deal with the disposal and sale 
of these homes, and electricians and electrical contractors who work on manufactured homes. Topics 
include applicable regulations and directives, the seller’s responsibilities in the transaction, the process 
for obtaining BCSA approval for wiring, and requirements and processes for equipment labels.

Generators This talk covers codes and regulations that apply to installation, maintenance and testing of generator 
systems, and other general requirements for these systems. Specific topics include loading and sizing, 
transfer switches, grounding and bonding, and applicable wiring methods.

Barn Wiring This talk reviews farm building classifications, barn wiring methods, grounding and bonding 
considerations, and bio security.

Electrical Operating Permits and the 
Field Safety Representative

This talk provides an overview of the electrical operating permit requirements, benefits to owners  
and field service representatives (FSR), and roles and responsibilities of the FSR related to this type  
of permit. 

Low Voltage Services 1 This talk provides an overview of services and feeders, load calculations, service requirements  
and wiring requirements related to low-voltage services.

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, 
Refrigeration

BPV Contractor Licensing This talk provides an overview of the types of boiler and pressure vessel (BPV) contractor licence 
categories, regulated equipment, and roles and responsibilities of BPV contractor licence holders.

Gas Introduction to BCSA This talk is designed to provide an overview of BCSA for four-year gas fitter students. Specific topics 
include the role of the safety officer, expectations of gas professionals and the Resource Allocation 
Program.

Plastic Venting This talk provides further information in regards to gas appliances approved with special venting 
systems using plastic materials.

Fairs & Festivals / Food Carts This talk focuses on permitting and inspection requirements for mobile food carts at fairs and festivals.

Corrugated Steel Tubing This talk reviews key information related to corrugated steel piping including protection, sizing,  
and meter support required.

New Gas Fitters & Contractors Topics vary for this forum.

Ask a Gas Safety Officer Wake Up & 
Learn

In this course we review 2015 gas publications and discuss common questions asked to gas safety 
officers. Time is also spent reviewing common non-compliances in the gas industry.

Carbon Monoxide Awareness and 
Prevention

This webinar reviews what carbon monoxide is, what the common dangers of carbon monoxide are, 
and how to prevent carbon monoxide poisoning.
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Appendix F:  
Communications and Media Relations

Table F1: Media Relations Actions

date oF actIon topIc actIon Industry sector synopsIs

January 13 BCSA releases 2016-2018 
Business Plan

Media release All BCSA released its 2016-2018 Business Plan, outlining  
its goals for the next three years and defining how it will 
measure success.

January 28 BCSA notifies 14 building 
owners of potential fines  
and elevator shutdowns

Media release Elevating Devices BCSA notified 14 building owners in BC that they will face 
a $15,000 fine and have their potentially unsafe elevators 
shut down if they do not comply with provincial safety 
requirements that have been in place since 2010. 

January 28 Operating permits for 
propane tanks

Media response Boilers, Pressure 
Vessels, Refrigeration/
Gas

BCSA responded and provided clarification to media 
inquiries (Williams Lake Tribune, MyCaribooNow and  
Global BC) regarding operating permits for propane tanks.

February 17 Ski safety Media response Passenger Ropeways BCSA responded to a request from Nanaimo News 
Bulletin for information about its role in passenger 
ropeways safety. 

March 2 Westminster Pier Park 
elevator

Media response Elevating Devices BCSA responded to and updated the New West Record 
regarding an elevator unit at Westminster Pier Park.

March 4 TransLink Media response Railways BCSA responded to a CKNW request for information  
about how much money TransLink had spent on oversight 
activities such as permits and assessments.

March 14 Trump Tower worker issues Media response Elevating Devices BCSA responded to a media inquiry from CBC  
regarding worker issues at Trump Tower in Vancouver.

March 15 Crash Crawly’s playground 
equipment

Media response Amusement Devices BCSA responded to a media inquiry from CBC  
regarding playground equipment at Crash Crawly’s.

March 29 Restoring power to building  
in Victoria 

Media response Electrical BCSA responded to a media inquiry from Times Colonist 
regarding restoring power to a burnt-out building in Victoria.

April 1 Dangers of hiring unqualified 
contractors

Article Electrical/Gas An article submitted by BCSA was published in  
Canadian Property Management Magazine BC, Vol. 23.

April 14 Transport Canada’s high-risk 
railway crossings

Media Response Railways BCSA responded to an inquiry from BCIT's Evolution  
107-9 news regarding Transport Canada’s list of high-risk 
railway crossings.

April 15 BC Safety Authority 
welcomes new members  
to Board of Directors

Media release Corporate BCSA announced new members to its Board of Directors.

April 20 BC Safety Authority promotes 
safe digging

Media release Gas BCSA issued a media release with safety tips regarding 
digging around underground installations.

April 25 BC Safety Authority promotes 
Railway Safety Week

Media release Railways BCSA supported public education on railway safety 
through a news release and tweets.

April 27 Propane tank owners 
reminded to obtain an 
operating permit

Media release Boilers, Pressure 
Vessels, Refrigeration/
Gas

BCSA provided reminders regarding the requirement  
for propane tank owners to obtain a permit.

May 6 BC Safety Authority releases 
2015 State of Safety Report

Media release All BCSA released its 2015 State of Safety Report  
which detailed its work in understanding and managing 
safety risks. 

May 19 Summer safety tips for 
campers and grillers!

Media release Gas BCSA provided gas safety tips ahead of the camping  
and barbecue season.

May 27 Out-of-service elevator Media response Elevating Devices BCSA provided information in response to an  
inquiry from CKYE Red FM in Surrey regarding an  
out-of-service elevator.

June 13 Power posts shutdown  
at Gyro Park

Media response Electrical BCSA responded to an inquiry from the Penticton Herald 
regarding power supply posts and electrical safety.

June 14 Safety issues at the  
Airport Inn Lakeside

Media response Electrical BCSA responded to an inquiry from Global Okanagan 
News regarding safety issues at the Airport Inn Lakeside.

June 20 Why hiring a licensed 
contractor will protect your 
home and business

Media release All BCSA issued a media release advising the need to  
hire licensed contractors as part of BCSA’s enforcement 
targeted advertising campaign.Targeted advertising

June 20 Six safety tips for summer Media release All BCSA issued a media release with summer safety tips, as 
part of BCSA’s targeted advertising enforcement campaign.
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Table F1: Media Relations Actions

date oF actIon topIc actIon Industry sector synopsIs

June 23 BCSA increases compliance 
and enforcement activities  
in 2016

Media release All BCSA issued a media release with information on 
compliance and enforcement activities in 2016 that 
underscored the need for compliance.

June 27 Celebrating Canada Day? 
Remember to stay safe  
from carbon monoxide!

Media release Gas BCSA issued a media release on how to manage  
carbon monoxide risks in the summer months.

June 28 Commuter rail public  
safety campaign

Media response Railways BCSA responded to an inquiry from News 1130  
regarding BCSA’s commuter rail public safety campaigns, 
following LA Metro’s ads.

July 12 Airport Lakeside Inn Media response Electrical BCSA responded to a follow-up inquiry from  
Global Okanagan on enforcement actions.

July 19 Train derailment Media response Railways BCSA responded and provided clarification to a media 
inquiry from CTV Vancouver regarding a train derailment  
not in BCSA’s jurisdiction.

July 21 Is there an elevator crisis in 
Canada?

Media response Elevating Devices BCSA responded and provided clarification to a media 
inquiry from AM 1150 regarding concerns about elevator 
safety in Canada.

July 30 How the ASA regulation in 
B.C. can help the Oil & Gas 
sector harmonize safety 
codes and standards

Article Alternative Safety 
Approaches

BCSA provided an article to the BC Oil & Gas Report 
entitled, “How the ASA regulation in B.C. can help the  
Oil & Gas sector harmonize safety codes and standards.Targeted advertising

August 3 BC elevator failures Media response Elevating Devices BCSA responded and provided clarification to a media 
inquiry from Black Press requesting information following  
a Canadian Press investigation indicating an increasing 
number of elevator failures.

August 9 and 11 Safety record for waterparks Media response Amusement Devices BCSA responded to media inquiries from CTV Vancouver 
and the Globe & Mail regarding waterslide safety in BC 
following a fatal waterslide incident in Kansas, USA.

August 18 Safety standards for 
amusement rides

Media response Amusement Devices BCSA responded and provided clarification to a follow-up 
question from CTV Vancouver regarding BC’s safety 
standards for amusement rides in comparison to American 
standards following a number of incidents in the USA.

September 1 Railyard safety Media response Railways BCSA responded and provided clarification to a media 
inquiry from CBC Daybreak North regarding trespassing 
prevention following two fatal incidents in railyards.

September 29 If you’re operating gas 
appliances in your home,  
you need to be in the know 
about CO

Media release Gas BCSA promoted public awareness of the danger of  
carbon monoxide poisoning and the importance of having 
gas-fired appliances maintained in preparation for the fall 
and winter seasons, in conjunction with a month-long  
safety ad campaign.

Targeted advertising

October 11 BC Safety Authority promotes 
Fire Prevention Week

Media release Electrical BCSA promoted public awareness of electrical fire  
hazards in the home, in support of Fire Prevention Week.

November 7 BC Safety Authority reminds 
skiers and boarders to stay 
safe this winter

Media release Passenger Ropeways BCSA promoted safe riding practices on chairlifts  
in advance of the winter sports season.

November 25 Renewal of elevator 
mechanic-in-training 
certificates

Media response Elevating Devices BCSA responded and provided clarification to a media 
inquiry from the Vancouver Sun / Province regarding 
individuals holding expired mechanic-in-training  
certificates being prevented from working.

December 7 Put your best foot forward: 
Stay safe on elevators and 
escalators this holiday season

Media release Elevating Devices BCSA promoted public awareness of how to safely ride 
escalators and elevators. 

December 7 Chairlift safety Interview Passenger Ropeways BCSA granted CTV a request for an interview  
to promote chairlift safety, following a fall from carrier 
incident at Whistler.

(continued)
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Appendix G: Regulatory Instruments  
and Amendments 
BC Safety Authority (BCSA) uses regulatory instruments to assist with the administration of the Safety Standards Act  
and the Railway Safety Act. 

•  Safety orders are issued to prevent or reduce the risk of personal injury or damage to property. Compliance is mandatory.

•  Directives are instruments that clarify or provide an interpretation of a regulation or code. Compliance is mandatory.

• Information bulletins provide helpful information and clarification on existing regulations or codes.

Table G-1 provides details regarding the safety orders, directives and information bulletins issued by BCSA from January 1  
to September 30, 2016. Regulatory amendments are also included in this listing.

Table G-1: Listing of Regulatory Instruments and Amendments

Industry 
sector

Instrument 
type Issue date document no. tItLe descrIptIon

Electrical Safety Order 18-Nov-2016 SO-EL-2016-01 Safe Work Practices and 
Compliance Plan Requirements for 
Working on Energized Electrical 
Equipment Issued to Iberdrola 
Energy Projects Canada Corp

This safety order was issued in relation to regulated  
electrical work being performed at both the 2500 and  
3000 Tachie Road, Fort St. James, BC site, and the  
1001 Houston Street, Merritt, BC site. The order will remain 
in place until such time as a compliance plan is effectively 
implemented regarding safe work practices of regulated 
electrical work and equipment.

Gas Safety Order 29-Jul-2016 SO-GA 2016-01 Service and Maintenance  
of Aerco Benchmark Boilers

This safety order was issued to owners of select models  
of AERCO Benchmark specific gas fired hot water boilers 
discontinued in 2012-2013. The order outlines specific 
requirements for updates, maintenance, operating, repair 
and servicing of these boilers. 

Railway Safety Order 20-Jun-2016 R2016-06-20 Pursuant to Transport Canada 
Order MO 16-02 Revision of 
Canadian Rail Operating Rules 
(CROR) Removal of Rules 103 (d) 
and 103.1 (e)

This safety order was issued to Southern Railway of  
British Columbia, Southern Railway Vancouver Island, BCR 
Properties Ltd. and West Coast Express. It outlines that 
railways must maintain an instruction stating that a train may 
not stop in a manner that activates the warning system of a 
public grade other than for the purpose of crossing it or 
block a public crossing for more than five minutes. 

Railway Safety Order 21-Jun-2016 R2016-06-21 Pursuant to Transport Canada 
Order MO 16-01 Suspension of 
Canadian Rail Operating Rule 
(CROR) 862.1

This safety order was issued to BCR Properties Ltd in 
response to incidents that could have resulted in serious 
injury. This safety order restricts the railway from using Track 
Occupancy Permits as a way to allow supervisors to put 
themselves on a track in the path of an oncoming train. 

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-EL 2016-01 BC Electrical Code Section 26 
(Installation of Electrical Equipment)

This directive addresses panelboard, receptacle and  
arc-fault circuit interrupter installation for dwelling units  
and interprets location and spacing requirements.

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-EL 2016-02 BC Electrical Code Section 2 
General Rules

This directive addresses disconnection and interprets Rule 
2-304 Disconnection as meaning that electrical work may 
only be carried out in a de-energized state, unless it can be 
demonstrated that the task to be performed is not possible 
in a de-energized state.

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-EL 2016-03 BCEC	Section	76	–	 
Temporary Wiring

This directive addresses temporary wiring installations and 
interprets the requirements for ground fault circuit interrupter 
protection of Canadian Standards Association configuration 
5-15R or 5-20R receptacles installed specifically to provide 
temporary power.

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-EL 2016-04 BC Electrical Code Section 4 - 
Conductors

This directive addresses the sizing, ampacity and installation 
of conductors, and specifically service conductors, for single 
dwellings and feeder conductors that supply single dwelling 
units of row housing or apartment and similar buildings.

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-EL 2016-05 BC Electrical Code Section 6 - 
Services and Service Equipment 

This directive addresses the location of consumer’s  
service conductors and equipment and the use of joints  
in consumer’s service neutral conductors.

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-EL 2016-06 Determining Minimum Service or 
Feeder Conductor Size for Single 
Dwellings and Single Dwelling 
Units of Row Housing or 
Apartment and Similar Buildings

This directive interprets the meaning of “calculated load”  
and “service or feeder rating” for using a table to size  
service and feeder conductors supplying single dwelling  
units in apartments, row housing, and similar buildings. 
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Industry 
sector

Instrument 
type Issue date document no. tItLe descrIptIon

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-EL 2016-07 BC Electrical Code Section 14 - 
Protection and Control

This directive addresses the location and grouping of 
protective and control devices and interprets the meaning  
of requirements that they be readily accessible.

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-E3 040722
Revision 1
Rescinded

Qualified Persons Working Under 
an Electrical Installation Permit 
Issued to a Homeowner

This directive has been rescinded.This directive clarified  
that homeowners may have qualified individuals help them 
perform electrical work provided these individuals are not 
paid to assist the homeowner. Individuals being paid to  
work must be licensed and permitted by BCSA.

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-E3 060509 2
Revision 1

Supervision Requirements Under 
Electrical Installation Permits

This directive clarifies supervision ratios that apply to 
regulated work performed under electrical installation permits.

Electrical Directive 29-Feb-2016 D-E3 070115 1
Revision 4

Incident Reporting Requirements 
with Respect to Electrical 
Technology

This directive clarifies obligations for reporting incidents. 
Asset owners and other duty holders are required to report 
incidents to BCSA within 24 hours of occurrence. Incidents 
are defined as events involving regulated technology that 
result in or are likely to result in injury, death, or property or 
equipment damage.

Gas Directive 4-Jan-2016 D-GA 2015-03 
Revision 1

Gas Contractor Responsibilities 
Gas Notification Requirements  
for Completion, Installation or 
Alteration

This directive clarifies that permit holders or their 
representatives (gas fitters) must notify BCSA and submit  
a request for inspection upon completion of each phase  
of a gas system, prior to the system being placed  
in service or within 120 days of the permit issue date  
or last assessment request. 

Gas Directive 9-Feb-2016 D-G5 070628 5 
Revision 4

Plastic Venting This directive confirms the existing code provisions, which 
require the use of ULC S636 certified plastic venting, and 
allows existing venting to be used with new appliances in 
specified circumstances.

Gas Directive 7-Nov-2016 D-GA 2012-03
Revision: 01

Gas Directive: Propane  
Regulator Installation

This directive is intended to ensure that propane regulators  
are not subjected to potentially hazardous propane liquid.  
It clarifies that propane regulators must be installed above  
the maximum liquid level of the supply container(s), and have 
the supply connection oriented to allow for any liquid to drain 
back to the container. 

Gas Directive 7-Nov-2016 D-GA 2012-05
Revision: 01

Gas Directive: Propane Regulator 
Operational Requirements

This directive clarifies operational and installation  
requirements for regulators on propane installations to be  
in compliance with the current edition of the Natural Gas  
and Propane Installation Code. This directive does not apply 
to systems installed under the standard for propane for 
recreational vehicles.

Gas Directive 7-Nov-2016 D-G5 071106 7
Revision: 01

Outdoor Gas Connector  
and Hose Requirements

This directive clarifies the requirements of the Natural Gas 
and Propane Installation Code for the installation of 
connectors and hoses approved for outdoor use.  
The directive specifies connectors and hoses certified to 
CSA Standards shall be used to connect outdoor gas 
appliances and outdoor portable appliances.

Gas Directive 7-Nov-2016 D-G5 070103 1
Revision: 01

Internal Combustion Engines, 
Turbines, and Other Prime Movers

This directive specifies which portions of an internal 
combustion engine, turbine or other prime mover installation 
are within the jurisdiction of the Gas Safety Regulation and 
the installation codes to which they must conform.

Gas Directive 7-Nov-2016 D-G5 070628 5
Revision: 05

Gas Directive Plastic Venting This directive confirms the existing code provisions that 
require the use of ULC S636 certified plastic venting, and 
allows existing venting to be used with new appliances in 
specified circumstances.

Gas Directive 7-Nov-2016 D-G5 071030 6
Revision: 01

Vent and Chimney Sizing This directive addresses vent sizing requirements for Category 
I appliances installed in locations where the outdoor design 
temperatures in the BC Building Code are -10°C or lower. For 
locations where an outdoor design temperature is not listed in 
the BC Building Code, the outdoor design temperature of the 
closet location should be used.

Gas Directive 7-Nov-2016 D-GA 2012-01
Revision: 02

Replacement Appliance  
Permit Decals

This directive informs licensed gas contractors of an 
alternative to individual installation permits for like-for-like 
replacement of the following types of gas appliances located 
in residential occupancies, including detached housing, 
duplexes, condominiums, and townhouses: 1) hot water 
heaters with an input of 50,000 Btu/hr or less; 2) dryers;  
3) ranges; 4) range tops; 5) wall ovens; and, 6) barbecues.

(continued)
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and Amendments 

Table G-1: Listing of Regulatory Instruments and Amendments

Industry 
sector

Instrument 
type Issue date document no. tItLe descrIptIon

Gas Directive 7-Nov-2016 D-G5 070215 3
Revision: 01

Requirements for Vented and 
Ventless Construction/Temporary 
Heaters

This directive clarifies requirements for temporary heaters 
and the qualifications required to install or commission the 
different models of these types of heaters.

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-G5 091104 5
Revision: 01

Responsibilities of Building  
Owners and Gas Contractors

This directive clarifies the duties of owners of commercial and 
industrial buildings and licensed gas contractors to service 
gas appliances with inputs between 221 kW and 1500 kW, 
and to retain records of service. Gas contractors must 
provide documentation to the safety manager, and rental 
premise owners must post a permanent notice explaining  
the safe operation of installed gas appliances.

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-G5 050728 1 
Revision: 02

Hydrogen Regulation Under the 
Gas Safety Regulation and Power 
Engineers, Boiler, Pressure Vessel 
and Refrigeration Safety 
Regulation

This directive clarifies that storage and utilization of hydrogen 
in industrial processing and production applications are 
regulated under the Power Engineers, Boiler, Pressure  
Vessel and Refrigeration Safety Regulation. Applications 
where hydrogen is being generated, stored or used as a  
fuel for fuel cells or internal combustion engines, hydrogen 
equipment and associated support systems are regulated 
under the Gas Safety Regulation.

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-G5 051206 5 
Revision: 02

Gas-Fired Pottery Kilns This directive sets out the terms and conditions for pottery 
kiln installation permits to ensure safe installation and 
operation. The Natural Gas and Propane Installation Code 
does not contain requirements for pottery kilns. 

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-G5 051206 6
Revision: 02

Guidelines for Temporary  
Propane Installations

This directive establishes requirements to reduce hazards  
to public safety that must be implemented for all temporary 
propane installations at locations including tradeshows,  
sales displays, fairs, exhibitions and movie sets.

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-G5 071121 8 
Revision: 01

Requirements for a  
Gas Appliance in a Bedroom

This directive clarifies the requirements for gas  
appliances installed in bedrooms where the appliance  
can be controlled remotely. 

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-G5 070330 4
Revision: 02

Terms and Conditions for a  
Gas Utility Operating Permit

This directive specifies the terms and conditions for safety 
management programs attached to gas utility operating 
permits, including underground gas distribution systems. 

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-G5 081117 1
Revision: 01

Gas Appliances in Mobile Homes This directive clarifies the requirements for gas appliances 
installed in mobile homes. When mobile homes or recreational 
vehicles are converted into permanently fixed dwellings or 
structures, all applicable requirements of the national code 
must be met and appliances must be installed in accordance 
with the manufacturer’s certified installation instructions.

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-G5 101230 1
Revision: 01

Gas Directive: Truck-to-Truck 
Transfer of Propane

This directive details the approval process for truck-to-truck 
transfers of propane for purposes other than emergencies. 
Such transfers shall only be carried out at a filling plant, in 
accordance with an operating procedure accepted by the 
safety manager.

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-GA 2012-02
Revision: 01

Gas Directive: Requirements for 
Connection of Fuel Supply to 
Mobile and Manufactured 
Housing, and Recreational 
Vehicles

This directive clarifies the permitting and qualification 
requirements for gas supply connections to mobile housing 
units and recreational vehicles and sets out applicable 
standards for compliance, depending on label, certification,  
or use as temporary accommodation.

Gas Directive 28-Nov-2016 D-GA 2013-01
Revision: 01

Gas Directive: Requirements  
for Installation of Gas Meters on 
Customer-owned Piping Systems

This directive clarifies requirements for approval to use  
gas meters installed on customer-owned piping systems. 

Gas Directive 30-Dec-2016 D-G5 051201 2
Revision: 05

Approved Certification Marks  
for Gas Appliances

This directive specifies the certification and approval marks 
that are acceptable in BC. Gas appliances must not be 
installed in BC unless they bear either a certification mark  
of an approved certification agency or an approval mark 
issued by BCSA. 

Gas Directive 30-Dec-2016 D-GA 2014-01
Revision: 01

Safety Standards Act and Gas 
Regulation - Liquid Natural Gas 
Dispensing Site Requirements

This directive provides the requirements that must be 
followed prior to a LNG-dispensing site being installed. It also 
specifies requirements that must be met once BCSA has 
accepted the design submission for a LNG-dispensing site.

(continued)
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Gas Directive 30-Dec-2016 D-GA 2014-03
Revision: 01

Compressed Natural Gas  
Fuelling Site Requirements

This directive clarifies requirements for compressed natural 
gas dispensing equipment installations and operation.  
Prior to installation of these fuelling stations, the owner or 
representative must apply for a design registration to have  
the equipment and site design accepted before installation 
work commences.

Gas Directive 30-Dec-2016 D-GA 2014-04
Revision: 01

Appliance Air Intake Clearance 
from Regulator / Over-Pressure 
Relief Device Vent Outlet

This directive defines minimum clearance requirements for 
appliance air supply inlets (combustion air) in order to resolve 
installation-related conflicts in the province.

Gas Directive 30-Dec-2016 D-GA 2014-05
Revision: 02

Obsolete / Replacement -  
Gas Appliance Parts / 
Components

This directive addresses the installer’s responsibility to ensure 
that replacement parts do not alter any gas appliance 
beyond what is permitted in section 68 of the Safety 
Standards Act and that the appliance meets the original 
certification standard after repair.

Gas Directive 30-Dec-2016 D-GA 2015-01
Revision: 01

Custom-Built Gas Fire  
Displays and Uncertified  
Outdoor Fireplaces

This directive clarifies when a design registration is required 
for custom gas fire displays, fire pits, fire bowls and 
uncertified outdoor fireplaces. Gas appliances must not be 
installed in BC unless they bear either a certification mark of 
an approved certification agency or an approval mark issued 
by BCSA.

Gas Directive 30-Dec-2016 D-GA 2015-02
Revision: 01

Utilization of Gas Appliances  
in Show Rooms

This directive defines permitting requirements for installing  
and replacing gas appliances used for display purposes  
in a showroom.

Gas Directive 30-Dec-2016 D-GA-2015-04
Revision: 01

Filling of Propane Cylinders at 
Card/Key Lock Only Locations

This directive clarifies the requirements for propane 
dispensing at card/key lock only locations and directs that 
cylinder filling is not permitted at automotive card/key lock 
only installations.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration/ 
Gas

Directive 25-Oct-2016 D-BP/
GA-2016-01

Personnel Inspection and 
Maintenance Certification 
Requirements for Propane  
Storage Tanks

This directive clarifies requirements for inspection, training 
records, routine maintenance, service, propane transfer, and 
repair applicable to the performance of regulated work with 
respect to propane storage tanks.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration/ 
Gas

Directive 12-Sep-2016 D-BP-2016-01 Propane Storage Tank Pressure 
Relief Valve Servicing and 
Inspection Intervals

This directive sets out the implementation timelines for visual 
inspection and servicing intervals for pressure relief valves 
installed on propane storage tanks placed into operation 
prior to January 1, 2017. Owners must establish a visual 
inspection and servicing program for a propane tank that is 
required to have an operating permit.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration/
Gas

Directive 25-Oct-2016 D-BP-2016-02 Propane Storage Tanks with a 
Maximum Allowable Working 
Pressure of 200 psig

This directive sets out requirements that propane storage 
tanks manufactured with a maximum allowable operating 
pressure of 200 psig (1380 kPa) must be inspected by a 
qualified and competent person and verified to be safe for 
continued operation, and must have a pressure relief valve. 

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL-2016-01 Guidelines for Determining 
Hazardous Area Classifications

The bulletin provides guidance on the identification, 
documentation and mitigation of combustion hazards in 
facilities where hazardous concentrations of combustible 
gas, vapours or dust may be encountered.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL-2016-02 High-voltage Installations The bulletin provides guidance on the interpretation and 
application of high-voltage installations operating, or designed 
to operate, in excess of 750V. The bulletin excludes utilities 
exempt from the Electrical Safety Regulation and work done 
on behalf of a utility or within the scope of the exemption. 

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL-2016-03 Temporary and Permanent 
Services for Construction Power

The bulletin provides guidance on the application of rules  
for temporary wiring installations for buildings under 
construction or demolition. The bulletin includes 
WorkSafeBC’s Assured Grounding Program, temporary 
construction operating permit requirements, temporary 
construction services, and permanent services and wiring  
for buildings under construction. 

(continued)
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Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL 2016-05 Section	2	–	General	Rules The bulletin provides clarifications on the code definition of 
“qualified person”, plans and specifications, use of approved 
equipment, electrical equipment ratings, ventilation, electrical 
maintenance, adequate working space, flame-spread 
requirements for electric wire and cable, and protection  
for electrical workers.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL 2016-06 Section	4	–	Conductors The bulletin provides guidance on requirements related  
to the ampacity of underground conductors, residential 
installations, and sizing of neutral conductors.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL 2016-07 Determining Minimum Service or 
Feeder Conductor Size for Single 
Dwellings and Single Dwelling 
Units of Row Housing or 
Apartment and Similar Buildings

The bulletin provides guidance on the application of  
code rules for determining the size of service and feeder 
conductors.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL 2016-08
Rescinded

Homeowner	Permit	–	 
Scope of Work

This bulletin has been rescinded. The bulletin clarified the 
rights of homeowners to when they may or may not perform 
regulated work on their own homes.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL 2015-03
Revision 1

Operating Permits The bulletin supplements Directive No: D-E3 070801 7 by 
explaining requirements and obligations related to electrical 
operating permits issued by BCSA. These explanations refer 
to operation and maintenance of electrical equipment.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 IB-EL 2012-03
Revision 1

Services and Service Equipment The bulletin provides guidance on the application of rules 
pertaining to services and service equipment. It includes 
services where a service mast is used, location of 
consumer’s service equipment and panelboards, 
panelboards in secondary suites, outdoor services including 
permanent and temporary installations, condensation in 
service raceways and equipment, meters, and location  
of consumer’s service conductors.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 B-E3 070327 1
Revision 1

Application of Polyurethane Spray 
Foam Insulation on Non-Metallic 
Sheathed Cables

The bulletin provides information about the application  
of polyurethane spray foam insulation to avoid reversion, 
which is a hard lacquer-like coating that results from 
improper application of the product. Reversion may result  
in damage to the cable sheath when mechanical strain  
is applied to the cable. 

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 B-G5  
E3 040924 3
Revision 1

Procedures for Issuing a  
Certificate of Inspection  
Following Gas or Electrical 
Installations or Alterations

The bulletin clarifies that BCSA does not, on any occasion, 
issue a final certificate of inspection following a gas or 
electrical installation performed under an installation permit.  
If an inspection is requested and a safety officer determines 
not to inspect the site based on a risk assessment, then a 
signed copy of the Notification of Completion, Installation  
or Alteration form or an Electrical Contractor Authorization 
and Declaration form will suffice.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 B-E3 060609 1
Revision 1

Responsibilities of Field  
Safety Representatives

The bulletin provides information regarding the 
responsibilities of field safety representatives, including 
competence requirements, and performance monitoring  
of field safety representatives.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 B-E3 090312 1
Revision 1

Overhead Lines Guideline The bulletin provides guidelines for best practices in 
overhead line construction for use in conjunction with the BC 
Electrical Code Part 1, Information Bulletin B-EL 2016-02 
- High Voltage Installations, C22.3 NO. 1-15 - Overhead 
Systems, and other standards referenced in the document.

Electrical Information 
Bulletin

29-Feb-2016 B-E3 071019 3
Revision 6

Approved Certification Marks  
for Electrical Products 

The bulletin provides examples of certification and approval 
marks and labels for electrical products that are acceptable  
in British Columbia.

Gas Information 
Bulletin

25-Aug-2016 IB-GA-2016-01 Gas Safety Regulation 
Amendments and New Gas Safety 
Codes Adopted

The bulletin advises that the Gas Safety Regulation has been 
amended, effective November 1, 2016. These amendments 
include repeals, substitutions, additions, strikeouts, 
renumbering and the adoption of new editions of codes.  
Two additional codes pertaining to the storage and handling 
of propane and oil and gas pipeline systems come into effect 
November 1, 2017. 

(continued)
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G
Table G-1: Listing of Regulatory Instruments and Amendments

Industry 
sector

Instrument 
type Issue date document no. tItLe descrIptIon

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

Information 
Bulletin

29-Apr-2016 IB-BP-2016-01 Boiler and pressure vessel  
codes adopted

The bulletin advises that the Power Engineers, Boiler, 
Pressure Vessel and Refrigeration Safety Regulation has 
been amended effective April 26, 2016. Amendments include 
the repeal of a code that is no longer being published and 
the adoption of new editions of codes.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

Information 
Bulletin

28-Jun-2016 IB-BP- 2016-02 Design	Registration	–	Registration	
Process Improvements

The bulletin provides information on improvements  
to the design registration process providing effective 
oversight for the provincial government, and efficient 
processing for applicants. 

Passenger 
Ropeways

Information 
Bulletin

29-Apr-2016 B-PR 2016-01 Adoption	of	the	CSA	Z98	–	 
14 Passenger Ropeway and 
Passenger Conveyor Safety 
Standard

This bulletin advises that the Elevating Devices Safety 
Regulation has been amended as of November 18, 2015  
to adopt Canadian Standards Association’s Passenger 
Ropeways and Passenger Conveyor Safety Standard for use 
in British Columbia. The regulation also adopts the inclusion  
of Annexes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and K as mandatory.

Alternative 
Safety 
Approaches

Information 
Bulletin

15-Aug-2016 IB-A1-2016-01 Pending Amendments to the 
Safety Standards Act Under  
Bill	13	–	Safety Standards 
Amendment Act, 2016

This bulletin advises that Bill 13, Safety Standards 
Amendment Act, 2016, received Royal Assent on May 19, 
2016 and will come into force on a date to be determined  
by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. Bill 13 will eliminate 
overlapping jurisdiction between BCSA and the BC Oil and 
Gas Commission. 

Alternative 
Safety 
Approaches

Information 
Bulletin

7-Nov-2016 IB-A1-2016-02 Transitional Requirements  
Under	Bill	13	–	Safety Standards 
Amendment Act, 2016 for 
Equipment Located in Pipelines 
and Oil and Gas Facilities 

This bulletin advises that Bill 13, Safety Standards 
Amendment Act, 2016, will come into effect on November 7, 
2016 and provides transitional rules which will be applied in 
accordance with Bill 13. The changes apply only to 
equipment being used in the operation of, or in association 
with, pipelines and facilities as defined in the Oil and Gas 
Activities Act. 

Railway Information 
Bulletin

24-Mar-2016 R2016-03-24 Risk-Based Audits: Result of  
Gaps in Railway Supervision 

The bulletin advises provincial railways must consult and 
follow the Railway Supervisor Transfer Process, which was 
issued in a bulletin in 2015. A railway’s failure to follow the 
Railway Supervisor Transfer Process creates an unsafe 
condition and a barrier to compliance auditing. 

Electrical Recommendation 
for Amendment

26-Jul-2016 - - Recommendation for amendments to the Electrical Safety 
Regulation to enable two electrical safety objectives. The first 
seeks to exempt the maintenance, repair, and replacement 
of like components of Class 2 extra-low voltage security 
alarm devices from permitting requirements. The second 
seeks to support in regulation existing safety order 
requirements for combustible dust management in 
wood-processing facilities.

Gas Recommendation 
for Amendment

29-Jan-2016 - - Recommendation for amendment to the Gas Safety 
Regulation to adopt new editions as the BC Natural Gas  
and Propane Code.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

Recommendation 
for Amendment

27-Jan-2016 - - Recommendation for amendment to the Power Engineers, 
Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Refrigeration Safety Regulation to  
adopt new code editions.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

Recommendation 
for Amendment

29-Aug-2016 - - Recommendation for amendment to the Power Engineers, 
Boiler, Pressure Vessel, Refrigeration Safety Regulation and 
to the Safety Standards General Regulation to provide a 
process to evaluate and recognize internationally-trained 
worker qualifications, mandatory periodic renewals for  
power engineers’ certificates of qualification, and an 
integrated plant registration system.

Gas Regulatory 
Amendment

- - - The regulation amends section 30 of the Gas Safety 
Regulation and Schedule by Ministerial Order M297 to adopt 
the latest edition of the codes and standards comprising the 
national code as the BC Natural Gas and Propane Code.

Boilers, 
Pressure 
Vessels, 
Refrigeration

Regulatory 
Amendment

- - - The regulation amends the schedule for the Power 
Engineers, Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Refrigeration Safety 
Regulation by Ministerial Order M147 to repeal a code that is 
no longer being published and adopt new editions of codes.

(continued)
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Appendix H:  
Local Government Administration 
of the Safety Standards Act

H
The Province of British Columbia has delegated partial administration of the Safety Standards Act to a number of local governments. 
This table shows responsibilities for permits and inspections for specific areas not in the jurisdiction of BCSA.

cIty/dIstrIct eLectrIcaL gas

Burnaby City City*

Kelowna BCSA City*

Maple Ridge City City*

North Vancouver (City) City City*

North Vancouver (District) District District*

Richmond BCSA City*

Surrey City BCSA

Vancouver City City*

Victoria City BCSA

West Vancouver District BCSA

All other BC municipalities and Aboriginal lands are jurisdiction of BCSA.

*  If a local government administers a gas inspection service under an agreement under section 5 of the Act, a safety officer  
appointed by the local government may issue an installation permit for only the following kinds of regulated work in respect of  
gas equipment or gas systems: 

 (a)  regulated work in a fully detached dwelling serviced by an individual service meter and supplied with gas at a pressure  
of 14.0 kPa gauge or less; 

 (b)  regulated work in any premises other than a fully detached dwelling, if

  (i) the meter is supplied with gas at a pressure of 14.0 kPa gauge or less, and

  (ii) the total connected load for the meter is 120 kW or less.
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Appendix I:  
Glossary I
As-found conditions
Conditions observed by safety officers during physical 
assessments, investigations, or audits of regulated work, 
product or equipment, or safety systems. 

As-found hazard
A condition found by safety officers during physical 
assessments, investigations, or audits of regulated work, 
product, equipment, or safety systems where intrinsic  
hazards are not suitably controlled.

Assessment
An evaluation or review of information relating to regulated work, 
product or equipment. Key BCSA activities in assessment are:

•  gathering of information through inspections or physical 
assessments (of reported hazards and work performed  
by contractors or homeowners); 

•  gathering of evidence through incident investigations; 

•  gathering of evidence through audits or documentation 
evaluations (of safety management plans for example); 

•  reviews of requests for permission (such as permit  
or ASA applications); 

•  reviews of declarations and reports from duty holders 
(includes incident reports); 

•  reviews of qualifications for licensing or certification; and 

•  reviews of product or equipment and designs when 
approving these for use in BC.

Assessment/Inspection Outcomes

•  Pass: The safety officer has assessed that the regulated  
work and/or regulated product was found to comply with  
the Safety Standards Act, regulations and/or applicable 
technical code(s).

•  Conditional pass: The safety officer has assessed that the 
regulated work and/or regulated product was found to NOT 
comply with the Safety Standards Act, regulations and/or 
applicable technical code(s). Further regulated work may only 
be undertaken as directed on the certificate of inspection, 
while the identified non-compliances are being corrected.

•  Fail: The safety officer has assessed that the regulated work 
and/or regulated product was found to NOT comply with the 
Safety Standards Act, regulations and/or applicable technical 
code(s). Further regulated work on the affected system or 
phase of work, and/or operation of the regulated equipment 
must not be undertaken until the identified non-compliances 
have been corrected.

Audit
An independent, systematic review supported by objective 
evidence that is focused on a system or process.

Certificate of inspection
A document issued by BCSA upon completion of a physical 
assessment or inspection. This document identifies as-found 
conditions and any non-compliances with respect to the 
regulated work, product or equipment that must be corrected  
by the permit holder. 

Certificate of qualification
A certificate issued by BCSA to an individual who provides 
evidence of his/her knowledge and ability to do regulated  
work in a manner that meets the requirements under the  
Safety Standards Act and which allows an individual to perform 
regulated work in British Columbia within the scope of the 
certificate.

Compliance order
A document issued to a person or company by a BCSA safety 
officer or safety manager that specifies actions to be taken, 
stopped or modified.

Directive
A regulatory instrument issued by a BCSA provincial safety 
manager that clarifies or provides new interpretation, application 
or operation of a regulation or code. Compliance is mandatory.

Discipline order
A document issued by a BCSA provincial safety manager to  
a person or company performing regulated work who:

•  is in breach of a condition of, or restriction on, any licence  
or permission;

•  practises in a discipline under the Safety Standards Act  
for which the contractor is not licensed or qualified;

• fails to comply with a compliance order or safety order;

•  fails to comply with a requirement, term or condition of  
an Alternative Safety Approach, or;

• is convicted of an offense under the Safety Standards Act.
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Glossary

Duty holder
A person or company who is responsible for compliance 
because they either own regulated products, or perform 
regulated work.

Incident
A failure of a regulated product, work or operation that causes:

a)  damage to property, personal injury or death and/or 

b) damage to safety features. 

Information bulletin
A document that provides helpful information on safety, 
administrative requirements, or other matters.

Injury
Any physical damage to the body caused by an event that 
occurs as a result of regulated work or equipment, further 
classified as:

• Fatal injury: An injury causing death. 

•  Major injury: An injury where residual effects are likely  
to significantly affect long-term quality of life.

•  Moderate injury: An injury where residual effects are  
unlikely to significantly affect long-term quality of life.

•  Minor injury: An injury where there are typically no  
residual effects and recovery is expected.

•  Insignificant injury: An injury where there are typically  
no residual effects and full recovery is expected.

Inspection
A type of assessment where the regulated product, equipment 
or work has been directly evaluated by BCSA.

Installation permit
A written permission required to install or alter regulated  
product or equipment. Depending on the work being performed,  
an installation permit may be issued to a licensed contractor,  
a person who holds an operating permit, an owner of a 
regulated product or equipment or a homeowner who  
performs regulated work as permitted under the regulations.

Licence
A permission issued by a BCSA provincial safety manager  
that entitles a person to engage in regulated work. A licence is 
subject to terms and conditions specified by a provincial safety 
manager and to any requirements associated with a contractor’s 
licence that are contained in the regulations. A licence is normally 
associated with a specific person and is not specific to a 
particular site or location.

Monetary penalty
An administrative penalty issued by a BCSA safety manager to  
a person or company for specific non-compliance(s), in amounts 
up to a maximum of $100,000.

Non-compliance
A failure of regulated product, equipment or work to meet 
applicable regulatory requirements.

Operating permit
A permission issued by BCSA that allows the operation and 
maintenance of a regulated product or equipment. An operating 
permit may be issued to the owner of a regulated product or 
building where the product or equipment is to be operated. 

Physical assessment
See definition for inspection.

Railway accident
An event that results in injury or damage relating to the railway’s 
operations.

Reportable railway accident

A reportable railway accident is:

An accident resulting directly from operation of rolling stock, 
where:

(a) A person sustains a serious injury or is killed as a result of

 1) Being on board or getting on or off the rolling stock, or

  2)  Coming into contact with any part of the rolling stock  
or its contents; or

(b) The rolling stock

  1)  is involved in a grade crossing collision, (all crossing 
accidents are reportable with or without injuries or 
fatalities)

 2) is involved in a collision or a derailment,

 3) sustains damage that affects its safe operation, or

 4)  causes or sustains a fire or explosion, or causes damage  
to the railway that poses a threat to the safety of any 
person, property or the environment.
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Railway classes
Types of railways regulated by BCSA:

•  Common carrier railways transport passengers and/or 
goods and interchange common rolling stock with other 
railways.

•  Commuter railways exclusively provide rail transportation for 
passengers in or between urban and/or suburban locations.

•  Heritage railways operate or move only railway equipment of 
historical significance.

•  Industrial railways exclusively serve and move railway 
equipment through track switches at industrial sites or as 
designated by the authority having administrative 
responsibility.

Railway incident
An event where there is no damage or injury but the potential 
existed for either or both to occur and the cause is related to 
non-compliance with the approved rules, regulations, guidelines, 
policies or procedures of the railway or external events or 
activities beyond the control of the railway.

Reportable railway incident

A reportable railway incident is an incident resulting directly  
from the operation of rolling stock where:

• A risk of collision occurs;

•  An unprotected main track switch is left in an abnormal 
position;

•  A railway signal displays a less restrictive indication than 
required for the intended movement of rolling stock;

• An unprotected overlap of operating authorities occurs;

•  The movement of rolling stock exceeds the limits  
of its authority;

• There is runaway rolling stock;

•  Any crew member whose duties are directly related to  
the safe operation of the rolling stock is unable to perform  
the crew member’s duties as a result of a physical 
incapacitation that poses a threat to any person, property  
or the environment; or

•  Any dangerous goods are released on board or from the 
rolling stock.

Safety feature
An aspect of a product’s design, installation, maintenance or 
operation that is intended to prevent people or property from 
being exposed to a hazard.

Safety order
A regulatory instrument issued by a BCSA provincial safety 
manager to prevent or reduce the risk of personal injury or 
damage to property. Compliance is mandatory.

Safety Standards Administrators’ Group
An advisory body comprising representatives of the 10 
municipalities that administer the electrical or gas regulations  
of the Safety Standards Act. The role of the Safety Standards 
Administrators’ Group is to share safety information, standardize 
processes and interpretations, and ultimately to promote greater 
consistency in provincial safety management.

Sanction
An action issued to a person or company to correct  
non-compliant behaviour. Types of sanctions include monetary 
penalties, discipline orders, or other restrictions issued by a 
safety manager.

Technology Advisory Committee
A non-decision-making body comprising volunteer industry 
representatives that has a role of identifying and advising  
BCSA on issues related to technical safety, regulatory change 
and service delivery.

Warning notice
A document issued to a person or company by BCSA  
identifying non-compliant behaviour and further advising  
that future non-compliance of a similar nature will result in 
progressive enforcement action.

Working group
A group of industry subject matter experts formed to address  
a specific safety issue, activity or project. Working Groups 
research, analyze and make recommendations on a specific 
safety aspect to their respective technology advisory committee 
and may be dissolved when the outcome is delivered.
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The State of Safety Report represents one year of BCSA’s safety-focused operations. Almost all employees contribute to the activities 
that are summarized and presented in the State of Safety Report. Safety officers author and conduct investigations and assessment 
reports. Client service representatives administer the issuance of permits, licences and certificates of qualification. Senior safety officers 
and field service leaders review and guide the work of safety officers and CSRs as well as support content development for safety 
programs. Other BCSA employees prepare the content for tech talks, organize education events, develop communications and 
newsletters or lead teams toward those efforts.

A team of employees directly contribute to the content and development of the State of Safety Report. These team members compile 
information related to their specialty and oversee its presentation in the Report. Those information owners are as follows:

report content InFormatIon owner empLoyee

Overall report leadership
Vice President, Technical Programs Phil Gothe

Leader, Engineering and Incident Investigations Jeff Coleman

Overall report coordination Incident Investigations Program Coordinator Stephanie Salido

Incidents Leader, Engineering and Incident Investigations Jeff Coleman

Management discussions
Director, Risk Knowledge Advancement Abraham van Poortvliet

Director, Safety Oversight Janice Lee

Assessments and regulated work Director, Operations and Service Excellence Trent Wagner

Stakeholder engagement Leader, Stakeholder Engagement Frank Do

Client education Director, Product and Service Strategy Team member

Media relations Leader, Communications and Media Relations Kelly Moon

Licensing and certification Team Leader, Certification and Registration Services Team member

Enforcement Safety Manager, Compliance & Enforcement and Railway Eric Samuelson

Regulatory instruments Director, Policy and Regulatory Affairs Clint Abbott

Safety manager discussions

Electrical Safety Manager Ulrich Janisch

Boilers, Pressure Vessels, Refrigeration Safety Manager Tony Scholl

Gas Safety Manager Brad Wyatt

Acting Elevating Devices Safety Manager Nav Chahal

Acting Passenger Ropeways Safety Manager Nav Chahal

Acting Amusement Devices Safety Manager Nav Chahal

Railway safety program Railway Safety Manager Eric Samuelson

Alternative safety approaches Alternative Safety Approaches Safety Manager Stephen Hinde

Ammonia incident study

Incident Investigation Program Coordinator Stephanie SalidoCarbon monoxide incident study

Deropement incident study

Elevator leveling incident study
Student Engineer Stephanie Wall

Incident Investigation Program Coordinator Stephanie Salido

Communications editing Communications Business Partner Laura McLeod

Privacy review Analyst, Records Information and Privacy Team member

Assessment data collection and evaluation
Application Manager Wan How

Safety Systems Reliability Engineer Youmin Ding
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